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About This Book

For post-conflict stabilisation and peacebuilding efforts to have a chance of
success, security gaps need to be closed. Domestic law enforcement agencies
tend to be too weak or unreliable after war to enforce the law and fight
serious crime. As a consequence, operations against organised crime, the
arrest of suspected war criminals and the protection of minorities depend on
international intervention forces. Much attention has been paid to domestic
police reform and the problems of deploying international civilian police.
This book examines the under-explored role of international military
missions in post-conflict law enforcement, with a focus on serious crime.
The military is under pressure to fill security gaps. Yet military
involvement in crime-fighting is problematic practically (soldiers are
generally not trained and equipped for it), politically (crime-fighting is seen
as military mission creep) and normatively (it undermines the delineation of
military and policing functions). Military support of law enforcement poses a
major dilemma in peace operations. Decision-makers continue to struggle
with this dilemma in an ad-hoc fashion, while scholars have so far provided
few empirical accounts. This book focuses on post-war Bosnia-Herzegovina
(BiH) and Kosovo. It argues that the pros of military involvement in law
enforcement outweigh the cons, given the continuing lack of strong police
forces, the criminalised nature of contemporary wars and the negative
influence of spoilers on stabilisation and peacebuilding efforts. Military
support of the fight against serious crime is not sufficient for these efforts to
succeed, but it is necessary.
This book has three objectives. It describes the role of NATO and EU
military missions in law enforcement in BiH and Kosovo from the 1990s
through early 2009, thus filling an empirical knowledge gap. By formulating
a strategy for military involvement in law enforcement, the book also makes
a normative contribution to the debate on peace operations. Drawing on,
among other sources, interviews in these two ‘international protectorates’,
the book shows that military support of the fight against serious crime has
lacked effectiveness, efficiency and legitimacy, examples of success
notwithstanding. Third, the book adds conceptual value to the debate on
peace operations, by drawing on security governance, Security Sector
Reform and Security Sector Governance. These concepts help to understand
the military role in post-conflict law enforcement and to guide improved
efforts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When war ends law enforcement is needed. War criminals must be arrested,
organised crime checked, and attacks on minorities and refugees prevented
or punished. If those committing serious crime are given free rein to violate
laws and human rights with impunity, efforts to stabilise war-torn countries
are bound to fail. Law enforcement is necessary for post-conflict
stabilisation and peacebuilding.
This book focuses on the role of the military and highlights a major
dilemma. Military involvement in law enforcement is needed to fill security
gaps.1 Domestic security forces tend to be weak or compromised after war,
and international civilian police (CIVPOL) forces usually arrive late and in
insufficient numbers. Moreover, conditions in post-war countries may draw
the military into the law enforcement realm.
Yet military involvement in law enforcement is problematic. Soldiers
are trained to confront, and kill if necessary, organised enemies. But when
arresting members of organised crime networks and seizing their assets, it is
crucial to secure the chain of evidence. When a rioting mob pelts security
forces or returning refugees with stones, opening indiscriminate fire at the
rioters would be inappropriate. Military forces often do not possess the
training and equipment to conduct law enforcement tasks. Not least for this
reason, the evolution of democracy has gone hand in hand with the
separation of military from policing tasks. Employing the military for law
enforcement undermines the international message that post-conflict states
should respect the norms associated with modern, democratic statehood.
Moreover, many decision-makers invoke the danger of mission creep.
During the 2000 United States (US) Presidential Campaign, Condoleezza
Rice, then-foreign policy adviser to George W. Bush, said: “We don't need
to have the 82nd Airborne escorting kids to kindergarten.“2 Many argue that
engaging soldiers in non-core military activities undermines troop morale
and preparedness for warfare, and increases the risk of military casualties.
This book contributes to the debate on peace operations in three ways.
First, by describing military involvement in post-war law enforcement in two
concrete cases, the book fills an empirical knowledge gap. The empirical
question to which this book attempts to find an (incomplete and tentative)
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answer is: To what extent have NATO and European Union (EU) military
missions in Bosnia-Herzegovina (BiH) and Kosovo participated in the fight
against serious crime?
Many authors have noted that after the Cold War, soldiers have been
drawn into operations against crime, terrorism and other ‘homeland security’
issues.3 Authors have also focused on the involvement of international
military forces in law enforcement operations abroad, particularly as part of
the US ‘war on drugs’.4 Further, some authors have examined the rise of
constabulary forces in international affairs and underlined their advantages
vis-à-vis the police and regular military forces.5 Blurred military and
policing functions are both a cause and a consequence of the blurring of
internal and external security.6
The rule of law is a major political and scholarly topic as well. Over
recent decades, numerous rule of law programmes have been exported to
developing, transitional and post-conflict countries. As part of the debate on
post-conflict intervention and peacebuilding, much attention has been paid to
the role of spoilers of peace processes such as organised crime groups,7 postconflict Security Sector Reform (SSR) efforts,8 especially police reform,9
and the deployment of CIVPOL.10 Furthermore, much interest has been paid
to issues of civil-military relations after conflict, such as military support of
economic reconstruction.11 While authors have also examined the militarypolice interface in peace operations,12 few studies reveal the empirical details
of military involvement in post-conflict law enforcement.13 By taking a close
look at dynamics not only on the diplomatic, strategic and doctrinal levels,
but also on the operational and tactical levels, this study sheds light on
militarised law enforcement after war.
In addition to making an empirical contribution, this book is policyrelevant and proposes an ideal-type strategy for coping with the dilemma of
involving military forces in post-conflict law enforcement. The question here
is: To what extent should the military become involved in the fight against
serious crime? It is argued that when CIVPOL and domestic security forces
are weak, international military forces should do things done by the police in
more stable settings.14 However, the military should hand over law
enforcement responsibilities to the police as soon as possible. Thereafter,
viable police-military networks are needed to enforce the law. Moreover,
when becoming involved in law enforcement, soldiers must avoid any
excessive use of force and respect standard judicial principles.
This book fills a conceptual gap as well. It shows that the concepts of
security governance, Security Sector Governance (SSG) and SSR help to
understand the military role in post-conflict law enforcement and serve as
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normative guidance for improving this role. The question here is: How can
the police/military interface in peace operations be conceptualised?
Several caveats and limits of this study must be mentioned. First, the
book does not provide a systematic explanation for why soldiers engage in
law enforcement.15 Doing so would require a close look at decision-making
and institutional learning by international organisations and governments.16
However, the book does refer to factors such as the fear of military mission
creep (to explain military reluctance of becoming mired in ‘policing’ tasks);
the role of entrepreneurial decision-makers and new crime-fighting
discourses (to explain military activism); and problems of multilateral
military coalitions, military training and military equipment (to explain
unsystematic military law enforcement).
Focusing on the cases of post-Dayton BiH (hereafter also referred to
as Bosnia) and post-war Kosovo, this book examines efforts of NATO and
EU military forces against serious crime. A dilemma means that there is no
perfect choice between two options – a decision either way has
disadvantages. However, one course of action may still be better than the
other. Serious crime in post-war Bosnia and Kosovo has presented the
military with a major dilemma.
Second, measuring organised crime and the impact of counter-efforts
is notoriously difficult. A lack of available and reliable information on
serious crime, the secretive nature of law enforcement and intelligence
operations,17 and the large number of actors and programmes make it
difficult to study policy impact. Yet, available data and information suggest
that the military has only partially been successful. If organised crime
thrives, if suspected war criminals are not caught and vulnerable individuals
and groups are attacked despite the presence of peacekeepers, law
enforcement is not high on the military agenda. If the military does engage
in law enforcement, even haphazardly, post-conflict security governance is
flawed.
Third, the notions of law enforcement, rule of law, serious crime and
organised crime are controversial.18 Crime is not simply out there. Instead,
the criminalisation of specific activities reflects culturally and temporarily
contingent collective perceptions, as well as the prejudices and priorities of
powerful individuals and institutions.19 This book defines serious crime as
criminalised acts that destabilise reconstruction and peacebuilding efforts.20
These are war crimes committed during war, attacks on minorities and
returning refugees after war and organised crime activities, especially the
smuggling and trafficking of people and goods. Conventional crime such as
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burglary or murder not committed for political reasons is not discussed in
depth (despite the seriousness for those affected).
Forth, this book does discuss CIVPOL and domestic law enforcement
agencies, showing how their weaknesses have facilitated military
involvement in law enforcement. However, police and border guard agencies
are studied only with regard to their links to the military. This study also
does not discuss domestic military forces, or the role of international military
forces in national defence reform.
A fifth caveat pertains to methodology and sources. This study draws
on primary documents, secondary literature, media materials and interviews
with military and civilian officials; most of the interviews were conducted in
the Balkans in 2007 and 2008. Governance, especially in ‘international
protectorates’, is about asymmetric power relations, perceptions and
adaptive responses to situations that arise suddenly. Hence, arrangements on
the ground often play out differently than are envisaged and documented by
headquarters. To reveal the frictions, contradictions and ad-hocracy of
governance, this study has complemented research conducted in capitals and
at the headquarter level with fieldwork done on the operational and tactical
levels. In other words, the aim of the study is to shed light on the
implementation of governance on the ground. Interviews were necessary
since information and data available in print, such as in official documents,
is limited or unreliable. This is due to secrecy provisions, a lack of
systematic documentation of activities and lessons learned and the fact that
those committing serious crime usually operate clandestinely.
The downside is that many interviews must be conducted informally,
without the presence of those who habitually talk to external observers, such
as heads of missions and press officers. The format of background talks
allows interlocutors to express themselves relatively freely. Yet most
interlocutors interviewed for this book insisted on anonymity (this book does
not reveal the identity even of those who would not mind being quoted by
name). The condition of anonymity requires much faith on the part of the
reader in the sincerity of the author to select interview partners who are wellinformed and whose views are not merely odd minority views. This book
draws on interviews with around two hundred representatives of
international and domestic governmental institutions, international
organisations and civil society organisations. Interview partners range from
senior decision-makers to ‘foot soldiers’. Many of their statements have been
paraphrased for this book. However, several interview partners are quoted
verbatim. This was done in cases where paraphrasing would change not only
the letter but also the spirit of a statement. In these cases, the author has paid
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special attention to ensuring that the quotes represent a more general view, to
avoid distorting reality. The quotes, even though anonymised, hopefully
enhance authenticity.
Terminological clarifications are warranted, too. Here the term
‘military forces’ refers to forces under military command. They include
regular military forces, special forces and constabulary forces. By discussing
constabulary forces as part of the military, it is not implied that they are
more a part of the military than the police – they are in between. But in
Bosnia and Kosovo most constabulary forces have been deployed under
military command. Hence, here they are considered as military actors.
The term ‘law enforcement’ designates efforts to apprehend the
perpetrators of serious crime or to prevent such crime. Using the generic
term law enforcement avoids the circularity of labelling something a
policing or military task and then criticizing the involvement of the military
in tasks defined as police prerogatives. Although law enforcement is
arguably more an internal security issue, and thus a police task, the arrest of
suspected war criminals and other post-war challenges may require military
assets.21 Thus, while it is acknowledged that the police are best prepared for
law enforcement, there is room for military involvement too.
This book is based on several assumptions. First, it is assumed that
conflict prevention is better, morally and financially, than having to
intervene in war-torn countries.22 Better conflict prevention would help
avoid the dilemma of employing the military in post-conflict law
enforcement in the first place.
Second, crime-fighting is not sufficient for stabilising post-war
countries.23 Coercive security sector actors can only do so much;24 coercion,
even if applied appropriately, does not create jobs or bring people together
after war. Concerted political, economic and social efforts are needed to
reverse the high likelihood of a reversion to conflict.25 Moreover, improving
military law enforcement capabilities is no substitute for deploying more and
better CIVPOL. This book acknowledges that adapting the military to law
enforcement is risky since it may alleviate the pressure on policymakers to
invest in prevention, CIVPOL deployment and SSR. Moreover, coercive
responses against criminalised activities can alienate the citizens who depend
on “tricks of everyday” life for survival after war.26
The third assumption pertains to local ownership. Law enforcement
should be the task of domestic security forces, especially the police, and not
the task of international police or military forces. But when domestic police
forces are biased or simply not there, ‘internationals’ must take over.
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Fourth, the distinction between internal security tasks for which the
police is responsible, and external security which is safeguarded by the
military, should be resuscitated to the extent possible. The Westphalian
Model, negative consequences such as security dilemmas notwithstanding, is
preferable to neo-medieval overlapping security functions. Suggesting ways
of improving the effectiveness and efficiency of military involvement in law
enforcement is not the same as pleading for a further erosion of Westphalian
norms. Ideally, domestic police forces should enforce the law. If that is not
possible, CIVPOL should become involved, with an executive mandate if
necessary. But due to the shortcomings of civilian policing, the role of the
military in law enforcement must be thought through to stabilise war-torn
societies and to save human lives.
Militarised law enforcement thus involves trade-offs and negative
consequences. But this is the nature of dilemmas. Without law enforcement
‘soft’ strategy elements will fail. Development hinges on security (and vice
versa) and fighting serious crime is essential for fostering security. Adapting
the military to post-conflict law enforcement is a necessary evil.27 Not giving
the military a role in this field is worse than transforming soldiers into law
enforcers.
Chapter 2 lays out the conceptual framework. It first shows that
military and policing tasks have become increasingly blurred since the end
of the Cold War. It then discusses the problem of post-war security gaps.
Subsequently, the chapter helps to conceptualise the involvement of
international military forces in post-conflict law enforcement, referring to
Security Governance, SSG and SSR. Lastly, it formulates conditions that
impact on the military’s ability to support law enforcement in war-torn
countries.
Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the fight against serious crime in Bosnia and
Kosovo, applying the heuristic framework developed in chapter 2. The cases
reveal that military reticence to enforce laws has allowed ‘spoilers’ of
stabilisation efforts to become entrenched and to violate human rights with
impunity. Yet operational activism by NATO and EU forces has been
problematic, too. From a functional point of view, the military scored merely
tactical victories. From a normative point of view, military activism has
blurred distinctions between military and policing functions, undermining a
central SSR principle touted by the ‘international community’.28 Bosnia and
Kosovo also underline the difficulty of constructing military-police
networks. It took until late 2005 to find a modus operandi in Bosnia. In
Kosovo, military and police tasks were still without proper delineation by
early 2009.
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The conclusion provides a summary of the empirical findings.
Drawing on these findings, it then develops an ideal-type strategy for
military involvement in post-conflict law enforcement. Subsequently, the
discussion is extended to other cases. Despite their idiosyncrasies, both
Bosnia and Kosovo illustrate problems of military law enforcement in
general.
This book posits that closing public security gaps is a major challenge
in military operations, whether multilateral or unilateral ones, and whether
major combat operations have ended or not. Improving post-conflict law
enforcement is not very difficult in practical terms. Preparing for and
engaging in law enforcement should become part of military transformation
more largely; deploying more constabulary forces and using them
appropriately would help fight serious crime. Using the military for law
enforcement will further erode Westphalian norms and alter military
cultures. But the persistent lack of political will to deploy more CIVPOL,
and the failure to put rhetorical commitments to conflict prevention into
practice,29 make the need to increase the spectrum of military tasks
inevitable. Proper training and force planning can mitigate the negative
externalities of broadening the scope of military activities.
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Chapter 2

The Military, Law Enforcement and
Peace Operations

The 1648 Treaty of Westphalia was supposed to end perennial warfare by
prescribing the norm of state sovereignty as a principle governing
international relations. The creation of modern states went hand in hand with
the creation of modern armed forces.1 The state was to protect the security of
its citizens by militarily safeguarding the national territory and population
against threats from abroad. Westphalia set the foundation for the division of
labour between the police (responsible for internal security) and the military
(responsible for defending countries against foreign attack).
It took long for this division of labour to evolve since it depended on,
in addition to state creation, another process: democratisation.
Distinguishing between policing and military functions reflects a search for
effectiveness and the understanding that citizens deserve protection from
undue state repression, and that the police, due to their training and
equipment, are the most appropriate instrument for interacting with citizens.
The distinction between military and policing functions is at the core of the
modern Rechtsstaat.2
When democracy is weak the military tends to be active domestically.
In the second half of the 20th century, in many countries freed from colonial
rule, the military quelled internal dissent. Military juntas in Latin America
and elsewhere furthered the security of the state/the ruling elite, not the
security of citizens. Military involvement in internal security operations was
a symptom of weak democracy as well as an impediment to
democratisation.3
Yet many states did distinguish between military and policing tasks
during the second half of the 20th century.4 NATO member states created
huge armed forces against the perceived Communist threat and militarised
the border between the two blocks. Yet governments generally refrained
from using the military in law enforcement operations. Germany, for
example, due to the country’s history of all-powerful security forces
accountable only to the Nazi government, confined the military to external
security functions to ensure democratic control of armed forces. Even the
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creation of paramilitary police forces proved politically controversial. Only
in the later 1970s, after a wave of terrorist attacks, were such forces created.
In other countries, there has been more overlap between policing and
military work. The British armed forces, after moving into Northern Ireland
in 1969, became involved in law enforcement operations. This involvement
culminated in Bloody Sunday, with British troops killing numerous civilians
in 1972 on the streets of Belfast. In 1976, the police assumed primacy over
law enforcement.5 But blurred lines between terrorism, insurgency, crime
and street protest enabled joint and partly overlapping activities of armed
forces, police and intelligence services. Defining what is police and what is
military work is even more difficult in countries that possess police forces
with military status. In Italy, the Carabinieri play an important role in the
fight against the Mafia and other organised crime groups. In Spain, the
Guardia Civil is one of the main protagonists in the fight against ETA
terrorists. In France, the Gendarmerie collects counter-terrorist intelligence
and makes arrests. Such examples notwithstanding, the use of the military in
internal security operations has been circumscribed in many countries during
the Cold War.
The end of the Cold War catalyzed into a reshuffling of security
forces. The democratisation of former Communist countries imposed new
limits on how the military could be used; establishing civilian control over
the military was a sine qua non of the transition to democracy. The military
was to be better controlled, among other measures, by strengthening
parliamentary control over defence expenditure, demilitarising borders and
curtailing the power of paramilitary forces. Norm-setting efforts such as the
1994 Code of Conduct of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE) have been vital in this regard.6
One of the assumptions underlying efforts to establish democratic
control of armed forces has been the distinction between internal security,
for which the police should be responsible, and external security, the
prerogative of the military. Democracies exporting their norms and practices
have pushed ex-authoritarian states to distinguish between policing and
military tasks. As one SSR expert writes, “in principle it is undesirable that
the military should be involved in civilian law enforcement”.7 Similarly, a
handbook for SSR practitioners states that the military “should only be used
in highly exceptional and well defined circumstances (for example, during a
state of emergency); either under the direction of the police or in joint
command of operation“.8 The OSCE Code of Conduct allows for more
leverage. But the Code also expresses unease about military involvement in
internal security matters by stating that states “will ensure that any decision
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to assign its armed forces to internal security missions is arrived at in
conformity with constitutional procedures.”9
While the end of the Cold War provided a window of opportunity to
demilitarise states and societies, it also had the opposite effects: it blurred
distinctions between internal and external security, and policing and military
work. This trend has posed risks to civilian control and oversight of the
military (by politicising the military), and to citizens facing soldiers not
trained for law enforcement tasks.10
One of the main factors spurning this trend has been the increasingly
transnational nature of security problems, as well as the corresponding need
for transnational responses. Criminalised activities were conducted across
borders even during the Cold War. Indeed, many forms of smuggling and
trafficking are possible only when there are borders and concomitant
economic incentives such as tax differentials. Moreover, terrorists and other
violent non-state groups violated national sovereignty long before the end of
the Cold War.
But the end of the Cold War accelerated these trends. The collapse of
the Berlin Wall, as well as advances in communication and transport
technologies, enabled an increased exchange of people, goods, services and
money across borders. While most exchanges were legal, the transition of
the 1990s also benefited criminal entrepreneurs. These entrepreneurs
smuggled and trafficked people and goods across borders, made money and
gained political clout in criminalised ‘new wars’, busted international
sanctions against rogue regimes11 and sold the weapons and military knowhow of ex-Communist countries.
Thus, whereas the Cold War was dominated by state-based military
threats, post-Cold War international security has been dominated by risks
such as organised crime, terrorism, climate change, failed states and
financial crises. These risks are more diffuse than threats, as it is difficult to
clearly identify hostile actors, their potential to inflict damage and their
intentions.12 The diffuse, asymmetric and transnational nature of security
risks puts a question mark behind traditional security postures. In contrast to
state-based military threats, risks do not threaten specific territories or
borders. Instead, they alter the fabric of societies (as is the case with drugs)
and make critical infrastructures vulnerable (as is the case with terrorism).
While risks often manifest themselves locally as internal security problems,
their source is partly abroad and thus an external security matter. The line of
defence is now seen as beyond the border, requiring integrated internal and
external security instruments.
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Partly in response to these new security parameters security actors
have changed. One significant change has been the internationalisation of
police forces. The Westphalian model, according to which the police
operates internally, historically has been more ideal-type than reality. The
19th century, for example, saw close cooperation among European and US
police, with agents exchanging information and travelling to other countries
to aid in the arrest of ‘their’ criminals.13 During the 20th century various
states sent police abroad. This was the case with repressive regimes that had
‘political’ police forces at their disposal. But democratic countries did so as
well with the US taking the lead. Mainly as part of the ‘war on drugs’, the
US government set up police liaison programmes with US law enforcement
agents operating around the world.14
The end of the Cold War has boosted international policing again with
the US in the lead. The perceived threat of organised crime led US law
enforcement agencies to further increase their presence abroad. The attacks
on New York and Washington on 11 September 2001 not only invited US
military action but also catalyzed into more global policing. Terrorism
underlines the difficulty of delineating internal from external security.
Countries other than the US, such as Germany, have expanded their
international policing presence as well. Moreover, the interior ministries of
many states who are responsible for overseeing policing have created
external affairs departments. The world’s most highly institutionalised law
enforcement network is within the EU. While EU member states are still
reluctant to supranationalise policing competencies, they have gone far with
regard to joint strategy planning, joint operations and the exchange of
information and intelligence.
Police forces have become militarised as well. While some police
forces and border guards have shed their militarised past, others have been
increasingly using military equipment and tactics. The US-Mexican border
has seen significant militarisation since the 1990s.15 A similar process can be
observed along the Schengen external border. Austria, for example, has
regularly deployed troops along its eastern border against illegal migrants.
Police forces operating far away from borders have also been
militarised. Most countries now possess specialised police forces such as
Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) teams. These forces use military
equipment and tactics against terrorists, hijackers and bank robbers. In the
US numerous police departments have created paramilitary squads.16 Special
police forces can operate domestically as well as internationally. For
instance, the Grenzschutzgruppe 9 (GSG 9), created after the attacks on the
Munich summer Olympic games in 1972, famously liberated plane
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passengers taken hostage by Palestinian terrorists in 1977 in Somalia.
Paramilitary policing tactics and equipment are also used against low-level
targets, such as football hooligans.
Further, militarised law enforcement becomes evident when looking at
the role of constabulary forces. Many countries have forces that can operate
under military or civilian command. Their structure, equipment and
functions vary depending on the country and whether there is war or peace.
Constabulary forces include a variety of specialists including counterterrorism experts, snipers and parachutists. Their means comprise, among
others, batons and shields, heavy machine guns and helicopters. These
means are used for counter-terrorism, crowd and riot control (CRC), traffic
control and operations against organised crime. Constabulary forces reject
the descriptor ‘paramilitary’ and emphasise that they are police forces under
military command. However, their military structure, their training for
internal security operations and their equipment all underline their hybrid
status. They embody the blurred distinction between internal and external
security, and policing and military roles.
Further, the military itself is affected by new security postures.17
Military involvement in non-traditional military tasks includes disaster relief
at home and abroad. Moreover, and central to this book, the military has
increasingly provided law enforcement support. Generally troops do not
have the power of arrest, but instead deter wrongdoers or back up police
forces. In France the ‘vigipirate’ scheme, intended to deter terrorists, has
deployed soldiers to public places. In the US, National Guard troops have
guarded subway stations and streets to thwart terrorist attacks. In
Switzerland troops stand in front of diplomatic premises and have backed up
the police at major events such as the Davos World Economic Forum and the
2008 European football championship. The government of Silvio Berlusconi
in summer 2008 militarised the streets of Italy in order to counter irregular
migration and other perceived security threats. The German military used
Tornado jets in 2007 to take pictures of demonstrators’ camps at the G-8
meeting in Heiligendamm.
Militarised law enforcement also manifests itself as police training by
the military. Such training is problematic since it may lead to militarised
policing and concomitant problems such as human rights abuses. A
notorious example is the School of the Americas where Latin American
police and other security forces, some of which committed human rights
violations, received training from US security forces, including the
military.18
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Blurring the line between military and policing tasks has clashed with
the SSR norm of separating the military from the police. SSR is intended to
create a security sector that provides security to the state and to citizens in an
effective and efficient way. Moreover, security must be provided in a
framework of democratic governance.19 All too often and in many parts of
the world a malfunctioning security sector has hampered development,
democratisation and conflict resolution.
Several elements are needed to ensure the effective, efficient and
legitimate delivery of security. One of these is a clear division of labour
among security agencies. When responsibilities are blurred it becomes more
difficult to exert democratic control, and there is a risk that human security
and respect for human rights will fall victim to turf battles, the abrogation of
responsibility and inappropriate measures taken by security forces. The
‘policisation’ of the military, as well as the militarisation of the police, is
therefore a troubling development from an SSR perspective.
The trend towards blurred boundaries between military and policing
tasks – in war-torn countries as well as in stable democracies – has triggered
debates over the appropriateness of using military force for internal security
missions. These debates indicate that the norm circumscribing the internal
use of military forces is still salient. However, the fact that troops have been,
and continue to be, deployed also reveals the volatility of the norm. In
Europe and North America, the military function to protect against external
attack has been complemented and partially substituted by internal security
missions, as well as the participation in peace operations20 – where
militarised law enforcement is particularly pronounced. The next section
explains why.
Post-Conflict Security Gaps and International Military Forces
There are no blueprints for reconstructing war-torn countries. All
international actors involved, including forces under military command,
struggle to define their role. Post-conflict intervention has often been
conducted in an ad-hoc, uncoordinated fashion and inappropriate strategies
and tactics have been applied. For instance, the international drive to rapidly
privatise state-owned assets has exacerbated poverty and exclusion and
facilitated fraud.21 Worse, some members of international military and
civilian missions who were supposed to protect and reconstruct have
colluded with criminals and violated human rights.
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Security gaps have been a main challenge to intervention in war-torn
countries. Agencies that enforce laws and maintain public order efficiently,
effectively and democratically are usually absent after war. US
administrators in post-World War II Germany struggled with the existence
of murder, looting and petty crime. Moreover, domestic police and criminal
justice agencies were tainted by political policing and other pathologies of
Nazism. A combination of (albeit imperfect) vetting by the Allies and
military support of law enforcement helped rid German institutions of some
of the worst perpetrators of injustice and to end post-war chaos.22
The task of stabilising Germany was formidable, but it was made
easier by the fact that World War II, in large part, had been a confrontation
between countries’ military forces. Guaranteeing democratic public order is
more difficult after civil war. Intervention forces may face security forces
that have sided with ‘their’ group and that therefore do not enforce the law
impartially. This was the case in Bosnia. Or, domestic security forces
withdraw or are expelled by international intervention forces. This was the
case in Kosovo and East Timor. Statutory security forces can also be
disbanded, as happened in Iraq.
Over recent decades, the number of interstate wars has seen a sharp
decline, while intrastate wars have become the dominant type of warfare.
Traditional warfare was dominated by regular soldiers and the death of
soldiers. Intrastate wars are dominated by a mix of ethnic, religious and –
arguably most importantly – economic motives. In so-called new wars,
paramilitaries, rag-tag militias, marauding troops, thugs and criminals
feature prominently.23 While attacks against the ‘other’ side are often
justified in political, religious, or ethnic terms, in reality, contemporary
combatants try to assume control over lucrative smuggling routes or attack
civilians to steal their fridges, cars, or land.24 The criminalised nature of
contemporary warfare means that civilians are the first victims. Internal
warfare also undermines public security after the end of combat. Security
forces are tainted by human rights violations and are involved in crime.
When security forces cooperate with criminals, or when they fail to treat
citizens impartially, law enforcement suffers. Moreover, war profiteers
usually have much economic and political clout after war. The criminal
legacies of ‘new wars’ are hard to break.25
The most logical way of addressing this problem is to deploy
international CIVPOL officers. Since the 1990s, post-conflict policing has
seen a boom. CIVPOL officers may advise, restructure, provide intelligence
to domestic police forces and even engage in executive policing. Up until the
mid-1990s, international actors had few experiences with multilateral
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policing. Traditional peacekeeping was focused on military aspects of
conflict and post-conflict stabilisation, hence on maintaining the status quo.
Peace operations, in contrast, are intended to manage change, requiring
different postures of intervening actors.26
Due to the growing number of operations in environments without
viable state institutions, international administrators have begun to pay
attention to public security and the ‘rule of law’. The United Nation’s (UN’s)
representative in Kosovo, Bernard Kouchner, stated that peacekeeping
missions “need to arrive with a law-and-order kit composed of trained
police, judges and prosecutors and a set of security laws”.27 Similarly, Paddy
Ashdown, after years of serving as High Representative in Bosnia, said that
criminals posed the greatest threat to stability and that the rule of law,
instead of early elections, should have been the international priority.28
However, problems linger on. There is still a lack of political will to
muster the financial and personnel resources needed for international
policing.29 By summer 2009 the staff of the EU police mission in
Afghanistan was still far from reaching the ceiling agreed on by the EU.30
Moreover, international actors lack the knowledge to implement effective
policing programmes, due to coordination problems, because
recommendations are not read, and some who write the recommendations
are inexperienced.31 Further, police agencies have not provided sufficient
career incentives to officers for participating in missions (in contrast to
soldiers, police officers cannot be ordered to participate in a peace
operation).32
Given that commitments to make available more and better CIVPOL
are largely rhetorical, and given the problems of domestic law enforcement
agencies, the posture of international military forces becomes crucial.
Soldiers are the first to enter a war-torn country in large numbers, and later
dwarf the presence of police officers, development experts and staff of nongovernmental organisations (NGOs). After ‘new wars’, hostilities do not
automatically end: paramilitaries and criminal gangs continue to roam the
countryside; many citizens hold weapons; landmines are ubiquitous; and
domestic security forces, if present at all, cannot be trusted. Civilian
agencies can therefore not operate freely.
The most pressing need after war is to prevent a resumption of
hostilities through disarming the combatants, enforcing the withdrawal of
heavy weapons and separating the enemy forces. Moreover, if the military
does not protect aid convoys, dismantle illegal road blocks and repair vital
infrastructure, civilian agencies cannot operate. Moreover, civilians are often
dependent on information and intelligence collected by the military, which
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after all possesses superior technical capabilities and cross-border contacts.33
Because “there is no one else to do the job”,34 the military becomes involved
in a variety of tasks, including law enforcement. Peace operations have
accelerated the constabularisation of military forces, requiring them to use a
minimum of force in environments in which there is neither war nor peace
and in which military involvement is not about military victory.35 In the
words of Georg Ehrhart and Albrecht Schnabel:
Traditional functions of national defense and deterrence give way to, or are
complemented with, capacities to engage in conflict prevention, peace
enforcement, peacekeeping and the restoration of security and order. In this
context, the main goal of military activities is not the defeat and elimination
of an adversary, but the creation of a safe environment for a comprehensive
and inclusive post-conflict political and social order.36

Many policymakers and analysts acknowledge that the military may
have to step in to fill security gaps.37 However, the military is a “reluctant
recruit”38. Commanders and ministers of defence adamantly reiterate that
soldiers are not policemen and that law enforcement is a policing task. As
Robert Perito writes, “military forces are unwilling to tackle situations that
involve controlling civil disturbances and law enforcement.”39 This stance
has significantly contributed to the opening-up of public security gaps and
thus undermined post-conflict stabilisation and peacebuilding by allowing
spoilers to become politically and socially entrenched and by undermining
public faith in international peace operations.40
The US has contributed the most troops to international peace
missions due to its global military and political reach. But the US has been
deeply marked by the Somalia debacle. In October 1993 US special forces
tried to capture the wanted militia leader and self-proclaimed Somali
president Mohamed Aidid in Mogadishu. Eighteen US soldiers were killed
and over seventy injured in a drawn-out battle with Aidid supporters
(hundreds of Somalis died as well). A shocked US public saw the bodies of
US soldiers being dragged through the streets of Mogadishu. In some cases,
the US successfully used a mix of intelligence, military and police
capabilities, such as it did during the successful hunt for Colombian drug
lord Pablo Escobar in 1992-1993. But the shock of Somalia was stronger,
bringing the Vietnam-induced fear of mission creep to the fore. Vietnam
stood for the indefinite deployment of increasing numbers of troops to a
remote quagmire. Similar to Vietnam, Somalia showed that asymmetric
conflict strategies can offset superior US military capacities. Somalia
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underscored the belief, as laid out in the Weinberger-Powell doctrine, that
the US should deploy military force only when the political objectives are
clear, when the exit strategy is properly defined and when the US can use
overwhelming force to secure a clear victory. This had been the case during
the 1991 Gulf War. But in Bosnia, with Mogadishu on their minds, US
officials refrained from intervening. Colin Powell, then Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, compared the US stance towards Iraq and Bosnia by
saying: “We do deserts, we don’t do mountains.”41
John Mueller argues that internal, criminalised wars are waged by
relatively small numbers of thugs who are no match for disciplined armies.
He thus calls for more political will to conduct “policing wars”.42 Yet this is
a type of warfare the US has shied away from.
US fears of entrapment have also influenced US stabilisation policies
after war. In Bosnia, as the US deployed tens of thousands of troops, military
objectives such as the separation of enemy forces were quickly achieved.
But little progress was made in implementing civilian aspects of the Dayton
Peace Agreement. The US is not the only reluctant post-war law enforcer.
The upholding of the warrior ethos, force protection requirements, a lack of
familiarity with law enforcement and the search for a quick military exit
have led, and continue to lead, all countries to eschew law enforcement
abroad.
The British army emphasises the distinction between military and
policing work.43 British soldiers are often said to excel at counter-insurgency
and at supporting police. Experiences in colonies and in Northern Ireland
have led the British army to devolve significant decision-making powers to
low-level officers and non-commissioned officers and to cooperate closely
with civilian agencies. Moreover, Britain has less stringent force protection
requirements than the US: British troops tend to wear soft caps and carry
their weapons on their backs much earlier than US troops. However, this
does not make British soldiers policemen. In Northern Ireland, the remit of
the British military differs from the one of law enforcement agencies,
especially the Royal Ulster Constabulary.
Military forces in the Euro-Atlantic area have undergone significant
restructuring since the end of the Cold War. They have been downsized and
professionalised; several countries have abolished compulsory conscription
and created volunteer forces. The Revolution in Military Affairs has changed
the nature of warfare (enabling NATO to wage an all-aerial war against
Serbia). Moreover, armed forces have been geared towards tasks variously
labelled as counter-insurgency, complex emergencies, limited intervention
(such as the evacuation of embassy personnel), ‘operations other than war’,
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low-intensity conflict and also law enforcement.44 The attacks of 9/11 have
accelerated military transformation.45 Supporting the ‘war on terror’ is now
one of the main missions of the US armed forces, which has included
invading countries seen as sponsoring terrorism, lending equipment to other
US agencies and gathering intelligence. Even non-military agencies conduct
military missions. Thus, in 2002 the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
reportedly fired a missile at a presumed senior Al Qaeda operative travelling
in a convoy in Yemen.46
Still, the military remains reluctant to engage in law enforcement. This
reluctance is particularly pronounced in peace operations, due to the risks for
soldiers and the related fear of mission creep. Many military officers who
have commanded peace operations acknowledge that the military may have
to lend support to law enforcement.47 Military support of rule of law
activities is even discussed in a 2007 counter-insurgency manual of the U.S.
Army.48 Many would share the view of a senior officer of the US National
Guard who writes that the military “has come to appreciate that often
soldiers must be prepared to assume police duties until a regular police unit
can be established.”49 However, many within the military, as well as their
civilian superiors, are cautious. The view that the military has become
interested in internal security matters to avert budget cuts understates the
wariness to engage in internal security matters.50
This aversion notwithstanding, the military has been under pressure to
aid the implementation of civilian stabilisation elements. Over the 1990s it
became increasingly evident that military reluctance to support law
enforcement had added to the problems of weak police forces. Such pressure
has had consequences: While instances in which the military has directly
performed police work are rather rare,51 the need to fill security gaps has
meant that some form of military mission creep has been the rule rather than
the exception in peace operations52 – although the military tends to deny this.
As Dag Hammerskjöld said, peacekeeping is not a soldier’s job, but only a
soldier can do it. Law enforcement is not a soldier’s job either. But history
has shown that often only a soldier can do it.
Those who have called for more military flexibility include
representatives of governments, international organisations and NGOs, as
well as scholars advocating human security. Proponents of a proactive
military stance acknowledge the limits of military intervention and the
practical and normative risks involved. But military task expansion is
increasingly seen as preferable to the opening-up of security gaps and the
committing of crimes with impunity. Pressure on the military is also due to
the fact that some tasks may require military assets and tactics. In stable
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settings police SWAT teams may be able to arrest wanted criminals. But in
hostile environments, a military approach may be warranted. For example,
snatch teams may use fast combat helicopters flying at low altitudes to arrest
suspected war criminals who are being protected by parts of the local
population.
Military law enforcement is problematic. Doctrine and training
prepare the military for fighting war. Arresting citizens, seizing assets and
controlling riots are different matters. Also, the military does not want to
perform police work because the military is the “coercive resource of last
resort and cannot be seen to fail.”53 Yet failure is inherent in policing; wars
end, but policing does not.54 Also, blurring the distinction between military
and policing work can undermine attempts to make security agencies
democratically accountable. Still, this book argues that the benefits of
military encroachment on civilian turf outweigh the costs.
While pressure has moved the military closer into the law enforcement
realm, military and civilian decision-makers have been reluctant to expand
the military portfolio. Moreover, the drive towards military law enforcement
has been slowed down by practical and normative concerns. Given these
contradictions, military engagement in post-conflict law enforcement has
been haphazard. Before examining two cases of unsystematic law
enforcement, the role of the military in the fight against serious crime must
be conceptualised.
Conceptualising Military Involvement in Post-Conflict Law
Enforcement
One way of conceptualising military support of law enforcement is through
the prism of civil-military cooperation (CIMIC).55 During the Cold War
many states considered CIMIC an important aspect of military activity.
Colonial counter-insurgency campaigns and Cold War proxy wars depended
on the ability of the military to win the hearts and minds of the local
population. The military therefore helped to build bridges, dig wells and
distribute food by using their own military CIMIC officers or by supporting
civilian agencies.
The end of the Cold War placed new demands on CIMIC due to an
increase in wars victimising civilians, the availability of military assets and a
growing number of peace operations.56 In these environments their badges
no longer protected humanitarian aid workers from attack; indeed, insurgents
and criminals increasingly began to deliberately target humanitarians. Aid
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workers thus became reliant on military protection.57 Also, the military
became directly involved. After the US toppled the Taliban regime in
Afghanistan, international military forces dug wells, rebuilt dams and
schools, and delivered supplies to needy communities, often cooperating
alongside civilians as part of Provincial Reconstruction Teams. In the
southern Philippines, providing medical support to destitute people has
helped US Special Forces to make tactical progress in the ‘war on terror’.58
The military uses CIMIC to deprive insurgents and terrorists of popular
support and to obtain information and intelligence.
Humanitarians are wary of the use of aid for military purposes and,
more generally, of closely cooperating with the military.59 When people no
longer distinguish between the military and humanitarians, the latter may no
longer be seen as impartial and, as a consequence, may live more
dangerously. Such fears are exacerbated by the tendency of the military to
regard CIMIC operations as instruments for furthering military objectives.
The notion of CIMIC has become part and parcel of the post-modern
military,60 which is supposed to interact closely with civilians and assume
civilian functions, if necessary. A soldier nowadays “is not only a fighter but
also a peacekeeper, policeman, diplomat, social worker and Peace Corps
worker“.61
The notion of CIMIC does not shed much light on military law
enforcement contributions. It is a malleable notion used to describe “all
contacts between civilian and military actors in [peace operations]; or to
describe efforts by the military to engage in humanitarian aid or
development assistance; or simply as a new kind of civil-military
relationship to achieve a common goal“.62 There is no common definition of
CIMIC, and existing definitions tend to treat the interface between the
military and civilian law enforcement and criminal justice institutions in
vague terms; CIMIC refers first and foremost to relations between the
military and institutions, both state and non-state, in the humanitarian and
reconstruction sectors.63 Also, the notion of civil-military relations fails to
grasp relations between security sector actors on the national and
international levels. Furthermore, the notion conveys agnosticism regarding
the need to reform the security sector in order to promote the efficient,
effective and legitimate deliverance of security to the state and to citizens.
A better way of conceptualising military support of crime-fighting is
by drawing on the three interrelated concepts of security governance, SSG
and SSR. As shown below, these concepts take into account the relationships
among security sector actors on the national and international levels.
Moreover, these concepts – especially when applied normatively and not
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merely analytically – stress the task of improving the performance of
security sector actors and optimising linkages among such actors. Lastly,
these concepts also leave conceptual space for para-state and non-state
actors.
Security Governance and the Military
Over recent years security governance has become a popular research
concept. Its meaning is contentious as is the case with related concepts such
as governance and global governance.64 Governance denotes a shift from
hierarchic to polycentric policymaking. Globalisation has enhanced the
complexity of policy issues and challenged the ability of governments to
formulate and implement decisions. As a result, policy networks have sprung
up on levels ranging from the local to the international and supranational.
The role of governments within these networks varies. They dominate
‘governance by government’, but are less prominent in ‘governance with
governance’ and can, indeed, be absent, as in ‘governance without
government’.65
Even when governments make their presence felt governance systems
are rarely dominated by a single actor. A hallmark of governance, as
opposed to traditional government, is the presence of international
organisations and private actors engaged in policy formulation and
implementation at the national and international levels. Thus, at the core of
governance is the “absence of a central political authority”66. Decisions
agreed upon by the actors constituting governance systems are often nonbinding, but they can be binding too.
A key characteristic of security governance is the shift from hierarchic
to polycentric policymaking in international security. The rise of security
governance, both as practice and as analytical tool, reflects the paradigmatic
shift away from state-based threats towards diffuse risks partly caused, or
mitigated, by non-state actors.
For a security governance system to be both effective and legitimate
several conditions must be fulfilled. First, since states cannot manage
transnational risks on their own states should cooperate with one another
across borders. Yet security governance is about a special kind of
cooperation. States can no longer act as monolithic entities (if they ever did);
instead, they must “disaggregate into their functionally different units”67,
such as police agencies, the military, prosecutorial offices and development
experts.68 These units forge close relations with their foreign counterparts,
creating policy networks that flexibly reach across borders.
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Second, policy networks increasingly include international
organisations, NGOs and private businesses.69 Para-state and non-state actors
have significant material capacities, know-how and reach. Addressing
complex security risks obliges governments to co-opt these actors. The
growing relevance of international organisations and non-state actors is not
least a consequence of the deliberate outsourcing of functions that used to be
state prerogatives. This is evidenced by the astounding number of private
contractors in Iraq and Afghanistan, and by the practice of EU member states
to require transport companies to check migrants’ documents and filter those
who are allowed to migrate from those not eligible. In post-conflict
stabilisation and peacebuilding private companies have been asked to invest
in the economy and also to work alongside states, international organisations
and NGOs.
Security governance systems thus have a networked structure.70
Decentralised, complex governance networks have complemented and in
some areas substituted hierarchical, linear government structures. The nodes
constituting networks share an interest in a specific issue area and interact
with one another in institutionalised, but more commonly in informal and
voluntary, ways.71 Networks generally lack a centre of gravity and have
built-in redundancies that make them resilient against attack. They are
difficult to steer, however. Striking the right balance between chaotic multiactor constellations on the one hand, and coherent policy formulation and
implementation on the other hand, is tricky.
The third condition of success is that security governance systems
must reflect the nature of the problem that is to be solved.72 Human
trafficking is not only a problem of organised crime but is also a problem of
poverty and discrimination. To address these socio-economic root causes
counter-trafficking governance systems must incorporate actors who are able
to offer positive incentives in the fields of development, migration and
gender. Similarly, coercive instruments are insufficient for fighting
organised crime in peace operations. Leaders of organised crime groups
often swim like fish in the water, benefiting from a lack of jobs for citizens
who can therefore be employed as drug mules, bodyguards, prostitutes, and
street vendors of contraband goods. To deprive organised crime leaders and
other armed non-state actors of their support base, peacebuilders must
address economic malaise and compete for legitimacy with non-state armed
actors.73 Hence, security governance must be strategic and holistic.74
These three characteristics are needed to ensure effective and efficient
security governance. When governmental agencies are unable to innovate,
learn from past mistakes and cooperate with foreign counterparts, they will
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not make strides. When states try to go it alone, without drawing on the
resources of international organisations and non-state actors, they will fail.
Even global military and political hegemony are insufficient to rebuild states
or fight crime and terrorism, as the US has experienced in Iraq. During the
Cold War many conflicts were internationalised.75 Yet under conditions of
globalisation any conflict is international: Weapons are smuggled into
conflict zones from abroad; resources from conflict zones are sold abroad;
and the Internet allows non-state armed actors to recruit. Successful counterefforts must therefore draw in a variety of actors operating across the globe.
Yet security governance is not only about effectiveness and efficiency,
but is also about legitimacy. A governance system may target terrorists,
smugglers, traffickers and war criminals. But without legitimacy success will
be short-lived. When efforts against armed non-state actors violate
democratic principles these efforts undermine the normative structure upon
which long-term success depends (see Guantanamo or Abu Ghraib).
Terrorists, smugglers and traffickers are said to master transnational,
networked forms of cooperation. Many therefore argue that states must also
counter these “dark networks”.76 In other words, “it takes networks to fight
networks”.77
Yet while transnational law enforcement networks may be more
effective and efficient than bureaucratic government hierarchies, they are
also less transparent. Informal exchanges among security practitioners may
speed up things but also undermine oversight by parliaments, the media, and
NGOs. Waging “netwars” can clash with legitimacy and accountability.78
Non-state armed actors do not play by the rules but licit actors have to.
Post-conflict stabilisation and peacebuilding efforts are a prime
example of the need for security governance. After war a host of
international actors moves into post-conflict countries. Some even may
officially assume governmental functions. This is the case in ‘protectorates’
(which this book focuses on) where international actors have executive
powers. Sovereignty may also be shared de facto in cases where
governments of post-conflict countries are too weak to exercise full
sovereignty. Creating effective, efficient and legitimate post-conflict security
governance is difficult, not least because the priorities, skills, mandates and
worldviews of international actors diverge a lot. For example, the potpourri
of common and civil law approaches in international protectorates reflects
the power and traditions of the most powerful governments. Generally
coordination between donor governments, international organisations and
NGOs has been weak.79
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The military is a key contributor to post-conflict security governance.
Most obviously, international military forces contribute by preventing a
renewed outbreak of war by deterring or co-opting armed actors and thus
creating the conditions necessary for fighting serious crime. The security
governance nature of peace operations becomes clear when looking at force
structures: National military forces usually operate under a multinational
umbrella. Military functions may include patrolling streets, controlling nofly zones and disarming those violating ceasefires or peace agreements.
Regarding networking, the military needs to cooperate with other
international actors. For fighting crime the police and criminal justice actors
are the prime partners. But the military must also team up with actors whose
remit is not coercive such as governmental development agencies or human
rights NGOs. Peace operations forge unlikely coalitions between soldiers
and organisations generally sceptical of soldiering.
Security Sector Governance and the Military
Security governance pertains to the formulation and implementation of
security policy on the international level. SSG, in contrast, refers to the
governance of the security sector on a national level.80 In this sense, SSG can
be regarded as a subtype of security governance, i.e., governance that
becomes manifest on the state level.
As used in this book, SSG has a normative dimension. If applied
merely analytically, there would not be a difference between SSG in a failed
state such as Somalia and in a stable democracy. After all, in both types of
polity there are security sector actors that are linked to one another in some
way or another. But for the present purpose and in line with most writings,
SSG arrangements are evaluated through the prism of democratic norms.
Only when the security sector on the state level adheres to principles of
‘good governance’, such as the ability of citizens to seek redress against
human rights abuses committed by security forces, is it appropriate to speak
of a properly functioning SSG system. In other words, relations between
security sector actors should protect citizens against the illegitimate use of
force by state actors and the use of force by non-state actors. To ensure
democratic SSG, SSR is needed; SSR is a means for enhancing the
effectiveness, efficiency and – crucially – legitimacy of SSG.
Who are the actors of an SSG system in a war-torn country? There is
no standard definition of the security sector. A narrow definition would
include core security actors such as the police and military, but would not
include NGOs or the media.81 The narrowest definition would not even
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include the judiciary, but would focus on ‘power ministries’ such as the
Ministry of Interior and Defence and their respective agencies. For postconflict countries, the security sector should be defined broadly,82 and
include private domestic actors such as NGOs.
In a stable democracy, or even in an authoritarian state where
international actors have a limited presence, domestic actors play the main
role. By contrast, in war-torn countries, and especially in protectorates,
‘internationals’ formulate and implement policies and therefore form part of
an SSG system. SSR intends to maintain, or re-establish, governance
systems that ensure a state monopoly over the legitimate use of force. In
war-torn countries this is often not possible, at least in the initial stage after
international intervention, as the domestic security sector is usually in
disarray or does not deliver security in an effective and impartial manner.
Where there is no state to speak of or where state agencies do not employ
force in democratic ways, international and domestic public actors should
jointly hold a public monopoly on the legitimate use of force.83 The
emphasis is on public actors: only actors endowed with legitimacy can
employ force in a democratic way. To be sure, non-statutory security actors
such as Private Military and Security Companies (PMSC) have been
increasingly challenging the Westphalian model whereby state actors are the
only wielders of force.
Thus, SSG in war-torn countries comprises all security sector actors,
both international and domestic, that have an impact on security in a
country.84 These may be public actors, agencies with close ties to states, or
purely private actors. With regard to international actors, an SSG system in a
war-torn country comprises representatives of donor states, especially
powerful ones; international executive institutions in protectorates; agencies
of donor states such as the military, police and criminal justice agencies;
international organisations; non-statutory security forces such as PMSC;
international NGOs and other non-statutory civil society actors; international
private businesses; and the international news media reporting on security
issues. With regard to domestic actors, the security sector includes ministries
and their security and justice agencies; security management and oversight
bodies such as parliamentary committees that hold security agencies
accountable; non-statutory security and civil society organisations;
businesses; and the domestic news media. A post-conflict security sector
may also include paramilitary groups, illegal intelligence agencies, warlords
and other remnants of war.
International military coalitions are often at the centre of post-conflict
SSG. By preventing renewed combat through tight control of domestic
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security forces, these military coalitions create the conditions required for a
counter-crime SSG system to work. Also, SSG aims at ensuring that
international and domestic military forces act coherently and that democratic
oversight mechanisms are in place. Civilian institutions should ensure
accountability of both international and domestic military forces. This
includes prosecuting soldiers guilty of wrong-doing,85 as well as allowing
international organisations, NGOs and the media to scrutinise military
activities. Close military-police relations are needed to fight serious crime
after war. But when civilian law enforcement agencies cannot function as
intermediates, international military forces may establish close, direct ties
with prosecutors, judges, tax authorities and other crime-fighters.
Security Sector Reform and the Military
SSR is essential for stabilising post-conflict countries. SSR is closely related
to SSG, with the former enhancing the latter. While SSG focuses on
relations between security sector actors, SSR stresses activities undertaken to
create a stable and democratic security sector. When the security sector is
unstable and undemocratic, war is likely to re-erupt and human rights abuses
are likely to continue. The aim of SSR is to make state institutions primarily
subservient to citizens, not the other way around. The concept of human
security is thus at the core of SSR.86
SSR activities in post-conflict countries include establishing
mechanisms to ensure civilian control of the military, demilitarisation of the
police and reform of judicial institutions. SSR is also closely related to, and
partially dependent on, the disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration
(DDR) of former combatants; the control of small arms and light weapons
(SALW); de-mining; the vetting of members of security services: and
transitional justice.87 SSR can be pursued in various formats, ranging from
foreign donors lending their advice to endowing ‘internationals’ with
executive competencies.
By preventing renewed fighting and by supporting SSR-related
activities such as DDR, international military coalitions create the
precondition for SSR, which cannot proceed as long as the fighting
continues. Former combatants often do not disband, hand in their weapons or
dismantle checkpoints voluntarily; they need to be coerced into doing so.
Only international military forces have the means to credibly threaten the use
of force in case of non-compliance. International military coalitions may also
engage in defence reform: through train-and-equip programmes, they may
prepare the domestic military for joining international organisations
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(especially NATO) or for participating in peace operations abroad. They
may also promote the rights of armed forces personnel.88
More directly, the military can support crime-fighting by propping up
domestic law enforcement institutions. It may, for example, offer training
and equipment. Soldiers may also use their often superior logistical
capacities to feed the police crime-related information and intelligence.
However, the military has to treat its support of the police carefully. As the
two case studies in this book show, a lack of military activism in the law
enforcement realm is problematic functionally since the police often do not
have the means to enforce laws. Yet military activism is problematic as well.
Functionally, the military has trouble achieving sustainable results.
Normatively, military involvement in law enforcement undermines the SSR
norm of delineating military from policing functions. The conclusion
elucidates this dilemma further and makes recommendations for how to cope
with it. Before turning to the case studies, the factors that have a bearing on
the ability of security sector actors to fight crime, and on the military’s law
enforcement stance more narrowly, must be discussed.
Conditions for Military Law Enforcement Support
The security governance, SSG and SSR concepts help guide military
involvement in post-conflict law enforcement. This book argues that security
gaps must be filled as quickly as possible by the military, if necessary.
Civilian agencies should have primacy over law enforcement but the military
must become involved if necessary. When they are involved, the military
should calibrate the use of force and respect standard judicial principles.
Viable military-police networks are essential for the effective, efficient and
legitimate fight against serious crime. As the country becomes safer and the
police become stronger, the military should phase out law enforcement tasks.
Whether this strategy can be pursued hinges on a number of
conditions. Table 1 summarises the arguably most important conditions in
the post-conflict country as well as the ability and will of ‘locals’ and
‘internationals’ to enforce laws that prohibit serious crime.
When levels of violence are high and threats against international
personnel are frequent, it is difficult even for robust police units to operate.
Against well-organised opponents of international intervention such as
insurgents, militias, criminal gangs, and regular security forces, the police
can do little. The same holds true when basic infrastructure, such as roads
and power plants, has been destroyed. Effective and impartial law enforce-
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Table 1. Conditions Influencing Prospects of Crime-Fighting After War

•

Post-war conditions

•
•

•

Capacities of ‘locals’

•
•

•
•
•

Capacities of
‘internationals’

•
•
•
•

Levels of violence
Availability of basic infrastructure
Legal framework
Presence and strength of domestic
police and criminal justice sector
Levels of corruption and collusion
Unity and war-time record of security
forces
Political will, adaptation and learning
Presence and strength of international
police and criminal justice sector
Deployment of constabulary forces
Training and equipment of troops
Appropriate mandates and commonality
of purpose
Gathering and sharing of information
and intelligence
Interpersonal relationships

ment suffers as well when the legal framework enabling action against
serious crime is deficient.
Furthermore, domestic political and law enforcement institutions
influence law enforcement outcomes. Local ownership of crime fighting
becomes difficult when law enforcement institutions are absent or weak, or
when corruption and criminal collusion are rampant. Also, when statutory
security forces are divided and when their members have violated human
rights during war, they are likely to use force in a partial way.
The fight against serious crime depends on international actors as
well. To deploy strong security forces that are able to fight serious crime,
international organisations and donor states need to have political will and be
able to adapt to changing circumstances and learn from past mistakes.89
Giving primacy for law enforcement and criminal justice to civilian
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institutions requires the timely deployment, right number, competency, and
integrity of CIVPOL forces, as well as of international prosecutors, judges,
and correction personnel. The early deployment and proper use of
constabulary forces matters as well.90 In addition, ‘normal’ military forces
must be trained and equipped to fight serious crime; and they need
appropriate mandates.
Commonality of purpose and action is essential but difficult to achieve
when dozens of countries contribute troops, and when governments impose
caveats on the use of ‘their’ troops that turn force commanders into
managers with little decision-making power. The gathering of information
and intelligence is essential, too. It hinges on, among other things, technical
capacities and individual will. Individual perceptions and actions have a
major impact on the implementation of security governance, SSG and SSR.
If military officers do not share information and intelligence, interpret
military mandates’ flexibly and establish good relations with civilian
agencies, the fight against serious crime suffers.
The following two chapters apply the heuristic framework outlined
above to the cases of post-war Bosnia and to post-war Kosovo. The cases
show that the partial absence of the conditions stated above has led to
unsystematic crime-fighting and to haphazard military support to law
enforcement.
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Chapter 3

Bosnia-Herzegovina

The war in Bosnia was Europe’s worst conflict since World War II. Around
100,000 people were killed, and many more were wounded. ‘Ethnic
cleansing’ displaced 2.3 million of Bosnia’s 4.4 million citizens.1 Economic
devastation was tremendous, too. By the time the General Framework
Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina (referred to as Dayton)
ended the fighting in late 1995, Bosnia was destroyed.
Many journalists and scholars have written about the war and
international involvement after Dayton. Much attention has been paid to
NATO’s Implementation Force (IFOR) and its successor mission, the
Stabilisation Force (SFOR), with criticism levelled against NATO for its
failure to support crime-fighting. This case study builds on these works.
Moreover, drawing on interviews and personal observations in Bosnia, it
adds new insights on counter-crime efforts over recent years. While IFOR
and SFOR are well covered in the literature, few works discuss the role of
the European Union Force (EUFOR), the successor mission of SFOR.
This chapter chronologically traces military support provided to the
fight against serious crime after Dayton. It shows that both military activism
and passivity has been costly, in terms of human lives and legitimacy. Yet
the Bosnian case also shows that NATO and the EU have improved over
time.
IFOR
IFOR was the first peace operation deployed by NATO and constituted a
major test for the alliance. The troops entered Bosnia in January 1996 and, a
little later, had reached strength of around 60,000. This was the most
powerful peacekeeping force ever, in terms of troop strength and equipment.
NATO’s decision to deploy heavily armed infantry and airpower means such
as helicopter gunships was motivated by the presence of around 400,000
former combatants, many of whom, especially on the Serbian side, were
hostile to NATO. Bosnia was no longer at war, but there was no real peace
either.
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Regular armed forces proved less of a challenge than paramilitary
gangs still roaming the country and ‘police officers’ clad in fatigues and
wielding Kalashnikovs. The most notorious group was the Ministarstvo
Unutrasnjih Poslova (MUP, [Special Police of the Ministry of Interior]).
Carrying long-barreled rifles, grenades and other weapons, the MUP of the
Republika Srpska (RS) tried to consolidate ‘ethnic cleansing’ by hindering
the return of refugees and displaced persons to their properties in the RS.2
Moving into Bosnia, NATO quickly managed to compel former combatants
to cease hostilities and withdraw into their respective zones, and to control
the movements of heavy weapons. NATO implemented the military aspects
of Dayton within six months. This was astonishing. However, some sources
of instability were not clearly within the remit of the military.
The Bosnian war had been a criminalised war. Mary Kaldor and
others who distinguish traditional, Clausewitzian warfare from ‘new wars’
find much evidence for their thesis in the Balkan wars of the 1990s,
especially the one in Bosnia.3 Bosnia was a paradise for war profiteers.
Smugglers and traffickers benefited from international sanctions imposed on
the Balkans. Paramilitaries such as ‘Arkan’s Tigers’ became rich by chasing
away and killing civilians and stealing their belongings. They became folk
heroes in the process, despite the cowardice of many of their acts and the
fact that most paramilitaries were common criminals, not fanatical
nationalists.4 The Bosnian war attracted numerous ‘internationals’ as well,
including soldiers, NGO workers and journalists. The large international
presence, particularly in Sarajevo, fuelled black marketeering.5 The war thus
forged a new entrepreneurial class that marginalised older elites.6
Many war profiteers did not stop smuggling and trafficking after the
war. Bosnia exemplifies criminal state capture, since some of those
conducting illicit businesses during the war had political and economic clout
after Dayton. In Bosnia, “criminal capital accumulated during a criminalized
war has been converted to political capital after the war.”7 Serious crime thus
persisted after the war, with civilians, as before, being the main victims.
During the war, profiteers had portrayed looting and killing as patriotism.
Now, they continued to exploit and exacerbate ethnic divisions in order to
secure, and increase, their fortunes – nationalism was an “ideological
camouflage for their racketeering activities.”8 The ‘new war’ pattern in
which violence against civilians and the interests of criminals are two sides
of the same coin persisted even after Dayton.
Few of those who had been forcibly displaced heeded the calls to
return home from states that had absorbed large numbers of refugees (many
were simply sent back). Often, there was no home to return to. Even if there
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were, other people were occupying houses, or return was too risky. Those
opposed to a democratic, multi-ethnic Bosnia knew that their military
options were none against NATO. They thus operated in areas for which the
military did not feel responsible and over which civilian actors were too
weak to assert authority.9
As Noel Malcom writes, the “real problems, during the one year in
which President Clinton had pledged to keep his soldiers [in Bosnia], would
concern the security of ordinary life in the back streets of eastern Bosnian
towns; and these were problem with which Western troops with tanks and
heavy artillery were ill-equipped to deal.”10 IFOR was obligated to ensure
the implementation of the military requirements in the Dayton agreement
(Annex I), not the civilian ones.11 The language of the Dayton agreement
(e.g., article IV) was vague with regard to military support to civilian
implementation, as observed by Jane Sharp: “It’s helping, it’s assisting, it’s
observing, it’s monitoring; it’s not really mandating and doing.”12 Even more
problematically, Dayton was relatively unspecific on crucial issues related to
the fight against serious crime, such as customs and border services and also
the reform of intelligence agencies – shortcomings that have crippled
counter-crime efforts ever since.13
IFOR could help civilian agencies but only if it wanted to.
Commanders generally chose not to: With few exceptions, IFOR did not
take action against those involved in organised crime and inter-ethnic crime,
as well as those who had committed crimes during war. Even in areas with a
high density of NATO soldiers, little was done to ensuring freedom of
movement and protecting returning refugees, e.g. by removing illegal
checkpoints, clearing mines, or disarming Bosnian police officers. IFOR was
willing to provide ‘area security’ but said it was not responsible for the
security of individuals.14 In the words of a Dutch analyst:
Although peacekeeping was often still considered ‘not a job for soldiers’, the
military [after the earlier disasters in Somalia, Rwanda and Bosnia] became
convinced they could succeed as long as they were allowed to do
peacekeeping on their own terms, which meant going in with the capacity to
enforce the peace and a clearly defined objective that was strictly limited to
the military sphere. While crucial experiences from previous years were
incorporated into the mission, particularly those related to the possible use of
force, others were consciously ignored. IFOR turned out to be a giant leap
forward in strictly military terms, but it was a big step backward in terms of
civil-military cooperation. Moreover, the clock was turned back on military
involvement in public security-related tasks.15
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This became obvious early on in the mission. In spring 1996 seven
Sarajevo municipalities controlled by Bosnian Serbs were to be transferred
to the Federation government.16 Many Serbs did not want to live in what
they regarded as a Muslim-dominated city and decided to leave. Yet there
were also Serbs, possibly up to 30,000, who did not oppose the concept of a
multi-ethnic society (indeed, many Serbs had helped to defend Sarajevo
against their fellow Serbs). Many of these were forced to leave by thuggish
militias under the control of the Bosnian Serb leadership in Pale. As the
exodus of between 70,000 and 100,000 Serbs from Sarajevo began, many
buildings evacuated by their owners were destroyed (wires were pulled out
of walls and plumbing fixtures were taken away) and/or booby-trapped.
IFOR troops stood by and did not employ their own firefighting equipment,
refused to protect the outdated equipment used by the Bosniaks and ignored
pleas from the Office of the High Representative (OHR) to arrest rioters and
pleas from civilians to be protected against attack. The reputational
consequences for NATO were enormous.
An IFOR spokesperson, justifying the military’s stance, said: “IFOR
is not a police force and will not undertake police functions.”17 IFOR’s
initial RoE prevented the mission from using minimal force to protect
civilians. As a Swedish soldier recalls, “I was allowed to do more as a
civilian on the streets of Stockholm to prevent a crime from taking place
than I was as an IFOR soldier on patrol in the Balkans.”18 IFOR eschewed
taking responsibility even against those clearly posing a threat to stability
and freedom of movement. Especially IFOR’s failure to control the
paramilitary MUP police, especially the MUP of the RS, was “an outright
evasion of NATO’s responsibilities”.19 As a consequence, inter-ethnic
violence continued.20
IFOR also did not regard the arrest of suspected war criminals as
within its remit. In February 1996, the IFOR Commander, US Admiral
Leighton Smith, set the tone when he – incorrectly – asserted on Bosnian
Serb TV that IFOR had “no right to arrest anyone”.21 In October 1996, the
new IFOR Commander, US Admiral Joe Lopez, said at a NATO meeting in
Heidelberg that he saw “no military value in arresting indicted war
criminals.”22 Some IFOR contingents helped to locate Persons Indicted for
War Crimes (PIFWCs).23 Yet such action was not institutionalised within the
NATO mission. IFOR even emphasised that it would not dispatch more
patrols to areas where suspects lived. To the frustration of the prosecutors of
the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in
The Hague, IFOR (and the first SFOR rotations) on several occasions
actively avoided contact with suspects, knowing of their whereabouts.24
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Military reluctance to arrest war criminals partly originated in the failure of
the Contact Group (the group of states that had tried to stop the war) during
and after Dayton to specify ICTY arrest procedures.25 Obviously, a lack of
political pressure and clear mandates influenced the interpretation of
mandates by military commanders on the ground.
IFOR was a US-dominated mission. The EU, despite much huffing
and puffing, had failed to stop the war. In the later phase of the war and at
the time of Dayton, the US exercised leadership. The stance of its troops left
no doubt that any aggression against IFOR would meet a response different
than the feeble one of the war-time United Nations Protection Force
(UNPROFOR), which had not even been able to protect its own personnel.
Yet US military and civilian leaders were marked by Mogadishu. This
translated into an emphasis on force protection and military objectives, and a
marked unwillingness to let the UN or even NATO allies encroach on US
strategies and tactics. US commanders refused to do anything that smacked
of policing. The practice whereby US troops would leave their fortified
camps only in heavily armed convoys prevented the troops from closely
interacting with civilian agencies and ordinary citizens. NATO had learned
lessons for force protection from the UN, but its Balkan operations suffered
from the failure to understand that complex peace operations required
replacing the principle of neutrality with the principle of impartiality, with
the latter implying a much more proactive approach against anyone
threatening peace and security.26
In the first two years after Dayton the peace was fragile. IFOR and, in
the early stage, SFOR felt they were in a war-like environment.27
Consequently, NATO focused on what it regarded as core military activities
and on force protection, regarding Bosnian security forces, especially those
dominated by Bosnian Serbs, as the opponent. This stance impeded crime
fighting, and lingered on even as security conditions improved. Bosnia was
divided into three sectors under the command of the US, France and the UK,
respectively. The intensity of crime-fighting varied across sectors. Yet given
US military hegemony, the US stance left a large imprint on the mission as a
whole.
In addition to the US preoccupation with force protection and the use
of overwhelming power to deter hostilities, law enforcement also suffered
from a lack of police capacities. Bosnian police forces were factionalised
and continued to abuse human rights; they had to be coerced into removing
checkpoints and giving up their weapons. The deployment of international
police officers was fraught with problems (setting the course for other
policing missions over the following years in various parts of the world).
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Dayton proscribed the creation of the United Nations International Police
Task Force (IPTF). Due to a convergence of European government and
Pentagon preferences, the IPTF was given a weak mandate.28 This left a
“huge gap in the Bosnia food chain”, as US General Wesley Clark, military
advisor at Dayton, remarked to Richard Holbrooke, one of the architects of
the Dayton agreement.29
IPFT officers were unarmed and did not have executive powers.30
They were there merely to monitor, advise and train Bosnian law
enforcement institutions (at a later stage, the IPTF was given the right to
recommend the dismissal of unsuitable police officers). Paradoxically, the
IPTF depended on cooperation from Bosnian institutions, yet such
cooperation was not a given.31 For protection, the IPTF relied on IFOR, yet it
had no authority over IFOR. The IPTF was a large mission, at its peak
numbering almost 2,000 officials. Yet it took too long to reach this level. In
the crucial immediate post-war period, the IPTF was barely visible. Also,
being unarmed and poorly equipped in a partially still hostile environment
narrowed IPTF officers’ tactical options, as became clear early on: During
the Serb exodus from Sarajevo, the IPTF had neither the right nor the power
to intervene. Bosnian citizens knew they could not count on the IPTF to
protect them against abusive police officers and ordinary thugs. IPTF’s
credibility was further undermined by the fact that some of its members
lacked the most basic policing competences, such as driving skills. There are
numerous accounts of IPTF incompetence and even criminal collusion.32
The IPTF, like the UN as a whole, was not allowed to give any
instructions to NATO. The US government was weary of the UN’s failure in
Bosnia and Somalia, and was even sceptical about the 1994 intervention in
Haiti.33 The Republican-dominated Congress exerted much pressure on the
Clinton administration to limit US exposure to UN politics. The result was
the creation of a dual command system whereby the UN was overseeing the
implementation of the civilian aspects of Dayton while NATO was
responsible for the military aspects. Responsibilities for the grey area
activity of fighting serious crime were left undefined.
The travails of the IPTF reflected a weakness of civilian agencies
more generally. The first High Representative, Carl Bildt, lacked the most
basic means to promote peacebuilding. He told the first IFOR commander,
Admiral Leighton Smith, who showed little patience with civilian matters:
“Admiral, you had a year to plan for this operation, a huge staff and the
requisite infrastructure to get you into the theater, set up, and supported. I
started out with a cell phone in a parking lot a few weeks before we were to
begin operations.”34 More importantly, initially the High Representative had
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no coordination powers vis-à-vis international institutions and no
enforcement powers vis-à-vis Bosnian actors. And the institution had no
authority over NATO, but instead depended on the military’s goodwill.
Given the weakness of civilian institutions and the restrained posture of the
military, there was a big security gap.
SFOR
The change from IFOR to SFOR in late 1996 did not immediately fill the
security gap. SFOR was a smaller mission than IFOR, counting 35,000
soldiers. Similar to its predecessor, SFOR was dominated by the US, even
though European influence increased over the years. Clinton was under
strong pressure from Congress, which was weary of horizontal mission
creep, to withdraw US troops from Bosnia. However, arguing that a quick
exit could result in a new war, Clinton accepted incurring domestic political
costs.35 NATO’s military presence had been scheduled to last one year. The
shift from IFOR to SFOR revealed that this tight schedule was unrealistic.
Over the following years, the mandate to deploy troops was renewed time
and again.
Some progress was being made towards peace. In fall 1996 general
elections were held, with the support of NATO, which distributed and
collected ballots and provided security. International community
representatives touted the elections as evidence of democratisation.
However, most observers nowadays argue that the elections were held much
too early and in a climate of fear, resulting in an astounding victory of
nationalist parties mired in corruption and thriving on threats and fears.36 On
the economic front, some infrastructure was repaired.
Yet in general, political, economic and social recovery was feeble.
The lack of military support of law enforcement persisted as well. Many
senior SFOR commanders argued that ‘policing’ was not covered by the
military missions’ mandate.37 But this view was more informed by the fear
of body bags and the attempt to cling to traditional military roles than it was
by a close look at the Dayton mandate and military doctrines. Neither the
mandate nor doctrines prevented the military from fighting serious crime.38
From mid-1997 NATO’s mission was no longer to end the war, but to
build peace. The military now shed some of its intransigence. This was due
to public pressure on SFOR to protect returnees and to arrest suspected war
criminals. Changes on the top decision-making level were important, too.39
In the US, the hawkish Madeleine Albright replaced the cautious Warren
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Christopher as Secretary of State and also came to dominate over the
cautious Defense Secretary William Cohen. In Britain, Prime Minister Tony
Blair committed himself to defending human rights. At NATO, the new
Secretary-General Javier Solana told the new NATO Supreme Allied
Commander Europe (SACEUR), US General Wesley Clark, that Clark
“must actively help the civilians to succeed” in Bosnia.40 The team SolanaClark was crucial for expanding the scope of military tasks in Bosnia, with
Clark being willing to involve “the military in police work”, as he later
wrote in his memoirs.41
In Bosnia, changes occurred as well. The new High Representative,
Carlos Westendorp, was given the power to rule as de-facto governor. A
conference in 1997 in Bonn reinforced the powers of the High
Representative by granting the office holder the right to dismiss Bosnian
officials who were seen as failing to comply with the international reform
agenda (the High Representative answers to the 55 governments and
organisations constituting the Peace Implementation Council). Over the
following years, the High Representatives made extensive use of these
powers.42 Parallel and partly in response to these developments, many SFOR
officers came to realise the negative consequences of narrowly interpreting a
“safe and secure environment”. The military thus became more proactive,
even as SFOR commanders, for instance US General Eric Shinseki, retained
their cautious attitude. Interpretation mattered a lot, as SFOR continuously
had to decide whether ordinary crimes, including the stockpiling of weapons,
violated the Dayton agreement, thus meriting military intervention.43
Enhanced military activism manifested itself in various ways. SFOR,
especially its CIMIC teams, supported an increasing number of
reconstruction projects, even those not of immediate military importance.44
Bosnian citizens benefited because their water systems, power infrastructure
and roads were repaired. The military benefited as well. By helping the
population it could gather information and intelligence and thus protect itself
against attack. SFOR also helped to supervise elections and resettle refugees.
SFOR equally became less tolerant of war-mongering. In 1997 it
seized TV installations used by Radovan Karadžić’s men for propaganda
purposes. This was an important sign of support for Karadžić’s former ally
and now rival, Biljana Plavšić, who received the support of the West and of
SFOR. However, SFOR was still reluctant to fight serious crime. Only by
the early 2000s did threat perceptions enable more systematic crime-fighting
support. Even then, the military’s posture remained incoherent.45 While
SFOR did expand its portfolio, crime-fighting efforts were haphazard.
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One way in which SFOR supported policing was through the use of
more military police.46 Yet the main assets were constabulary forces. By
1998 NATO had come to realise that many important security tasks were
beyond the remit of traditional military units. It thus deployed, in August of
that year, Multinational Specialised Units (MSU). 386 officers, or around 75
percent of the unit, were Italian Carabinieri.47 Yet there were also troops
from other countries, including the non-NATO and non-EU members
Argentina, Romania and Slovenia. These countries often used their
constabulary forces at home, e.g., against football hooligans. Their
deployment to Bosnia reflected the need to calibrate the use of force to
defuse dangerous situations and to deter, or take on, mobs.
Italy was the framework nation for the MSU. According to an Italian
official, the MSU were an Italian idea.48 But it is more likely that the impetus
came from the US.49 Congress and Defense Secretary William Cohen were
keen to withdraw US troops and to better share the burden of stabilising
Bosnia with European countries. But withdrawal was not feasible as long as
public security was not ensured. The US thus pushed its European partners
to deploy in-between forces – which the US did not have and which would
fill the gap between SFOR and the IPTF. The main task of the MSU was to
ensure public order. However, SFOR often failed to exploit the full potential
of the MSU, as shown below.
SFOR and Suspected War Criminals
The arrest of suspected war criminals was at the core of the debate over the
role of SFOR. The Dayton agreement gave the main responsibility to
Bosnian institutions, who agreed to cooperate with the ICTY. However,
cooperation was not properly defined,50 and Bosnian officials were unlikely
to carry out arrests. After all, those indicted were in senior positions or had
sufficient political clout to escape prosecution. Moreover, the police, still
politicised, were unwilling to arrest ‘war heroes’. Or, they lacked the means
to challenge well-armed and financed figures. Many suspects swam like fish
in the water, receiving protection from a network of informers and funding
from criminal activities.
Much depended on NATO, given that Bosnian institutions were
unreliable and that neither the ICTY nor the IPTF possessed the means and
mandates to enforce the capture of suspects. Arresting suspected war
criminals hinged not only on the collection of timely and accurate
intelligence, but also on military capabilities such as surveillance equipment,
weapons and helicopters that could quickly deploy snatch teams.
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Yet NATO took the position that war criminals would only be arrested
if SFOR came across them in the course of their duties; SFOR would not
actively search for those indicted. This stance was motivated by the fear of
casualties (Mogadishu) and embarrassment in case of failure. It is unlikely
that two sides meet who do not want to meet, as remarked in 1998 by Louise
Arbour, Chief Prosecutor of the ICTY.51 NATO’s policy thus reduced the
chances of arrest to a minimum. One senior UN official at the time describes
a visit of NATO’s North Atlantic Council (NAC) to Sarajevo in April 1997
as follows:
As part of his presentation to the NAC Carl Bildt showed on a large-screen
display a map of Pale that showed Karadžić’s house and the times and route
he normally took when traveling to his office or to meetings. Security was
not especially heavy around the Serb leader and it would not have been so
very difficult for NATO to stop him and attempt an arrest. With the Somali
experience poisoning NATO’s attitude, however, the presentation on this
issue did not make General Joulwan [NATO SACEUR] very happy. The
NAC Ambassadors present simply took notes and said little.52

In August 1997, the Chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, General
John Shalikashvili, said that US troops would not participate in the arrest of
war criminals.53 Without US leadership progress in this area would be
haphazard. France was even accused of protecting war criminals.54
According to a former UN official, the commander of the British SFOR
contingent, upon learning about Karadžić’s movements, called London to
receive permission to arrest the indicted war criminal. Yet after talking to his
superiors and receiving a negative answer, the commander told the UN
official: “We’re not police, we’re soldiers, so this isn’t our job. It’s up to the
RS [Republika Srpska] police to arrest Karadžić.”55
Yet SFOR, over time, did demonstrate more flexibility. On 10 July
1997, shortly after a NATO summit, British Special Air Services troops
arrested indicted war criminal Milan Kovacević in Prijedor, a town
dominated by hardline Serbs (another person resisting arrest was killed in a
shoot-out).56 The incident indicated that international actors now paid more
attention to war crimes issues, setting a crucial precedent. It also revealed
that approaches for dealing with suspected war criminals differed across the
different military sectors. British forces (due to their experiences in former
colonies and especially in Northern Ireland) were more willing and more
capable of undertaking grey-area missions than other countries, and they
were more willing to incur the risk of casualties.57
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Now, war criminals were no longer safe. Snatch operations were often
staged by special military forces flown into the country for single operations.
Dutch Special Forces, for example, in December 1997, arrested two Bosnian
Croats accused of having committed crimes against Muslims. Even
Germany, despite its post-World War II reluctance to engage in foreign
military operations, deployed its new Kommando Spezialkräfte (KSK,
Special Forces Command), with snatch operations occurring in June 1998,
August 1999 and October 2000 (during the last operation, three soldiers
were severely injured after the suspect blew himself up with a hand
grenade).58 Publicly, Javier Solana continued to endorse the policy whereby
troops would arrest suspects only if they encountered them during their
normal activities. This policy was reflected in continuing caution by troops
on the ground.59 Yet special forces and intelligence agencies did conduct
numerous covert operations.60
NATO also shed its reluctance to dismantle illegal checkpoints and
arrest Bosnian police officers. PIFWCs depended on police support. The
power of Karadžić after Dayton, in addition to Serb television and blackmarketeering, rested on the police.61 By May 1997, NATO finally decided to
systematically escort IPTF officers attempting to remove illegal checkpoints,
inspect local police stations and disarm police officers who had been
dismissed.62 NATO also cajoled the police into compliance with Dayton by
supporting police officers who were not loyal to Karadžić. Even though
especially US and French commanders remained reluctant to take away the
weapons and identity cards of police officers manning checkpoints,63
NATO’s greater assertiveness, especially when directed against MUP
police,64 helped to marginalise suspected war criminals and made life safer
in Bosnia.
A more systematic use of the MSU similarly helped to increase
pressure on war crimes indictees. Initially, making arrests was not part of the
MSU mandate,65 depriving NATO of a valuable asset. Over time, however,
this restriction was loosened. In the early 2000s, the MSU began to support
the ICTY. The MSU main contingent would secure an area and guard
against violent crowd reactions while the MSU SWAT team would arrest the
suspect. The MSU was also active when investigations were conducted by
ICTY operatives. In spring 2002, for instance, MSU officers in civilian
cloths observed events from nearby cafés as ICTY investigators searched
local police stations and other sites.66
However, up until the end of its mandate, SFOR remained a reluctant
recruit in the fight against those who had committed atrocities. This
reluctance undermined the credibility of the mission in the eyes of
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Bosnians,67 as well as the fight against organised crime (see further below),
since many suspected war criminals or their supporters were involved in
lucrative illegal activities.68 Military caution reflected, and was fed by, a lack
of political will among powerful NATO member states to arrest war
criminals. The fear of casualties trumped concerns about the impact of
inaction on stability in Bosnia and on the credibility of NATO.69
Generating political will to arrest suspected war criminals was not
helped by calls to hold NATO personnel accountable for arrest operations
undertaken in legally problematic ways. Several of those captured and
transferred to The Hague claimed that SFOR had used illegal means. Both
the ICTY prosecutors and SFOR tried to fend off the efforts of the accused
and their defence lawyers, as well as the Court itself, to make SFOR reveal
the details of arrest procedures (including the names of individuals involved)
and to attend hearings in The Hague. In one instance, the Trial Chamber
even issued a subpoena requiring the SFOR commander to testify.70 By
indicating that it was willing to jeopardise the security of military operations,
the ICTY may have been trying to safeguard human rights, yet at the cost of
antagonising SFOR.71
SFOR and Crowd and Riot Control
Inappropriate responses to CRC became evident many times. In numerous
instances, refugees and minority groups were attacked, eliciting little
response from SFOR. On 10 February 1997, for example, Bosnian Croats,
including police officers, fired into a crowd of Muslims who peacefully
wanted to visit grave sites in West Mostar. One Bosniak was killed and 21
wounded.72 Only a few unarmed IPTF officers were present. SFOR did not
back up the IPTF, later arguing that it had been informed too late. After the
demonstration, as armed men took up positions to observe a bridge linking
East and West Mostar, Spanish SFOR troops did not intervene either.
On 28 August 1997, supporters of Radovan Karadžić (and Mocilo
Krajisnik as well as other members of Karadžić’s entourage) violently
demonstrated in Brčko.73 In this “rent-a-crowd” incident, demonstrators, who
were paid up to 100 Deutschmark each,74 opposed the attempt of Karadžićrival Biljana Plavšić to expand her influence and take over police stations
manned by officers loyal to Karadžić. Demonstrators destroyed UN and
OHR vehicles and attacked international personnel, including US SFOR
soldiers. These had been given authority to use their weapons to disperse
crowds. But they were unwilling to do so against demonstrators armed with
bricks and clubs, even as some soldiers were injured by demonstrators.75
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SFOR improvised and managed to evacuate IPTF officials who were trapped
by the mob. Nearby, heavily-armed US troops defended a bridge across the
river Sava for nearly twelve hours against a mob that included women and
children and also dangerous males. As the troops did not want to use their
weapons, they had to rely on their fists and rifle butts to prevent the crowd
from storming the bridge. Only when a Molotov cocktail was thrown at a US
Army vehicle did the troops fire tear gas – the first use of teargas in
Bosnia.76
These incidents, as well as many others, showed that the military was
insufficiently prepared for CRC. “Tanks, armored personnel carriers, and
helicopter gunships were of little use against hostile mobs of women and
children providing cover for drunken, club-wielding thugs who threw stones
and Molotov cocktails.”77 The military’s lack of preparation for CRC posed
problems for IPTF officers who were trying to reform the police, as well as
for Bosnian officials under threat from those opposed to peace.
Yet the main victims of mobs were vulnerable people such as
displaced persons trying to return home. “Arson was the weapon of choice of
all of the parties in the defense on an ethnically cleansed Bosnia, but the
offenders frequently resorted to assault and murder.”78 In the early years of
the mission, SFOR did not regard the protection of vulnerable people as part
of their mandate. As a consequence, after several years into Dayton, few
displaced persons had returned home, not least because the risk of attack was
real. On 16 April 1998, for instance, an elderly Serb couple who had just
returned to the municipality of Drvar was murdered, just one incident among
many against returning Serbs in this region.79 Following an international
attempt to dismiss politicians and Drvar’s police chief from office, on 24
April disciplined Bosnian Croat rioters attacked buildings and assaulted
Bosnian and international officials and Serb returnees. Canadian SFOR
troops failed to intervene, due to restrictive national RoE. This incident, and
many other ones, corroborates the charge that NATO discouraged return
instead of protecting returnees.80
A lack of political will to become involved in law enforcement went
hand in hand with inappropriate RoE. German SFOR troops, a few years into
Dayton, had no shields, batons, nor training for CRC. This was despite the
agreement that each national contingent should have CRC capabilities in its
respective sector.81 Some adjustments were made. Following the Brčko
incident described above, US troops received non-lethal weapons.82 Yet new
equipment did not alleviate the fact that soldiers were not trained in CRC.
Rampaging mobs in Bosnia revealed the need for capabilities SFOR
hitherto did not possess. Especially the riots in Brčko in August 1997
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provided a catalyst for the creation of the MSU.83 NATO came to understand
that the failure to deal with mobs destabilised Bosnia. The MSU offered the
required CRC capabilities. However, the deployment of the MSU was
fraught with problems. National contingent commanders were reluctant to
draw on MSU support because they saw this as an encroachment on their
turf. Theoretically, the MSU was the only component of SFOR that could
operate theatre-wide, across the entire national territory. Yet in practice,
commanders of what commonly was know as “The Three Kingdoms” (the
three Multinational Divisions [MND] North, Southwest and Southeast under
the respective command of the US, UK and France)84 wanted to control all
military activities in their areas of responsibility. The reluctance of MND
commanders to allow MSU operations in their respective sector hampered
the ability of the MSU “to conduct mobile patrols, provide a security
presence, or gather information. The MSU requests to conduct operations
across MND boundaries were often misdirected or lost in the SFOR chain of
command.”85
A related problem was that commanders of regular troops did not
understand constabulary forces. US officers, for instance, saw the MSU as
part of the strategic reserve of SFOR, a unit that could be called in when the
IPTF and Bosnian police forces were overwhelmed by rioters. The MSU, in
contrast, was keen on extensive patrolling to gather information before
situations would boil over; it wanted to use basic policing skills to prevent
conflicts, instead of being confined to a reactive role.86 Given these
divergent preferences, no proper doctrine was devised that would govern the
relationship between SFOR and its MSU component. For many years, the
MSU remained primarily a reactive force.
Colonel Vincenzo Coppola, the MSU executive officer, also quickly
found out during his preparatory briefings in spring 1998 that IPTF officers
from Britain, the US and Germany, who held the senior posts in the UN
police mission, were equally unfamiliar with constabulary forces. In fact, the
IPTF was reluctant to accept constabulary operations. At a time when the
IPTF made efforts to train the Bosnian police forces in CRC, they feared
competition from the MSU and more inter-organisational complexity. IPTF
officers also thought that Bosnian citizens would not be able to distinguish
between MSU and IPTF officers which would increase risks for the IPTF.
Last, the IPTF found that MSU deployment undermined democratic
community policing and sent the wrong message to Bosnia. Due to these
concerns, institutional links between the IPTF and the MSU were reduced to
an absolute minimum – a single officer assigned to each headquarter.87 In
one case (involving the murder of a teenage Muslim girl in the Serb-
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dominated town of Zvornik) the IPTF commissioner complained about MSU
involvement in the investigation, forcing the MSU to complete the
investigation covertly.88
To make matters worse for the MSU, even some countries that had
constabulary forces were reluctant to deploy them to Bosnia. According to
the commander of a French SFOR contingent, Wesley Clark, in his capacity
as SACEUR, pushed for including more French Gendarmes into SFOR. Yet
the French government declined the invitation, arguing that Gendarmes
should not be deployed to countries in which there was no law and order.89
The Netherlands, Spain and Portugal refused to contribute troops to the
MSU as well.90
A lack of CRC capacities showed in various ways. The commander
cited above requested tear gas for CRC, but his French military superiors did
not grant his wish on the grounds that his troops were not supposed to get
involved in policing. Yet avoiding policing situations was impossible, and
the presence of more Gendarmes would have helped the commander. For
instance, he instructed his soldiers to shoot at anyone lighting a Molotov
cocktail, assuming that such cocktails are lethal under all circumstances. Yet
then Gendarmes told him that Molotov cocktails do not explode on a plastic
shield. The commander’s limited ability to benefit from the experience and
equipment of the Gendarmerie thus increased the risk of uncontrolled
escalation. A further problem was the commander’s concern that he or his
troops would be prosecuted if demonstrators were killed. Only after a
military judge came to visit Bosnia, and the commander explained the
challenges of CRC in Bosnia, were such concerns alleviated, although not
entirely.91
Given these constraints, it is not surprising that the MSU was
underutilised; often its members were used for guarding buildings and
protecting VIPs. In October 1998, MSU members were deployed for CRC
for the first time when the troops cleared a road block that had been erected
by Croat displaced persons in southern Bosnia.92 However, the violence
surrounding the incident resulted, according to Robert Perito, from wrong
orders given to the Italian MSU platoon leader (a captain) by a Spanish
SFOR superior (a major).93
Following this incident, NATO developed the Blue Box/Green Box
concept. This doctrine stipulated that when public order was threatened, the
on-site MSU commander would command his own unit as well as other
forces present (the Blue Box). Forces that came from outside the Area of
Responsibility where the disturbance occurred would be under the command
of the most senior MND officer present (the Green Box), and would support
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the MSU. This arrangement reflected the desire of the military to clearly
distinguish police work (Blue Box activities) from military work (Green Box
activities).94 Yet it had the advantage of giving more tactical freedom to
constabularies to deal with unrest, including the freedom to decide to use
force or not, and to choose the means for quelling riots.
This arrangement proved successful several times. In spring 1999 in
Brčko, the MSU prevented new violent demonstrations in the town centre,
which became a Blue Box. In this and other instances, the MSU, through the
presence of MSU officers in full riot gear and by collecting information on
public attitudes, reduced the risk of violence.95 According to one study, by
2000 the MSU had been able “to resolve 261 of 263 ‘interventions’ without
the use of force through a combination of deterrence, dissuasion, and
negotiation.”96
Generally, however, SFOR continued to lack the will to protect
civilians. As late as April 2000, the US Army was still refusing to open an
SFOR station in Srebrenica, the site of the worst massacre in Europe since
World War II. Bosnian Serbs living in the town, having been displaced
themselves, prevented the return of Muslims. Even the Muslim mayor, who
had been elected by absentee ballot, did not dare to live in the town for fear
of attack on his life.97 The lack of coercive capabilities is also indicated by a
report of the International Crisis Group (ICG) published in spring 2000.
Examining the need to counter obstructionist Croat networks in Herzegovina
under the condition of a reticent SFOR, the ICG proposed the formation of
elite armed IPTF units, while not even mentioning the MSU.98
Even when SFOR decided to take action, it struggled to ensure public
security. The most dramatic events occurred on 6 April 2001.99 The OHR
sent auditors from a US firm to confiscate documents from several branches
of the Mostar-based Hercegovačka Banka. The bank was allegedly
controlled by shady nationalist Croat networks and served to launder money
obtained partially through smuggling and trafficking, to redirect money from
international organisations and to administer funds of the nationalist HDZ
party – all of this in order to finance the illegal Croat republic of ‘HercegBosna’.100
For security, the auditors were accompanied by a small number of
MSU officers (the operation’s Blue Box contingent). Once the auditors and
the Carabinieri had taken over the bank branches, a mob quickly assembled.
Eventually rioters stormed the banks using death threats and beating and
injuring auditors, Carabinieri and other international personnel. The rioters
managed to retrieve the confiscated documents. In the town of Grude, the
auditors and MSU officers were held at gunpoint for twelve hours. As the
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bank buildings were being stormed, the MSU radioed SFOR units (the
operation’s Green Box contingent). But French and Spanish troops failed to
rescue those trapped inside the bank buildings, presumably because they
feared a larger escalation if they tried to force their way through roadblocks
and hostile crowds. Eleven of the twenty nine international and Bosnian
personnel injured during the events were MSU officers. By the time SFOR
came back ten days later to surround the bank headquarters with armoured
personnel carriers, all the documents and records had disappeared.
In this and other cases contingency planning was flawed. One reason
was a lack of intelligence capacities which had been cut significantly.101
Better intelligence would probably have led SFOR to expect more than, as
its commander later said, “inquisitive citizens”.102 Another reason was that
by 2001 MSU platoons were still in short supply.103 The lack of preplanning, intelligence and constabularies showed again on 7 May 2001. That
day a Bosnian Serb mob, supported by thousands of onlookers, violently
interrupted a ceremony initiating the rebuilding of the Ferhadija mosque in
Banja Luka which had been blown up in 1993. The rampage went on for
hours, with foreign and domestic dignitaries and civilians being attacked and
buildings and cars destroyed. RS riot police did not intervene; instead,
officers were seen shaking hands with demonstrators.104 Nor did SFOR,
which had deployed helicopters, armoured vehicles and tanks, intervene.
Two days earlier Bosnian Serbs violently protested against the inauguration
of the Osman Pasha mosque in Trebinje, a town in southeastern
Herzegovina. As in Banja Luka, neither domestic nor international security
forces intervened.105
Many observers argue that the Hercegovačka Banka riots were a
catalyst for improving CRC capabilities. Indeed, SFOR commanders now
better understood the MSU. Moreover, the MSU were now allowed to train
and work with both the IPTF and Bosnian police forces.106 Among other
activities, SFOR supported the UN Mission in Bosnia in the training of
entity police officers in CRC.107 There is thus evidence of a more systematic
use of constabulary forces in CRC, in particular, and greater attention is paid
to public security by the military in general.
Yet this positive assessment warrants caveats. Well into the new
millennium, military action depended on the interpretation of mandates and
what constitutes a safe and secure environment by MND commanders. One
IPTF officer said in November 2001: “The last general was helpful; this one
is less so.”108 It must also be noted that after 2001 CRC became less of a
challenge in Bosnia than before. While there were isolated attacks on
minorities, the intimidation of, and attacks against and also by, displaced
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persons, began to wane. Concomitantly, Bosnia saw a significant return of
displaced persons to their home communities from 2000 onward.109 Also,
raids on sites where suspected war criminals were hiding or where crime was
perpetrated drew less public anger, reducing operational risks. After 2001,
military CRC capabilities were not subjected to extreme tests.
SFOR and Organised Crime
After Dayton, the criminal legacy of the war lingered on, with Bosnia
remaining a haven for organised crime. Many organised crime activities
were beyond the remit of SFOR. For example, the Sarajevo airport was used
as a hub for smuggling people (many of them from Iran and Turkey) into
Bosnia and then from there to Western Europe.110 Only after the EU had
pressurised Bosnia to impose visa restrictions was irregular migration
reduced. Yet in those areas where SFOR could have made a difference, it did
too little. This was partly a problem of mandates. The MSU were not
allowed to conduct criminal investigations unless asked to do so by the
Commander of SFOR. Yet SFOR commanders largely failed to draw on the
crime-fighting expertise of the Carabinieri. As intelligence-gathering
initially was not included in the MSU mandate, the MSU G-2 (military
intelligence) staff did not “gather, collate, and analyze the wealth of
information that MSU patrols routinely collect.”111 This significantly
curtailed the ability of the MSU to contribute to law enforcement. To further
complicate matters, Italian law prohibited the Carabinieri from investigating
crimes or enforcing the law unless they were under the authority of the
Interior Ministry. But in Bosnia the Carabinieri served under the Ministry of
Defence.112
Furthermore, SFOR continued to be a reluctant partner of the IPTF.
SFOR had substantial intelligence-gathering capabilities, and better
communication between SFOR and the IPTF would have helped the latter to
fight crime. SFOR could have also interrupted many criminal activities that
were occurring under the eyes of its soldiers. SFOR patrols at or near border
crossing points often had no difficulty observing the smuggling and
trafficking of goods and people. Yet a lack of training and guidance from
SFOR commanders prevented soldiers from intervening. One consequence
was that human traffickers bringing foreign women into Bosnia easily
passed SFOR checkpoints.
SFOR also inadvertently fostered crime. Near Brčko, along the Zone
of Separation between RS and the Federation, the Pentagon in 1996 had
funded the creation of ‘Arizona market’, in the hope of uniting former
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enemies by enabling them to trade with one another. The area quickly
evolved into a major crime zone. Criminal groups controlling the market
sold goods including contraband cigarettes, stolen cars and counterfeit CDs.
The Bosnian government accrued losses in the form of unpaid taxes worth
$30 million per year.113
One of the features of the market was the ‘sale’ of women like chattel
for a few hundred dollars.114 Here and elsewhere in Bosnia, many of the
clients giving money to pimps and brothel owners (more often than giving it
directly to the prostitutes) were ‘internationals’, including SFOR soldiers
and IPTF officers.115 Private military contractors working for DynCorp were
also deeply involved in the abuse of women. When a whistleblower alerted
the authorities to this fact, she lost her job.116 While BiH citizens were
estimated to constitute 70 percent of those buying commercial sex, 70
percent of the profits came from ‘internationals’,117 since the latter had to
pay more due to their higher disposable income. As in other parts of the
world to which young, often single, men were sent,118 military deployment to
Bosnia coincided with a boom in prostitution, including forced prostitution,
in that country. Human trafficking in Bosnia, up until 2002-2003, was a
large, transnational industry with many of the trafficked women coming
from as far away as Moldova and Ukraine.119
Some ‘internationals’ may have hoped that the sex industry would
pump foreign money into the Bosnian economy. Yet brothel owners (who
often received protection from the police120) usually did not pay taxes, and
they invested in luxury goods.121 More importantly, by visiting brothels,
foreign clients exacerbated human rights violations, as conditions in some of
the brothels resembled conditions in the infamous rape camps during the
war. Customers also funded organised crime groups and undermined
international credibility – Bosnian citizens did not fail to notice tacit or overt
collusion between ‘internationals’ and local criminals. By contributing to
human trafficking, NATO personnel undermined stabilisation efforts, the
outcome of which determined whether troop withdrawal was feasible.122
Generally, international counter-crime efforts lacked forcefulness. The
myopia and indifference towards the illicit economy is shown by the fact
that despite clear evidence that the Arizona market was a hub for criminal
entrepreneurs, it took many years to control and regulate that market. SFOR,
even when action carried no risk, often did not provide support. In one
instance in 1999, SFOR did not respond to UN requests to provide escort
security to victims of trafficking who were to be repatriated to their country
of origin and were believed to be under threat from traffickers.123 SFOR’s
reluctance to support the fight against organised crime partly resulted from
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the mission’s unease when it came to sharing intelligence with civilian
actors, especially the police. In 1999, for instance, the SFOR commander
“refused to show crucial intelligence on illegal funding for radical BosnianCroat politicians to international police investigators trying to indict
Croatians on corruption charges and war crimes.”124
In the new millennium SFOR continued to be a reluctant crime
fighter. But there were changes, too, for various reasons. One was the deAmericanisation of SFOR. By autumn 2001, a mere 3,200 SFOR troops
were American, out of a total of 19,000.125 European militaries had less
stringent force protection requirements than the US military. Also, security
conditions in Bosnia were improving fast, making crime-fighting less risky.
Most importantly, the fight against organised crime gained salience in
international security, with official discourse becoming martial. In 2002,
governments, most of them of EU member states, argued that “if we do not
defeat organised crime, it will defeat us.”126 Such discourse went hand in
hand with more militarised counter-crime measures. In Bosnia, international
actors, frustrated with the slow progress in peacebuilding, increasingly
perceived organised crime and corruption as the main problems. By the
beginning of the new millennium, organised crime was still pervasive in
some areas. For instance, the “Croat borderlands in BiH around Stolac,
Siroki Brijeg, and Herceg Novi have become a haven for transnational
trafficking in drugs, cigarettes, and oil. Sometimes, Colombian cocaine
arriving in Croatian ports is bartered for weapons.”127 Now, pressure on
criminals and nationalist parties involved in corruption and criminal
collusion increased. High Representative Paddy Ashdown argued that the
international community should have given priority to the rule of law rather
than to superficial democratic progress.128 He and other officials within and
outside of Bosnia now gave higher priority to crime-fighting.129
Growing concern about crime led SFOR to alter its stance. In 1999,
SFOR staged Westar, a series of operations directed over several months
against a shady network of illegal Bosnian Croat intelligence agencies,
nationalist political parties and criminal entrepreneurs based in Stolac,
Mostar and elsewhere.130 Moving against those financing (through front
companies and other tricks) and representing ‘Herceg-Bosna’ was intended
to disrupt organised crime, separatism, violent resistance to minority
resettlement and other illegal activities obstructing the implementation of
Dayton. Especially the dismantling of illegal intelligence services, which
were spying on international agencies and their Bosnian staff, was crucial.
Westar and other operations were hampered by SFOR’s problems to
analyze and use for the purpose of prosecution any incriminating evidence
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gathered during operations.131 SFOR thus increasingly drew on the MSU. As
mentioned above, MSU crime-fighting was hampered by legal restrictions.
But the MSU learned to work around these restrictions. Some informationgathering operations were covert, with MSU personnel wearing plain cloths
(the only other element allowed to do this were US Special Forces). The
MSU also protected witnesses and provided armed escorts for prisoners.132
Furthermore, the MSU began to train Bosnian police in raiding crime sites.
Thus, in April 2002 the Bosnian police staged a night-time helicopter raid on
a brothel where foreign victims of human trafficking were kept.133
The effects of international action against crime remain controversial.
The OHR sacked numerous Bosnian politicians accused of corruption or of
stalling reform.134 The OHR also sacked police officers based on
recommendation from the IPTF. While the vetting process helped to filter
out human rights abusers, the process lacked transparency and was rather
haphazard.135 Several years after the termination of the IPTF mission,
observers were still criticising the IPFT and UNMBIH for having declared
victory prematurely.136
The problem that no single institution felt responsible or was strong
enough to fight serious crime persisted. There was growing appreciation that
improving coordination among international actors and between
international and domestic actors was a precondition for fighting organised
crime.137 But the right steps depended too much on individuals. According to
an international intelligence official, in 2004 SFOR was keen to arrest Ante
Jelavić, a prominent Bosnian-Croat politician presumed to be involved in
illegal activities. SFOR commanders were reluctant to use the MSU for prior
surveillance, but eventually the official convinced them.138 Following an
MSU surveillance operation, Bosnian police arrested Jelavić in Mostar.139
Carabinieri officials were present for two reasons: to ensure that the arrest
would be carried out correctly and to allow the Bosnian officers involved to
present the arrest as having been forced upon them by the international
community.140
Yet crime-fighting would lag behind when nobody was pushing the
issue. One military intelligence official recounts that his predecessor had
begun to use SFOR assets for supporting counter-smuggling operations.
After taking over in 2004, the official continued these operations by ordering
the deployment of drones and helicopters to take pictures in border zones.
Yet he would only spend around twenty minutes a day working on this issue,
and after three months gave an order to cease such activities, no longer
believing in their beneficial effect.141
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One noteworthy development was a reported decline in human
trafficking in Bosnia. Controversy over how and why the trafficking industry
changed persists.142 The IPTF and United States argued that raids on
brothels, organised as part of the Special Trafficking Operations Programme,
ended the rampant exploitation of women. However, coercive interventions
have not addressed the socio-economic root causes of trafficking, have
pushed the industry underground and have often failed to protect human
rights.143 NATO learned from earlier mistakes. In 2004 the alliance adopted
a zero-tolerance policy banning peacekeepers from buying sex from
trafficked persons and, although less explicitly, ‘voluntary’ prostitutes.144 It
must be noted, however, that the reported decline in human trafficking in
Bosnia coincided with a downsizing of SFOR, obscuring clear-cut causality.
Moreover, NATO was not in a position to punish soldiers for wrong-doing.
Prosecution was a national prerogative and the way national commanders
handled allegations of sexual exploitation varied depending on, among other
factors, commanders’ and countries’ views on prostitution.
Security Operations in Other Areas
Several other SFOR activities straddled the boundaries between military and
policing tasks. Collecting weapons after war reduces the risk of renewed
fighting. IFOR and SFOR paid much attention to controlling heavy weapons.
SALW was more difficult because so many people possessed such weapons
and because they could be hidden in a backyard or kitchen cabinet. Yet
besides endangering a safe and secure environment, thus being a military
issue, weapons proliferation is a criminal issue as well. Anti-weapons
operations thus inadvertently pushed the military into a policing role. In the
most notorious case, in late 2002 SFOR raided a state-owned weapons
factory in the northeastern town of Bijeljina. This facility, in conjunction
with companies in Serbia, busted UN sanctions against Iraq by supplying
weapon parts to the army of Saddam Hussein.145
Another example of conceptual blurring is the US-sponsored ‘war on
terror’. After 9/11, Bosnia became one of the sites where the US tried to
counter Islamic militancy. The US focus was on the Mudjahiddin who had
supported the Bosniaks during the war, with some staying in Bosnia after the
war, often marrying Bosniak women and acquiring Bosnian citizenship. US
intelligence activities now turned against potential Wahabi terrorist cells;
some suspect Islamists based in Bosnia were even sent to Guantanamo.146
US SFOR troops now focused on the Muslim population in Bosnia, with
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ground and aerial patrols searching daily for terrorist training camps and
other perceived threats.147
While US Special Forces played the main role, the priorities of other
actors shifted as well. The MSU began to observe and analyze Islamic
groups that might pose a threat to US diplomatic facilities and to SFOR, and
also provided area security during counter-terror operations.148 The ‘war on
terror’ boosted the need for constabulary forces not only for operational, but
also for strategic reasons: It diverted US attention away from the Balkans
and increased pressure to withdraw troops from Bosnia and Kosovo, thus
begging the question of which forces would replace regular forces.
Increasing the size and powers of constabulary forces provided part of the
answer.
The EU Takes Over
In January 2003 the European Union Police Mission (EUPM) replaced the
IPTF. On the military side, in late 2004 EUFOR Althea replaced SFOR.
NATO retained important functions, especially with regard to defence
reform and operations against suspected war criminals. Yet the main
international actor in the fight against serious crime now was the EU. Bosnia
presented a crucial test for the EU. The organisation was under tremendous
pressure to prove its ability to manage crises and build peace in a country
where it had miserably failed before (especially Bosniaks had more faith in
Washington). Moreover, EUFOR Althea was the largest military operation
of the nascent European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP). Further, the
EU hoped that by having military and police missions under the umbrella of
one organisation, coordination would be easier than before, when NATO and
the UN were uncomfortably working alongside one another. Yet events
would soon prove such hope was premature.
With 7,500 personnel EUFOR was a much smaller mission than
SFOR. Many EUFOR soldiers, especially those from EU member states
(EUFOR also included troops from non-EU member states), simply changed
hats and badges after the termination of SFOR, thus ensuring a degree of
continuity. EUFOR benefited from the facts that most displaced persons had
returned; that the domestic military and, to some degree, intelligence
services were under international control; and that the risk of violence
against international personnel or civilians was much lower than before.
EUFOR was tasked with monitoring the storing and movement of
weapons and ammunition as well as supporting defence reform.149 EUFOR’s
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capabilities were also tested by suspected war criminals. Radovan Karadžić,
Radko Mladić and others indicted by the ICTY continued to elude arrest,
allegedly benefiting from a network of supporters involved in organised
crime.
It soon became evident that the mission faced a dilemma similar to the
one SFOR had faced: Both military activism and a lack of activism in the
fight against serious crime was problematic. However, there was an
important difference: International actors now acknowledged that the fight
against serious crime, especially organised crime, was crucial for postconflict stabilisation and peacebuilding. In addition, the military had
gathered experience in fighting crime and in collaborating with law
enforcement agencies over the previous years and this experience came in
handy now. These changes help to understand why the fight against
organised crime became a central EUFOR task during the first term. All but
in name, EUFOR became part of Bosnia’s convoluted law enforcement
architecture.150
EUFOR assumed responsibility for ensuring a safe and secure
environment in December 2004. At that time much progress had been made.
International actors had created unified Bosnian armed forces and integrated
the country’s different intelligence services.151 This was important because
of links between intelligence elements, organised crime and indicted war
criminals. Bosnian police forces performed better, too.
However, law enforcement continued to suffer from ethnic division,
corruption, political appointments of police officers and a lack of equipment
and intelligence-gathering capabilities.152 It also suffered from the
fragmented structure of the Bosnian polity. By 2002 it could still take police
from one of the two Entities (the Federation and the RS) eight hours to
inform their counterparts of criminal movements across the de-facto interethnic boundary line.153 Police cooperation among the Federation’s cantons
was (and continues to be) deficient as well. Bosnian police forces lacked
many of the instruments needed to fight serious crime, such as phonetapping; witness protection; asset forfeiture; forensic services (including a
national DNA database); electronic national data bases; and effective laws,
courts and prisons.
EUPM was unable to fill the law enforcement void. It did not have an
executive crime-fighting mandate and was confined to supervising domestic
police reform and equipping and advising Bosnian police. In its first term the
EUPM’s mandate did not even cover organised crime – this important task
was added only later.154 The EUPM also had no power over prosecutors and
judges.155 Compounding the difficulty of the mission to fulfill its task to
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promote the rule of law was the fact that the handover from the IPTF was all
but smooth. IPTF officials reportedly failed to hand over hundreds of files on
organised crime, especially human trafficking, to the EUPM; the files were
either archived in New York or destroyed. Information about around 1,500
potential victims of trafficking and hundreds of potential traffickers was thus
lost, and the EUMP and domestic law enforcement agencies had to start
from scratch.156 As if this was not enough, the EU itself made life difficult
for EUPM officials. Because Brussels did not provide implementation
guidelines or assessment protocols,157 EUPM officials had to improvise at
the police stations across Bosnia where they were co-located.
Also, the coordination of counter-crime activities was a major
problem. Coordination was flawed “on the ground in the region, between EU
capitals, between EU institutions and EU capitals, and within the EU
institutions in Brussels”.158 It quickly became apparent that intra-institutional
cooperation, i.e., cooperation among the various EU actors in Bosnia, was as
much a problem as inter-institutional cooperation, i.e., cooperation between
the EU and other international organisations.159 As EUFOR, during its first
term, became directly involved in counter-crime operations, the EUPM
accused EUFOR of stepping onto civilian turf.
EUFOR and Law Enforcement From 2004 to 2005160
EUFOR’s first commander was British General David Leakey. He had been
tasked by Javier Solana, the High Representative for EU Common Foreign
and Security Policy (CFSP), to ensure that EUFOR would be ‘new and
distinct’ and that it would ‘make a difference’.161 EUFOR’s key novel
military task was to support the EU’s Mission Implementation Plan for
Bosnia – even though none of the items clearly fell within the classical remit
of military forces. The ‘key supporting task’ was to support the fight against
organised crime. The key difference between SFOR and EUFOR was
EUFOR’s enhanced military support of civilian institutions. Leakey argued
that supporting the MIP and supporting crime-fighting “were two sides of
the same coin” and would also help EUFOR fulfil another key supporting
task, the arrest of ICTY-indicted war criminals.162
Leakey and other EU decision-makers saw organised crime as
depriving the state of badly needed tax revenues, undermining the faith of
citizens in institutions and funding war criminals. Military involvement in
crime-fighting was seen as necessary due to the weakness of domestic
institutions. Moreover, military planners – correctly – argued that EUPM
was having a difficult start-up phase, which meant that EUPM was unable to
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facilitate the coordination of counter-crime activities among the various
agencies involved. These actors included EUPM, the head of the rule of law
unit at OHR, the two Entity police forces and state-level law enforcement
institutions.163 The most important state-level law enforcement institutions
were SIPA (the State Information and Protection Agency, later renamed
State Investigation and Protection Agency), the BiH Border Police, the
Bosnian intelligence agency (OSA-OBA BiH), the State Court, and customs,
agricultural and taxation authorities. EUFOR decided that it had to fill the
gap. It did so by identifying specific types of crime, and by working with
those police officers it regarded as trustworthy, competent and motivated.164
Leakey emphasised that EUFOR would have an indirect role, distinguishing
between what was an appropriate military activity for EUFOR soldiers and
what was a police task. I laid down one clear principle to guide EUFOR:
soldiers would create the conditions in which the BiH law enforcement
agencies not only ‘could’ but ‘would have to’ do their duty. In other words,
EUFOR would help discover a crime or illegality (e.g. fuel smuggling or
illegal timber cutting), but would ‘freeze the scene’ and hand it over to the
BiH authorities to deal with the legal and law enforcement technicalities.
This avoided EUFOR soldiers being involved in the specialised police work
of handling evidence or appearing as witnesses in subsequent legal
proceedings.165

Practice soon revealed, however, that clear-cut distinctions between
military and policing work were hard to maintain. Moreover, Leakey’s
strategy was problematic because it was based on the assumption of smooth
military-police cooperation. Leakey shared much with High Representative
Paddy Ashdown, who was also the EU Special Representative to Bosnia.
Both were British; Ashdown had a military background; and both perceived
the rule of law as lagging behind. Leakey and Ashdown formally met once a
week and talked on the phone every day.166 Relations were tense, however,
between Leakey and the head of the EUPM. Moreover, Leakey’s assumption
that Bosnian law enforcement agencies would be able to share the burden
overestimated the political will and capacities of Bosnian institutions (as
well as EUPM) to effectively counter crime. All this meant that EUFOR
would encroach on policing more than Leakey had probably anticipated.
When EUFOR replaced SFOR, one of the most visible criminal
activities in Bosnia was illegal logging. Bosnia is not rich in natural
resources. Timber, although of relatively low quality, is one of the country’s
valuable assets. Bosnia’s forests were cut down at an alarming pace which
led to environmental destruction and deprived the state of tax revenues.
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EUFOR argued as well that organised crime groups were involved in illegal
logging and that organised crime was funding networks that supported
suspected war criminals. According to the official EUFOR journal: “It is the
same organized crime gangs that run drugs, prostitution and people
smuggling that carry out illegal logging. These criminal organizations are the
same organizations that protect and support PIFWCs and are obstructing
BiH’s way to a more prosperous future as a member of the European
Union.”167
Leakey, trying to expand military activities into the civilian realm,
faced opposition from various sides. Some EU member states, such as
Germany and the Nordic countries, were reluctant to blur the lines between
military and policing work. Moreover, many EUPM officials had
reservations about EUFOR’s construction of a continuum of different
criminal activities and war crimes, not least because EUFOR failed to back
up its allegations with hard evidence.168 Yet uncertainty was not an issue for
EUFOR. The mission, under Leakey’s leadership, saw operations against
‘organised crime’ as the area where EUFOR could quickly make a
difference. Leakey justified EUFOR activism in functional terms, referring
to EUFOR assets that included
considerable surveillance capabilities (day and night, ground-based and
overhead); the capacity of the headquarters at all levels to coordinate and
plan operations, and to conduct ‘after action reviews’; the agility of the
force to deploy to and concentrate in any part of BiH at any time; the
capacity to undertake protracted operations without such limitations as
overtime payments for long working hours; the flexibility of the military’s
communications; the availability of a large number of soldiers (6,500) to
cover big geographical areas; [and] the huge intelligence database and
intelligence gathering capability […].169

From late 2004 onward, and until fall 2005 when operations were
scaled back, EUFOR set up roadblocks across Bosnia. These were manned
by soldiers, yet Bosnian police were present as well. EUFOR soldiers would
search vehicles, including trucks carrying timber. In several instances
EUFOR detained suspected smugglers.170 Moreover, EUFOR surveilled and
patrolled rural areas and forests. Those cutting down trees illegally, and
drivers and passengers transporting timber from illegal logging operations,
would be held by EUFOR soldiers and handed over to Bosnian police who
would make the arrest.
In a series of operations (named, among other things, Snowstorm,
Longhorn, Spring Clean 1-6, Robust Pose, House Care, Woodpecker, Lucky
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Harvest and Deep River) soldiers erected checkpoints and staged patrols.
The aim was to seize illicit timber, weapons, drugs and smuggled fuel, and
to detain smugglers and traffickers.171 Some results of tactical military-police
cooperation were impressive. EUFOR soldiers found numerous weapons
including anti-tank mines, machine guns, mortars and rocket-propelled
grenades, as well as significant amounts of ammunition. They were also
present when Bosnian police seized substantial amounts of drugs. In one
instance in April 2005, 27 kg of heroin were seized at a border crossing near
Bijeljina.172 But more often seizures of goods were insignificant. EUFOR
constabularies, the Integrated Police Unit (IPU, see below), conscientiously
listed seized items that included “12.71 cubic metres of wood without proper
documentation”, a narcotising spray, ten grams of marihuana, a toy gun and
small amounts of smuggled cigarettes.173 EUFOR handed over numerous
people to the Bosnian police, some of them suspected of major offences.
Others, however, were found to carry knives, to illegally have crossed a
border, or to have altered their truck tachographs.174 EUFOR hoped to
receive information on crime, among other means, by setting up a hotline for
people wishing to report suspicious activities.175
EUFOR further engaged in crime-fighting by controlling Bosnia’s
rugged, over 1,500km long frontiers. The country counted 400-500 border
crossing points.176 Most of them were weakly controlled, or not controlled at
all, since the Border Police lacked the personnel to organise foot patrols.
Such points were often used for illegal transactions. Simply closing the
points to all traffic (whether to individuals or to 4-wheel-drive vehicles) was
not possible because local communities depended on trans-border
commerce. By patrolling border zones and stationing soldiers at crossing
points, EUFOR hoped to check smuggling and trafficking. To the extent
possible, it tried to cooperate with the Border Police.177
The impact of EUFOR activities on organised crime is ambiguous.
Counter-crime operations gave soldiers something to do – boredom was one
of the main problems as security in the country improved.178 EUFOR also
provided reassurance to citizens fearing a renewed security gap following
the departure of SFOR; EUFOR sent a signal of resolve that criminals would
not be able to operate with impunity.179 General Leakey and EUFOR (as a
whole) never failed to underline that law enforcement was a policing task.
Yet international actors felt that Bosnian institutions were too weak and
lacked the motivation to enforce the law.180 On the other hand, they
benefited from EUFOR in that they received logistical, material and
personnel support. EUFOR drew up diagrams depicting the presumed
structure of criminal networks, particular crime problems in different parts of
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the country and how the various security sector actors cooperated. EUFOR
would show some of these diagrams to international prosecutors.181 Also, it
is likely that EUFOR tipped off police on numerous occasions. The criminal
justice sector benefited as well. A State Court prosecutor underlines the
value of EUFOR’s contributions in the fight against organised crime. “We
received lots of intelligence bits, things like who does what where when,
from EUFOR that never went into the records. It was very important to
us.”182
What was positive, too, was that EUFOR largely avoided exacerbating
crime, especially human trafficking. Stricter military regulations made it
difficult for soldiers to frequent houses of prostitution, and awareness
campaigns became part of pre-deployment training. While there may have
been incidents that violated standards promulgated for ESDP missions, there
were fewer violations than before. In one case, EUFOR soldiers allegedly
brought prostitutes onto a military compound in Herzegovina.183 Overall,
EUFOR had learned from the mistakes of NATO.184
But there were still many problems. Military involvement in crimefighting on the operational level, besides undermining internationallysponsored SSR norms, underlined the continuing weakness of Bosnian law
enforcement agencies. The prosecutor cited above, besides stressing the
value of information and intelligence gathered by EUFOR, also pointed out
the limits of military crime fighting. In one case, EUFOR seized 100,000
US-Dollars from a suspect. Yet since EUFOR had not followed proper
procedures (among other mistakes, it held onto the money for too long), the
evidence was not admissible in court.185 This incident illustrates the lack of
soldiers’ policing skills. A military intelligence official with many years of
experience working with the OHR underlines that the record of NATO and
EU military forces in securing the chain of evidence in Bosnia is poor.
According to the official, this problem results very much from the often
legally controversial, or outright illegal, ways in which the military,
including constabulary forces, gather intelligence.186
Militarising border control was not a smooth process either, as
described by one EUPM official.187 On several occasions, EUFOR patrols
along the border made mistakes in apprehending smugglers and seizing their
assets, as they were not informed about proper procedures and relevant laws.
The official said that EUFOR lacked knowledge on border control, also
because six-month rotation periods were too short for soldiers to understand
the complicated procedures. On the symbolic level, EUPM officials argued
that a visitor coming to Bosnia should not see, as the first international
representative, a foreign soldier. EUFOR activities also suffered from the
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displacement effect: EUFOR succeeded in disrupting illegal logging
temporarily, at the sites where it intervened. Yet quickly, trees were cut
down elsewhere and transport routes changed.
By summer 2005, it was apparent that EUFOR had achieved tactical,
not strategic victories against organised crime. This lent credibility to
EUPM’s calls to scale down military activism. Up to then, relations between
EUFOR and EUPM had been tense. This was not least due to animosities
between EUFOR Commander Leakey and the (Irish) EUPM Head of
Mission. While EUFOR accused EUPM of neglecting organised crime,
EUPM accused EUFOR of incompetently encroaching on policing turf. This
episode underlines that adversarial relationships between individuals can
exacerbate institutional turf battles.
Law Enforcement from 2005 to 2008
In fall 2005 EUFOR scaled down involvement in counter-crime operations.
The time was ripe for civilian primacy over policing. EUPM by now had
overcome some of its initial deficiencies. Moreover, as new heads of
missions took over, relations between EUFOR and EUPM improved. In
September 2005 EU representatives in Bosnia formulated the co-called
Seven Principles that subsequently governed relations between EUFOR and
EUPM.188 In May 2006 the EU formulated Common Operational Guidelines,
based on these principles.189 The principles and guidelines prescribed that
Bosnian law enforcement institutions could draw on the operational
capabilities of EUFOR, but that EUPM would coordinate such support (the
EU Special Representative was to coordinate all activities on the political
level). Thus, EUPM effectively placed itself between Bosnian institutions
and EUFOR, at last becoming the prime international law enforcement actor.
Subsequent EU documents emphasised that requests for EUFOR support
would be limited to technical capabilities.190 Yet even though the EU tried to
curtail EUFOR involvement in law enforcement, the role of EUFOR de facto
went beyond the mere technical.
The greater assertiveness of EUPM was bolstered by a change in
mandates: now, the mission was tasked to support the fight against organised
crime. Differences between EUFOR and EUPM were smoothed by an
increasing number of constabulary forces joining EUPM. The Carabinieri
had around 15 officers within EUPM and the French Gendarmerie was
represented as well.191 Thus, while the military was being policised, the
police was being militarised. Coordination between EUPM and EUFOR was
ensured, among other things, by fortnightly meetings.192
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EUPM was not given an executive mandate; the mission was still
limited to monitoring and advising Bosnian institutions. Much hope was
placed into these institutions. A Targeting Board composed of domestic and
international security actors would define priorities. Bosnian actors
subsequently would contact EUPM, and EUPM would, if needed, ask
EUFOR to provide support, especially intelligence. EUFOR, depending on
the classification level, would then allow EUPM to share EUFOR
intelligence with Bosnian institutions.193
Due to EU and US support, the personnel, material and technological
capacities of SIPA and the Border Police improved. SIPA could count on
relatively effective SWAT teams used for high-risk operations. SIPA even
conducted operations against suspected war criminals, although
‘internationals’ still dominated intelligence gathering and operational
planning (see below). However, problems lingered on, making it difficult for
the military to share intelligence. Many Bosnian police officers were
selected on the basis of their political affiliation, instead of merit. Effective
and legitimate police work was also undermined by the fact that police at
times would not target powerful criminals due to fear, corruption, or wartime bonds between police and criminals.194 Understaffing was a problem as
well.195 According to a SIPA official interviewed in summer 2008, the
institution was operating on 60 percent of the planned staff level. In addition,
SIPA depended on international intelligence support (e.g., in the fields of
computer and communication forensics) and international involvement in
investigations.196 Material support was needed, too. Here, CIVPOL officers
complained about improper behaviour by their local counterparts. One
EUPM official claimed that jet stream speedboats donated to the Border
Police in 2003 were not properly maintained and thus became dysfunctional,
and that there was no stocktaking, which led to the disappearance of
equipment.
The use of IT was fraught with problems, too. IT infrastructure
delivered to improve the exchange of information among the various
elements of the Border Police was not used. Thus, by summer 2008 there
still was no joint criminal justice database. The US, as part of its
International Criminal Investigative Training Assistance Program (ICITAP),
had delivered servers, but they were not set up. Instead, the Bosnian Border
Police used several parallel, inefficient systems, such as Microsoft Excel
tables. An EUPM officer explains the lack of information sharing and a
reluctance of Bosnian officials to feed data into the system, as well as
corruption and a lack of primary data.197 Not just the Border Police used
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inefficient methods. In the Federation, Cantonal Ministries of Security were
running their own separate databases.198
The lack of centralised information systems meant that police,
especially when working with their counterparts from the other Entity, relied
on informal cooperation, often using their personal mobile phones to inform
their colleagues about the whereabouts of suspects.199 Criminals did not fail
to exploit such weakness. Bank robbers, for instance, allegedly crossed
weakly policed parts of the inter-ethnic boundary line after committing their
crimes.200
One of the biggest worries has been the Bosnian criminal justice
system. This system, which was a legacy both of Communism and the war,
has haunted crime-fighters ever since the end of the war; it did not give those
with power and influence much to fear from prosecutors and judges.201 By
mid-2000 many problems had still not been rectified. Prosecutors still did
not know, for example, how to take DNA samples at crime scenes
(according to Bosnian law this is the responsibility of prosecutors).
Moreover, relations between the police and prosecutors, who both needed to
collect evidence, were conflictual due to unclear divisions of labour.202 The
role of judges was questionable, too. According to one international
prosecutor, there has been a reversal rate of over 90 percent for organised
crime cases following a first ruling, due to a mix of corruption,
incompetence and fear.203
While many of these problems were home-made, international actors
have shared the responsibility to rectify them. Internationally-sponsored
training programmes have focused on the police and less so on the judiciary.
Both domestic and international prosecutors have faced an overwhelming
workload, yet have been given scant resources. Prosecuting large cases
(which could involve up to 10,000 pieces of evidence and 100 witnesses) has
thus been challenging.204 In 2007, merely four international prosecutors, six
national prosecutors, and seven clerks were working on 500-600 cases.205
Moreover, training has not been provided over long periods of time,
undermining the effective use of sophisticated equipment as well as
techniques such as fingerprint analysis. With regard to the legal framework,
international actors have exported a confusing mix of common and civil law
practices to Bosnia.206 Also, EUPM has focused too much on strategy, and
too little on implementation.207 Witness protection has been a problem, too.
According to one prosecutor, the Court was unable to find witnesses who
were not terrified to testify.208
Many policing problems were legacy issues of the war and the Dayton
agreement. The latter has created “the world’s most decentralised state”209
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and has been “interpreted both as a blueprint for partition and for the
consolidation of a unitary state”210. In 2007, a heated debate erupted over
international pressure on Bosnia to reform its police. The OHR, EUPM and
other institutions pushed for an integration of the country’s numerous police
forces but met fierce resistance from the RS. RS Prime Minister Milorad
Dodik, who had morphed from a politician supported by the West to a
perceived spoiler of stabilisation efforts, argued that efforts to centralise
policing violated the spirit and letter of Dayton. Especially RS politicians did
not want strong state-level institutions and this undermined the effectiveness
of SIPA and the Border Police. The lack of consensus over the future of
Bosnia has been an obstacle to ordinary police work, and even more so to
intelligence-led operations. Although by mid-2008 databases were installed,
RS officials in particular were often unwilling to share intelligence.211
Those opposed to a more centralised model of policing argued that
police cooperation on an operational level was better than reformers would
have it.212 This is true. But there was a risk that the police, if not integrated
and ethnically mixed, would identify more with members of ‘their’ ethnic
group. To some extent, the adage that a cop is a cop holds true in Bosnia.
But there is still a risk of biased policing. One journalist underlines the
continuing politicisation even of SIPA, touted as the most visible success of
international police reform: If SIPA does a raid in Banja Luka, Serbian SIPA
officers do not want to participate. If there is a raid in Mostar, the Croats do
not want to participate.213 The risk of police disunity is particularly high at
times of political crisis.
Proponents of reform, in response to the objection that many countries
do not have unified, centralised police forces, said that Bosnia was too small
and too poor to afford the post-Dayton policing system.214 With 15 different
criminal law enforcement agencies existing in 2009, the system was complex
indeed. In addition to SIPA and the Border Police, the two Entities each had
their own police force, Brčko had its own force, and so did each of the 10
cantons in the Federation. With over 17,000 police officers for a population
of 4,2 million people, Bosnia had one of the highest ratios of per capita
police officers in the world. There were also 15 Interior Ministries, as well as
15 police laws and 11 weapons laws.215
EUFOR and Law Enforcement from 2005 to 2008
The problems described above meant that EUFOR would continue to play an
important role in law enforcement. International interlocutors emphasised
that direct military intervention in policing was a thing of the past; they
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stressed that after EUFOR’s first term, law enforcement was in the hands of
the police, especially the Bosnian police. However, a close-up look at the
operational level reveals that EUFOR involvement in law enforcement was
more than residual, contrary to the mantra of security practitioners.
One of the prime areas of activity was the search for suspected war
criminals who had been indicted by the ICTY. Over the years, the list of
fugitives became shorter and shorter, containing only two names by the
summer of 2009 (Ratko Mladić and Goran Hadžić).216 NATO was the
institution responsible for PIFWC operations, but de facto it shared this
responsibility with the EU. On the operational level, regular EUFOR troops,
such as those from the UK, supported PIFWC operations.217
EUFOR relied on Military Police investigators for advising
Multinational Task Force (MTF) Commanders and on G-2 (military
intelligence) for handling policing matters and liaising with Bosnian law
enforcement agencies.218 Yet the most important actors were EUFOR’s
IPU.219 Most of the IPU officers, as had been the case with NATO’s MSU,
were Carabinieri; Italy had been the framework nation for the MSU and now
was the lead nation supporting the IPU. The IPU also included constabulary
forces from the Netherlands, Turkey and other countries. IPU could
substitute for domestic security forces and deploy formed, homogenous
units, thus avoiding the problems with heterogeneity that had plagued the
IPTF and other missions. These units engaged in police tasks, especially
CRC and surveillance operations. The IPU also had at its disposal
specialised elements assembled on a case-by-case basis, such as forensics
experts, anti-terror specialists and investigators with special skills.220
The increasing use of constabulary forces in Bosnia reflected a
learning process on the part of NATO and the EU, as well as on the part of
entrepreneurial commanders such as General Leakey. On the operational
level, the presence of the right individuals at the right time and place
mattered a lot as well. A British intelligence official, seeing that EUPM in
the beginning did too little, managed to bring the main crime-fighting
institutions together. The State Prosecutor would say what he needed and
EUFOR, especially the IPU, would then discuss the operational details. The
IPU, according to the official, was enthusiastic from the beginning.221
One of the main advantages of the IPU was that it was the only part of
EUFOR operating across Bosnia. The IPU staged numerous operations.222
One of their tasks was to support NATO in defence reform. Moreover, as
shown below, CRC and the fight against organised crime were central
preoccupations of the IPU. Yet the activity that put the IPU into the limelight
was its attempts to arrest PIWCS. Operationally, EUFOR’s IPU, which had
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executive powers, became the dominant actor in this area. Due to fears of
corruption and collusion, Bosnian security forces were not allowed to
participate in the planning of major operations; they would be called in at a
late stage, yet often without being informed about operational details.
Relations between the ICTY and EUFOR were tense; EUFOR
contingents often failed to share information and intelligence with the ICTY,
sending information to their respective national capitals instead.223 The IPU
was an exception, however. They staged numerous raids on the homes of
suspected war criminals and their supporters. The IPU was therefore a major
source of support for ICTY prosecutors in The Hague. According to a
Bosnian journalist specialising on war crimes, the Carabinieri had become
the ICTY’s closest partners in the country.224 In May 2007, for instance, the
IPU helped the Bosnian police to arrest Zdravko Tolimir, who was then
flown to The Hague.225 In another case, in January 2006 international forces,
most probably IPU officers, shot dead the wife and wounded the son of
Dragomir Abazović, a Bosnian Serb wanted for war crimes committed
against Muslims in the Rogatica area. As he tried to flee, his wife and son
reportedly opened fire on the troops.226 Abazović was not on the list of
suspects wanted by the ICTY, but had been indicted by a court in Sarajevo
(and, after his arrest, was later released from custody on a legal technicality).
The incident showed that IPU operations could turn violent and draw public
criticism.227 It also showed that the IPU targeted not only PIFWCs wanted by
prosecutors in The Hague, but pursued lower-level war crimes suspects as
well. The IPU at times also arrested individuals suspected of corruption and
trafficking, with Bosnian security forces limited to an assisting role.228
EUFOR’s crucial role in law enforcement becomes clear when
looking at intelligence operations. Especially the Carabinieri had both the
know-how and the technical assets to stage surveillance operations.
According to a EUPM official, tapping telephones would not be possible
without the IPU.229 EUFOR officials never failed to reiterate the mantra that
the mission was merely supporting domestic law enforcement institutions
through EUMP. Indeed, the IPU were not allowed to run investigations
independently. Still, IPU involvement was direct. For instance, IPU officers
listened in on phone conversations.230 Many operations resulted from
autonomous intelligence gathering by the IPU, such as raids on possible sites
of arms trafficking in the outskirts of Sarajevo in February 2005.231 EUPM
officials felt that the IPU were keen to do as much law enforcement as
possible,232 an impression corroborated by the long list of IPU operations.
The IPU have also built domestic capacity. The institution benefiting
most from the IPU was SIPA. The IPU supported SIPA logistically and
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taught SIPA surveillance techniques, such as how to plant listening devises.
In 2006 and 2007, SIPA asked for IPU help in operations against organised
crime, each of which lasted for three months.233 In addition to helping SIPA
with surveillance, the IPU strengthened SWAT teams of SIPA. These
strengthened teams ran under the name of Special Support Units (SSUs) and
were set up in mid-2005. There were Alpha, Beta and Gamma teams (the
Alpha team was used for high-risk operations). These elite forces (whose
salary exceeded the salary of regular SIPA officers by 50 percent) were to be
used against hostage takers, kidnappers, terrorists, suspected war criminals
and other dangerous individuals. In autumn 2007, for instance, the IPU
trained SIPA SWAT teams on how to free hostages.234 The IPU provided the
SSU with intelligence as well.
According to an EUPM officer, the SSUs were well-manned, trained
and equipped, representing an example of successful international support.235
The SSU produced impressive output. Only in the first half of 2008, SIPA’s
SWAT teams arrested 80 persons suspected of having committed war crimes
and organised crime activities.236 Close relations between the ‘paramilitary’
IPU and ‘paramilitary’ Bosnian police forces underline the paramilitarisation
of security practices in Bosnia. Both on the international and domestic side,
the structure and outlook of security actors increasingly defied clear-cut
categorisation between internal and external security, and policing and
military work.237
A crucial activity of constabulary forces is CRC. CRC is now a central
military preoccupation in peace operations (see also the Kosovo case study
in this book). In Bosnia, the IPU stood ready to engage in this task,
underlining that EUFOR had learned from the failure of IFOR and SFOR to
deal with angry crowds. In addition, the IPU provided CRC training to
Bosnian police forces.
The IPU were thus a crucial EUFOR asset. Yet EUFOR as a whole
shifted to intelligence-led operations in the fight against serious crime, using
sophisticated surveillance methods and equipment. For instance, reports
about cannabis cultivation in Herzegovina led EUFOR to take pictures from
the air.238
The fight against serious crime in Bosnia has defied clear-cut
categorisation as the lines between military and policing work, intelligence
and information and coercive and humanitarian operations have been
blurred. This becomes obvious when looking at Liaison and Observation
Teams (LOT) houses. The LOT house concept, developed by SFOR in
2003,239 was expanded by EUFOR. Due to the much improved security
situation, EUFOR deployed soldiers to cities, towns and villages where they
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would live in rented houses.240 Keeping a low profile, e.g., by being lightly
armed, LOT house personnel’s task was to reassure the population that
EUFOR (whose strength, in February 2007, was reduced to 2,500) had not
left the country to its own devices.
Moreover, LOT houses worked on so-called quick-impact projects.
Officially, LOT personnel did not conduct CIMIC operations. But they
would buy bed sheets for university dormitories, give tinned food to boy
scouts, and equip schools with fire extinguishers.241 Some tasks could not be
more remote from what a soldier is trained for. In one LOT house, soldiers
spent much time helping people fill out pension claim forms. Bosnians who
had worked in Western Europe and who were confused by the complicated
forms or lacked language skills would come to the LOT house. In some
cases, EUFOR soldiers would liaise with insurance companies in their home
country to clarify matters.
Yet the main task of LOT house personnel was to support EUFOR
Headquarters by collecting information that would help detect any potential
security problem at an early stage. LOT house soldiers became the “eye and
ear of the EUFOR Commander”242 and the “friendly face of EUFOR”243 To
interact closely with citizens, they needed soft skills such as knowledge
about local politics, history, culture and language.244 The LOT houses thus
epitomised the light military footprint strategy of EUFOR. LOT house
personnel met mayors, police chiefs, priests, imams, directors of schools,
and, during their frequent patrols (or, to use the term preferred by LOT
house personnel, “walks”), ordinary citizens. To find out about local politics,
security risks and security perceptions,245 soldiers had to become diplomats,
administrators and humanitarian workers. One LOT house officer said: “We
are not really doing military work here. Instead, we are doing market
research on mayors and police chiefs. Actually, citizens here would need
civilians knowledgeable, for instance, about EU regulations regarding the
quality of products. But such experts probably would not want to live in the
simple house that we have here.”246 The commander of another LOT house
says that in his home country he would train in tank warfare, but that in
Bosnia he essentially had a civilian job.247
Most soldiers managed to cope not so much because of their predeployment training, which often was rudimentary. More importantly,
soldiers used their common sense to adapt to an essentially non-military role
and also relied heavily on interpreters who simultaneously served as guides
and local area specialists.248 EUFOR headquarters, as well as national
contingent commanders, greatly benefited from the reports sent by LOT
house personnel. EUFOR emphasised that the LOT houses did not gather
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intelligence and were not involved in the fight against serious crime. But
indirectly, they were involved. Although LOT houses did not resort to covert
means, the difference between information and intelligence gathering was
academic on the ground. For example, LOT house personnel in Pale, in early
2006, gathered information on illegal logging.249
Many LOT house soldiers had reservations about their role. Besides
the hardship of being confined to a small space in a remote area for six
months, the seven soldiers manning a LOT house in an Eastern Bosnian
town felt frustrated that they were involved in humanitarian tasks while
being unable to tackle security problems. Fighting serious crime, especially
organised crime, was not within the remit of LOT house personnel. Their
knowledge about dangerous groups and individuals led to feelings of
powerlessness. According to one LOT house officer, local strongmen and
criminals were heavily armed. To effectively challenge those committing
acts of violence and crime, the officer would need an entire platoon instead
of just the few lightly armed soldiers currently under his command. The
officer said that the vulnerability of the LOT houses created a hostage-like
situation.250
The IPU, which did have the capabilities and the mandate to act
against serious crime, were resented by LOT house personnel. The IPU were
the only element of EUFOR that had a mandate to operate theatre-wide
across Bosnia. They operated by raiding houses of suspected war criminals
or to collect weapons. The secrecy level of these operations was such that
LOT house personnel were not informed beforehand. The LOT house officer
referred to in the paragraph above said that heavily armed Carabinieri would
stage an unexpected and sudden operation in their Area of Responsibility,
and then leave shortly afterwards. His LOT team would then have to explain
the rationale for the operation to the local population. He would only learn
about the operation upon the arrival of the IPU or the next day. Therefore, he
wished that the IPU would stay away from his area.251 As shown in the next
chapter, troops also resented similar constabulary activities in Kosovo.
A perennial problem of peace operations is the lack of information
and intelligence sharing among the various stakeholders. Officially, the
EUFOR Commander was to be informed about activities that impinged on
security in Bosnia. Yet in many cases, information and intelligence first went
to the capitals of troop-contributing nations (especially those with the means
to collect intelligence), and often never came back. One Bosnian journalist
said that he regularly met with EUFOR contingents from two countries to
exchange what essentially was a mix of information and intelligence. It often
happened that EUFOR personnel from other countries, who had obviously
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not been informed by the two contingents, would ask him the same
questions.252
One of the prime sites of EUFOR activities was at the border. EUFOR
supported border policing in various ways. Most directly, it dispatched
patrols. Due to personnel and material shortages affecting the Border Police,
most of Bosnia’s border-crossing points were still weakly policed. Thus,
EUFOR border controls continued in 2006.253 Pressure to keep a low profile
meant that EUFOR support became less visible after its first term. EUFOR
then focused on the green border by reinforcing, or substituting for, Border
Police patrols. EUFOR also used its superior technological assets for taking
aerial imagery of border zones. Such imagery provided valuable information
and intelligence both to EUPM and Bosnian police. Often, the IPU provided
tip-offs about illegal activities.254 EUFOR monitored various illegal
activities, including the smuggling of cattle and cigarettes.255
A prime mechanism through which EUFOR straddled the boundary
between civilian and military work was through the training and equipping
of Bosnian law enforcement agencies. EUFOR supported the Bosnian
Border Police by providing hardware such as night-vision goggles, maps,
and data such as aerial imagery. EUFOR also taught the Border Police how
to use GPS technology and how to read grids on military maps. Border
policing reveals EUFOR’s difficulty to keep a low profile and at the same
time effectively support border control, under the condition of diminishing
personnel and material resources.
By summer 2008, international and Bosnian officials, when asked
about the role of EUFOR in border policing, automatically answered that
this was a job for the Border Police. However, they acknowledged that due
to understaffing and logistical shortcomings, the Border Police depended on
military support. A senior EUPM planner was ready to ask for EUFOR
helicopter support. The official emphasised that the actual surveillance and
also apprehension of suspects would be done by Bosnians (and would
require a good knowledge of areas mined during the war), as it would violate
European standards if military forces assumed policing functions.256 The
Bosnian Border Police welcomed the prospect of EUFOR once again
assuming a greater role in border control.257
EUFOR activities in the murky military-police grey zone reveal that
EUFOR was not only a military mission. Supporting the fight against serious
crime had become a prime EUFOR activity. By 2008, EUFOR had shrunk to
2,500 personnel, many in support functions. The threat of war had receded,
although the political crisis in 2007 sparked by the controversy over police
reform led the EUFOR Commander to state that EUFOR would intervene in
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case of another war (a statement that exacerbated, instead of calmed,
perceived insecurity).258 The main EUFOR element to counter any serious
security threat was a multinational manoeuvre battalion. More importantly,
in case of trouble EUFOR would deploy over-the-horizon forces. Yet the
most crucial elements of EUFOR were now the LOT houses and the IPU,
with the latter indicating the shift from war fighting to crime fighting in
peace operations.259
The Tricky Question of Effectiveness260
What are the effects of military support of the fight against serious crime?
Any attempt to answer this question is challenging for several reasons. First,
there is a scarcity of data on serious crime, especially organised crime. Both
criminals and security forces using intelligence try to stay out of the
limelight. The poor capacities of the Bosnian government and the
fragmentation of the ‘international community’ further impede the collection
of data. More generally, there is no agreement as to the exact nature of
serious crime, especially organised crime, and how to measure it.261
Second, attempts to establish causal links between military support
against serious crime, on the one hand, and changes in the criminal
landscape, on the other, are risky. The military is not the only, nor the main,
actor fighting serious crime in Bosnia. Police are more important. Separating
the causal effects of military activities from those of police activities is
impossible. Also, there are many other actors, international and domestic,
who have implemented a host of programmes, coercive and non-coercive,
that have also had an impact on crime. The lack of success is equally
difficult to explain. For instance, if NATO and EU soldiers had been better
at collecting and sharing intelligence with international and domestic
prosecutors in Bosnia, prosecution outcomes may have been more
impressive than they are. However, the overall effect may still have been
minimal, given the desolate state of the Bosnian criminal justice system.
Moreover, the Bosnian parliament has often failed to enact the laws that are
needed to fight serious crime.262 The military cannot alleviate these
shortcomings.
Attempts to assess effectiveness warrant a third note of caution.
Contingent factors have changed the face of serious crime in Bosnia. One
such factor is demography. In contrast to the demographics in the early
1990s, by 2009 the Bosnian populace was old on average.263 This
information helps to account for low rates in conventional crime such as
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murder and robbery in Bosnia (these crimes are usually committed by young
men living in cities). These rates, in turn, are important indicators of the nonpervasive nature of violent organised crime.264 Other factors matter as well.
Waging the same kind of warfare against civilians as before would no longer
be possible, due to a lack of heavy weapons and ammunition. Moreover,
compared to the previous ethnic patchwork, the different parts of Bosnia are
more homogenous now, as a consequence of ‘ethnic cleansing’ and people
selling their houses. There are thus fewer incentives to engage in inter-ethnic
crime.
Some contingent factors relate to military activities that –
inadvertently – have changed the scope of serious crime in Bosnia. As
shown below, there are indications that human trafficking in Bosnia has
declined over recent years. This decline has many causes. One of them is
that NATO, the EU and troop-contributing nations have promulgated zerotolerance policies against peacekeepers’ involvement in human trafficking.
However, the withdrawal of troops (from IFOR’s 60,000 to EUFOR’s 2,500)
has been a more important factor: As international clients disappeared,
business opportunities for human traffickers shrunk.
Another related issue is how to operationalise effectiveness. Several
indicators are on offer. The most convenient ones for security sector actors
are output and outcome indicators. Output indicators would be, for example,
the number of times the military has trained Bosnian police forces, the
amount of material donated, or the number of joint military-police patrols.
Outcome indicators would focus on the usage of knowledge and equipment
provided by the military to the police. At peak times, such as during
EUFOR’s first term, output and outcome were impressive.
However, the crux is impact. Impact indicators would include the
number of serious criminals convicted as a consequence of military
activities, the number of returnees saved by the military from rioting mobs
and the number of war criminals arrested. Even more tricky to assess are
broader impact indicators, such as a reduction in organised crime as a
consequence of direct military involvement in law enforcement, or enhanced
policing capacities as a consequence of military support. Such indicators,
due to the methodological problems mentioned above (such as the lack of
data and causal complexity), are difficult to observe.
Still: Available data shows that serious crime in Bosnia has changed
over years. Moreover, one can plausibly argue that while the military has
made a positive contribution to crime-fighting, the impact of military crimefighting should not be overestimated. There has been a decline in the more
violent forms of serious crime. While IFOR and the first rotations of SFOR
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turned a blind eye to war criminals, SFOR stepped up operations and
EUFOR accelerated this trend.
CRC became a less pressing issue over time. There have been some
violent demonstrations, for example in Banja Luka following the
proclamation of an independent Kosovo in February 2008. There have also
been isolated attacks against minorities and refugees. But compared to the
years after Dayton, inter-ethic crime has become less of a problem – also
because, as mentioned above, many of those finding themselves as
minorities have sold their properties, or because mainly old people inhabited
areas from which they had been expelled during the war. IFOR and SFOR
had many problems with CRC. In the first decade of the new millennium,
CRC was given higher priority. Assessing EUFOR’s performance in this
area is difficult since the mission had not faced a serious test by early 2009.
But it is important to note that EUFOR provided much CRC training to
Bosnian law enforcement agencies.
The most dynamic changes pertain to organised crime. As shown
above, Bosnia in the aftermath of Dayton was a haven of smuggling and
trafficking. Organised crime activities often went hand in hand with violence
committed against criminal competitors, members of security forces that
could not be bribed or intimidated and victims such as women trafficked into
sexual exploitation. In the new millennium, the face of organised crime
changed. Human smuggling declined concomitantly with more stringent
migration controls. By 2008, Bosnia continued to serve as a transit country,
especially for people from China, India and Turkey smuggled to Western
Europe,265 as well as for ethnic Albanians going west.266 But the numbers of
people smuggled were probably in the hundreds, no longer in the thousands
as in the 1990s.
A similar trend can be observed with regard to human trafficking. In
the 1990s, possibly thousands of women, mostly from Eastern Europe,
worked in Bosnian brothels. A combination of the withdrawal of
‘internationals’, zero tolerance policies, more stringent border controls and
raids on brothels forced some traffickers out of business and others to
change their modus operandi. The decline of trafficking is indicated by a
decreasing number of identified victims.267 Law enforcement pressure has, to
some extent, pushed the industry underground as well. To reduce risk
traffickers use private apartments instead of brothels, mobile phones instead
of landlines and domestic victims instead of women from abroad. They also
pay victims to reduce their incentives to contact the police.268
Drugs are one of the most lucrative sources of revenue for organised
crime groups. Over recent years, only relatively small amounts of drugs were
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confiscated in Bosnia.269 This may indicate that police work is not
sufficiently intelligence-led and that traffickers outsmart security forces. Yet
it may also indicate that the famous Balkan drug smuggling routes partly
bypass Bosnia, or that Bosnia is not an important storage site.270 Also, due to
factors such as the lifting of sanctions, more effective control of intermediate
merchants, a harmonisation of taxes, and better border controls, the
smuggling and trafficking of cigarettes, fuel, textiles, and other goods have
decreased over recent years.
It must also be noted that many of the factors allegedly facilitating
organised crime are inconclusive. For example, it is often said that Bosnia’s
rugged terrain makes smuggling and trafficking easy. However, mountains,
rivers and winding roads are not only an asset, but can also be an
impediment. When criminals have to transport people or goods on small,
winding roads, checkpoints on those roads pose a greater risk than
checkpoints along major highways, where only a small percentage of cars
can be searched. Moreover, the large number of international and domestic
security forces operating in Bosnia (Bosnia has one of the world’s highest
per capita numbers of police officers) poses risks to criminals. Why should
criminal networks traffic through Bosnia if they can use the highway linking
Sofia, Belgrade and Western Europe instead, or if they can go through
Kosovo and Southern Serbia to the coast of Montenegro?
All this does not mean that there is no organised crime in Bosnia. But,
according to an EU official in Bosnia, there is “small-town organised
crime”.271 A UN report published in spring 2008 largely confirms this
view.272 Despite the public perception of Bosnia being a haven of organised
crime, the situation in the country is very different from the one in Kosovo
(see next chapter) or many Western European countries. Bosnia has seen a
decline in the more violent forms of organised crime, especially the
trafficking of people, drugs and weapons. By early 2009, these crimes were
still being committed, yet on a much reduced scale. Relatively new criminal
activities have entered the fore, such as the trafficking of stolen vehicles.273
And loggers continue to illegally clear forests. Yet these activities, despite
the economic and ecological damage they cause, have not posed major
threats to the stability of Bosnia.
More worrying is the shift to business crimes such as tax evasion,
privatisation fraud and money laundering. Those formerly engaged in more
violent crimes now try to appear as legitimate entrepreneurs. Ivan Stanchev
writes about crime in the Balkans: “If there are positive developments, they
result not from intentional policies to contain crime but rather from
processes of converging black economic activities into shadow and ‘white’
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entrepreneurship.”274 According to an international prosecutor, there is now a
corporate approach to crime.275 International actors have mainly been
concerned about the smuggling and trafficking of people and goods – despite
the pernicious economic and social effects of white-collar crime.276
What then has been the record of militarised crime-fighting in postDayton Bosnia? While SFOR largely neglected organised crime, EUFOR
became deeply involved in crime-fighting in its first term. Success was not
strategic. There has been much military output (counted in the number of
checkpoints, patrols, and surveillance operations), outcome (counted, for
instance, in military-supported and induced police operations) and tactical
impact (such as the displacement of trafficking routes and illegal logging
sites the arrest of smugglers and traffickers). Yet strategic impact – a
reduction in crime – is harder to discern. Whenever EUFOR stopped an
illegal activity in one place, the hydra would pop up somewhere else – the
well known displacement effect that can haunt law enforcement anywhere.277
According to a (restricted) 2006 EU report, counter-logging operations,
“usually EUFOR-initiated, have yielded little criminal intelligence and no
significant results.” To reduce illegal logging, it is more promising to license
saw mills, certify timber, increase the number of inspectors and tax officials,
and reduce the demand for cheap timber from EU member states, rather than
to stage military-style interruption operations.278 There are sound arguments
against military involvement in counter-drug operations as well. Taking
aerial images, as EUFOR did, is a relatively benign activity, but it puts the
military on a slippery slope. There have been few indications of large-scale
cannabis cultivation anywhere in Bosnia.279 In any case, the US ‘war on
drugs’, at home and abroad, provides ample lessons for the ineffectiveness
and collateral damage of coercive drug policies.280
Some counter-crime operations have smacked of military activism,
instead of a functional – and legitimate – response to obvious security
problems. According to one British military officer, EUFOR had to do
something after taking over from SFOR. It did not matter much what it did,
but EUFOR had to make a difference. The mission thus became involved in
law enforcement.281 An EU official says that EUFOR should not have
become involved in counter-logging and other operations. But EUFOR had
the personnel and material capacity; also, military tasks such as controlling
cease-fires had receded to the background.282 For EUFOR, counter-crime
initiatives carried advantages that were largely secondary to the primary
objective of reducing the burden of crime on society. One EUFOR
commander said that “more important than the tactical results was the
learning process how to develop the cooperation with the Local
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Authorities.”283 General Leakey emphasised that by enabling Bosnian
authorities to “touch the untouchables”, EUFOR helped the public, police
and the media to defend themselves against criminals.284
Crime-fighting is too important to serve as testing ground for CIMIC.
A more systematic targeting of individuals, groups and criminal markets, as
well as the use of less coercive methods (whether in the fields of demand
reduction, harm reduction, or financial regulation) is more likely to reduce
smuggling and trafficking than ‘doing something’. Since non-coercive
methods are beyond the remit of the military, and since even in the coercive
realm military contributions to law enforcement have lacked effectiveness,
the positive impact of NATO and EU counter-crime operations should not be
overestimated. Taking action against weapons smuggling, for instance, is
more obviously a military duty than is the case with illegal logging or drug
trafficking. Indeed, both NATO and EU forces have tried to reduce the
supply of weapons in and to Bosnia. By late 2008, there were few
indications of Bosnia being an important weapons smuggling hub, in
contrast to the 1990s. Yet this possible decline not only reflects more
stringent (military) control mechanisms, but also the fact that many weapons
have been sold or destroyed and markets, especially the one for cheap
weapons such as the AK 47, are saturated. The ability of military forces to
reduce white-collar crime – the form of crime that has complemented and
partially substituted more traditional types of organised crime in the Balkans
– is even more limited.
These caveats notwithstanding, the effects of military contributions
should not be underestimated either. As shown above, prosecutors working
on organised crime cases have received valuable hints from EUFOR.
Assessing the extent to which information, intelligence and evidence
gathered by EUFOR have led to the successful prosecution of offenders is
difficult. Even prosecutors and judges often do not know how evidence was
collected and who collected it; external observers are even harder pressed to
get the full picture. Despite this caveat, the military did support prosecutors.
The fact that conviction rates for organised crime in Bosnia are
unsatisfactory is more a reflection of police and criminal justice failures than
the inability of the military to do police work.
Moreover, effectiveness is also about symbols. The failure of IFOR
and SFOR to take on spoilers has undermined the trust of many Bosnian
citizens in international forces.285 Images of soldiers standing by while
human rights were violated, property was destroyed and laws were broken
have had a negative effect on the credibility of the international state- and
nation-building project in Bosnia as a whole. Military activism, on the other
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hand, even though not necessarily effective in strategic terms, has sent a
signal to citizens that crimes would not be committed with impunity.
Conclusion
Has military involvement in law enforcement in post-Dayton Bosnia come
close to the ideal-type strategy as outlined in the conclusion? The empirical
analysis reveals a mixed picture (see also the summary of the main findings
in the conclusion). The question is therefore whether the lessons from
Bosnia have been transferred to other post-war countries. The prime test case
is Kosovo. As in Bosnia, serious crime has posed a major challenge to
international stabilisation and peacebuilding attempts in Kosovo. The next
chapter shows how, in light of the Bosnian experience, NATO has coped in
this other international protectorate.
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Chapter 4

Kosovo

The case of Kosovo epitomises problems of governing ‘international
protectorates’ and of post-war crime fighting. The empirical picture is a
messy one in which numerous international and domestic agencies
intermingle in complex ways, often working at cross-purposes. As in Bosnia,
military involvement in law enforcement has lacked effectiveness, efficiency
and legitimacy. This is only partly the fault of NATO – the UN and its
member states arguably carry more responsibility. Crime-fighting in pre- and
post-independence Kosovo exemplifies flawed security governance, SSG
and SSR.
The first part of this chapter examines the immediate post-war period.
The second part discusses the early years of international governance in
Kosovo. The third part reveals the travails of crime-fighting around the time
Kosovo declared independence. Drawing primarily on interviews conducted
in Kosovo in 2007 and 2008 (and a few in 2006), this third part complements
the vast literature on international intervention in Kosovo by focusing on
more recent events. The chapter also fills a gap by shedding light on
dynamics on the ground, which have been neglected due to the propensity of
scholars to focus on the strategic/diplomatic level rather than the operational
and tactical levels.
NATO Enters Kosovo
In early 1999, NATO waged war against the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, which by then had shrunk to Serbia (including Kosovo) and
Montenegro. The UN Security Council did not approve the war. But the
main NATO members argued that diplomacy had failed to stop the
persecution of Kosovars by Serbian security forces, requiring a military
response.1 After 77 days of air strikes, Slobodan Milošević gave up. On 9
June 1999, NATO and Yugoslavia signed the Kumanovo agreement, which
proscribed the withdrawal of Yugoslav security forces from Kosovo and the
establishment of NATO’s Kosovo Force (KFOR). This agreement
complemented UN Security Council Resolution 1244. The Resolution placed
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Kosovo, pending the resolution of its final status, under international
administration. It is the main document regulating the governance of this
new ‘international protectorate’.
On 12 June, KFOR moved into the disputed province. There was
much uncertainty over whether the estimated 40,000 Serbian troops, police
and paramilitaries would withdraw from Kosovo or try to re-enter the
province after regrouping. Yet Milošević complied with the Kumanovo
agreement. As Serbian forces withdrew and KFOR entered Kosovo, most
Kosovars who had fled the province during NATO’s bombing campaign and
before returned.
NATO and returning refugees saw a dangerous wasteland. If security
was difficult to establish in Bosnia, doing so in Kosovo proved even more
difficult. Most of the infrastructure had been destroyed and, following the
Serbian withdrawal, no statutory domestic security forces remained in the
province. The biggest domestic force was the Kosovo Liberation Army
(KLA [UÇK, Ushtria Çlirimtare e Kosovës]) whose around 50,000 members
had staged one of the most successful insurgencies in modern history. The
KLA was given several months to disarm and disband. Its members largely
complied. However, illegal parallel structures reportedly carried out
‘policing’ tasks,2 often violating the human rights of minorities as well as of
Kosovars in the process.3 The Serbs had non-statutory security forces, too.
The Serb-dominated northern part of Mitrovica was ‘policed’ by ‘bridgewatchers’ – toughs wearing plain cloths who inspired fear not only among
local Kosovars but also among Serbs.
After the initial euphoria of defeating Serbia, international actors
quickly came to realise that war-fighting was easier than crime-fighting.
During the first months into the ‘peace’, up to 50 people were murdered per
week.4 This high rate was due to fighting among different Kosovar factions,
as well as inter-ethnic crime. The tables had turned now. Before, Kosovars
had been the main victims of violence. The withdrawal of Serbian forces was
followed by numerous attacks against Kosovo Serbs as well as other
minorities.5 In Bosnia, the three ethnic groups had ‘their’ security forces to
defend them against attack. In Kosovo, the Serbs had to rely on international
forces or on their own devices.
Besides stopping the spree of revenge killings, international forces
faced the challenge to apprehend suspected war criminals. This was all but
easy. Many Serbian perpetrators had left the province; many Serbs who
stayed on were accused by Kosovars of having committed atrocities, yet
useable evidence tended to be difficult to obtain; and it was generally
unfeasible for Serbs to make a case against Kosovars, given the view, also
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prevalent among most ‘internationals’, that the former were the perpetrators
and the latter the victims of repression.
Moreover, organised crime was thriving in post-war Kosovo. Some of
those indicted for organised crime were also presumed to have committed
war crimes and be linked to the most influential political parties in Kosovo.6
Such presumed overlaps point at the criminalised nature of the Kosovo war.7
Serbian forces, especially paramilitaries, had preyed upon the civilian
population. Many Kosovars, especially those from wealthy families, had
paid Serbs to avert repression or to be allowed to stay in business. The KLA,
on the other hand, had reportedly bought weapons from drug traffickers.8 By
1997, it allegedly controlled the heroin trade through Kosovo.9 When the
war ended, criminals (many of whom were motivated by a mix of ideology
and business interests), did not cease their illicit activities. Organised crime
thus became one of the few thriving activities in Kosovo, with the trafficking
of drugs, weapons, cars, cigarettes, alcohol, fuel and human beings.
Whether a post-war security gap opens up greatly depends on the
ability of intervention forces to quell or prevent crime. The United Nations
Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK), headed by a Special
Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General (SRSG), was
responsible for overall policy coordination. Several pillars were set up under
UNMIK. After changes to the initial structure, by May 2001 there were four
pillars. The UN managed pillar I (police and justice) and pillar II (civil
administration); the OSCE was responsible for pillar III (democratisation
and institution-building); and the EU had the lead over pillar IV activities
(reconstruction and economic development).
Governing functions were to be gradually transferred to Provisional
Institutions for Self-Government. The mantra, coined in the second half of
2002, was ‘standards before status’: International actors hoped that
improving security and the economy and creating incipient democratic
structures would resolve the tricky status issue. The principle of local
ownership was circumscribed in important ways, however. In Kosovo, for
the first time in history, the UN assumed governing functions in all areas of
public life other than the military realm; deployed armed police with
executive competencies; and explicitly set itself the task to prevent and
disrupt organised crime.10 International police officers had the power to
arrest suspects, international prosecutors to make cases and international
judges to impose prison terms. In some domains, the UN shared executive
functions with domestic actors. Yet in sensitive areas, the UN had exclusive
powers. This was the case with regard to war crimes, inter-ethnic crimes,
organised crime, terrorism and property disputes.
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During the crucial first few post-war months, a public security gap
opened up in Kosovo. In contrast to Bosnia, the UN Police in Kosovo had a
strong mandate. Yet as in Bosnia, it deployed late and only slowly increased
its presence. It took UNMIK Police two years to reach 90 percent of its
agreed strength.11 Moreover, many CIVPOL officers lacked vehicles, radios
and even stationary.12 In addition, UNMIK was plagued by bureaucratic
inertia and a heterogeneous staff coming from countries where law
enforcement and criminal justice practices differed markedly (UNMIK
Police came from 53 countries). Ten months into UNMIK, “there were still
no approved guidelines in force for policing, arrest, or pre-trial detention in
Kosovo.”13
Since UNMIK was unable to fight crime, the military was once again
pushed into the law enforcement realm. KFOR was a robust mission that was
prepared to fight Serbian forces in a ground war and to protect itself against
local acts of violence. At its peak, it numbered 50,000 soldiers, many of
whom were heavily armed. Troops came from 30 countries. NATO
Headquarters provided strategic guidance to KFOR to enable it to implement
the military aspects of the Kumanovo Agreement. Although KFOR’s
military power was overwhelming, it had never been tested. With tanks,
artillery and other heavy weapons at its disposal, KFOR was geared towards
protecting Kosovo against any incursion by Serbian forces. At the time, such
a move by Belgrade was perceived as possible. Since NATO primarily
planned for war and observed the movements of Serbian troops, KFOR did
not have much time and resources available to cope with humanitarian and
criminal issues within Kosovo.
KFOR’s mandate was broader than the one of IFOR/SFOR in Bosnia.
The mission in Kosovo was to provide a safe and secure environment so that
refugees could return and UNMIK could govern the province. KFOR had to
ensure freedom of movement, conduct border patrols and demining
operations and support UNMIK.14 Crucially, UN Security Council
Resolution 1244 also stipulated that KFOR was to ensure “public safety and
order until the international civil presence can take responsibility for this
task.”15 For the first time, a UN resolution gave the military power over
public security. In many areas KFOR had full tactical policing authority.
This and the avoidance of setting an exit date were improvements over the
Dayton agreement.16
However, as in Bosnia, major troop contributing nations, especially
the US, adamantly opposed subordinating the military to UN command,
which led to two separate chains of command.17 KFOR reported to the Allied
Joint Force Command (JFC) in Naples, while UNMIK reported to UN
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Headquarters. Thus, even though KFOR coordinated activities with UNMIK,
it was not under the authority of the SRSG. NATO was free to decide how
deeply it would become involved in law enforcement. KFOR activities in
this realm therefore reflected the capacities, priorities and perceptions of
troop contributing nations and commanders on the ground. Moreover, the
willingness of commanders to support law enforcement depended much on
good personal relations between KFOR and UNMIK officials.
After defeating Serbia, NATO now had to establish de facto military
governance in those parts of Kosovo where the remit of the UN was small.
Quick-impact CIMIC projects and large-scale construction projects became
lifelines for many citizens of Kosovo and contributed to economic
improvement.18 CIMIC in Kosovo was partly geared to winning the ‘hearts
and minds’ of Kosovo Serbs who did not regard the NATO soldiers as
liberators. Also, KFOR commanders felt compelled to alleviate deprivation
and poverty.
Guaranteeing public order proved more difficult. KFOR was as
unprepared for this as the UN.19 During the war, NATO member states and
NATO planners, preoccupied with the air campaign and with holding the
Alliance together politically, hardly prepared troops for policing tasks. While
the short timeframe helps explain this omission, the lack of planning reveals
a failure to learn from Bosnia. Law enforcement challenges in Kosovo
surpassed those faced in Bosnia since NATO had to substitute for civilian
law enforcement and criminal justice agencies. During several months,
KFOR soldiers were “the only barrier between the citizen and crime.”20 The
presence, in some areas, of UNMIK Police officials acting as advisors for
the military did little to civilianise law enforcement.21
The way KFOR engaged in law enforcement revealed the mission’s
heterogeneous structure. In the early phase KFOR was divided into four
Multinational Brigades (MNB) and one Multinational Task Force (MTF). In
September 2006, KFOR changed its structure to five MTFs. Each
MNB/MTF was under the command of a military officer (usually a Brigadier
General) of the US, the UK, France, Germany and Italy, respectively. These
sectors resembled ‘mini-states’: Training, equipment, RoE and force
protection requirements differed depending on which country held the
command.22 Even within each sector there was no uniform approach because
each sector comprised several national contingents (including non-NATO
members such as Russia). Also, MTB/MTF and national contingent
commanders, who would usually rotate every six months, differed in their
peacekeeping and crime-fighting approaches.
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The Commander of KFOR was more of a manager than a commander
since he had only limited authority over the entire theatre.23 His ability to
coordinate KFOR activities was curtailed by the common practice of KFOR
officers to send information and intelligence to their respective capitals
before sending it to COM KFOR in Pristina, or to not inform him at all.24
Moreover, troop-contributing countries imposed caveats on the use of ‘their’
troops and engaged in micro-management, thus limiting the ability of COM
KFOR to respond fast and flexibly to the ever-changing security situation.
KFOR officers considered themselves “dual-hatted”, serving for KFOR as
well as their respective country.25
Peacekeeping activities such as the creation of security perimeters
around endangered communities, checkpoints along roads and the
disarmament of former combatants contributed indirectly to crime-fighting.
Yet direct KFOR law enforcement action was unsystematic. For instance,
KFOR soldiers at borders focused on intercepting weapons, but were not
trained and tasked to carry out customs and excise functions.26 As KFOR
was checking traffic only for weapons, smugglers of various strands
operated with impunity.
The ability and willingness of KFOR to stop serious crime varied
across sectors. In the Italian sector during the immediate post-war period,
former KLA members were allowed to ‘police’ the streets and offer other
governmental services,27 with inevitable consequences for non-Kosovar
citizens. In the US sector, force protection requirements did not allow US
troops to ‘fraternise’ with Kosovo citizens.28 Some US soldiers also
displayed a time-is-money attitude that violated the Balkan tradition of
getting to know one another over many cups of coffee. Force protection and
a lack of cultural sensitivity prevented the US from understanding local
conditions, which is crucial for crime-fighting. Other nations refused to
detain suspects or set up prisons at all.29
Yet there are also many examples of admirable improvisation. In
several chapters of his well-researched book on civil-military relations, Thijs
Zaalberg traces the activities of a Dutch battalion posted to the town of
Orahovac in southern Kosovo in 1999, where it operated under German
command.30 The Dutch soldiers, specialised in artillery, were unprepared for
the situation they faced: They saw war crime sites, armed KLA members
taking control of the streets and administrative buildings, and attacks on
minorities, especially Serbs. There were no police to speak of, only Kosovar
militias and terrified, outnumbered and outgunned minority residents.
The Dutch, with the shadow of Srebrenica over them, tried to establish
a modicum of order. In the absence of proper guidance from NATO and the
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Dutch Defence Ministry, their commander applied Dutch law, for example
when detaining suspects. The Dutch and German commanders interpreted
KFOR’s mandate of ensuring a safe and secure environment to include tasks
such as arresting (often juvenile) Kosovars who torched the houses of Serbs.
The Dutch had to learn how to apply heavy-handed measures while at the
same time avoiding illegitimate behaviour. On the tactical level this was all
but easy. Arsonists, for instance, often managed to escape, benefiting from
their superior knowledge of streets and alleyways and their ability to run
faster than soldiers with their heavy weapons and armour.31
In contrast to IFOR in Bosnia, most KFOR contingents “at least made
an effort to stop the anarchy.”32 The Dutch quickly came to understand that
the display of military prowess helped to disarm former combatants: When
self-appointed local strongmen refused to dismantle barricades or to disarm,
the Dutch found that arriving with a howitzer or another large type of
weapon led to immediate compliance;33 Kosovo’s ‘gun culture’ seemed to
mean that compliance correlated with the size of the weapon.34 The Dutch
would also try to minimise further inter-ethnic violence, e.g., by returning
stolen cars to their owners.35 Other contingents would rely heavily on
military police in their efforts to stabilise Kosovo. Contingents also
cooperated with Special Forces flown into Kosovo for targeted operations
against suspected war criminals.36
One of the many problems encountered by KFOR was the absence of
a clear legal framework. Initially, UNMIK decided in favour of the legal
system as created in the 1990s. But Kosovars strongly objected to this,
arguing that the system had been a tool of Serbian oppression. After several
months the UN relented, agreeing to adopt the old Yugoslav legal
framework which had been in force before March 1989 when Serbia, by
instituting a new constitution, had revoked the status of Kosovo as an
autonomous province. Yet this framework lacked provisions against
organised crime and war crimes.37 (Re)-creating an anachronistic framework
was problematic symbolically, too: Many Kosovars saw that the UN was not
immune to public pressure and many Serbs interpreted the UN’s decision as
proof of the international community’s pro-Albanian stance. Following the
u-turn of the UN, “the applicable law in Kosovo became an almost
unfathomable combination of old law, international and European human
rights conventions, UNMIK regulations and police directives.”38 Traditional
conflict regulation mechanisms, which had guaranteed the functioning of
society in the absence of reliable state structures, added to this confusion.
Prosecution efforts consequently suffered.39
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Another closely related problem was the absence of functioning
criminal justice institutions.40 Often, KFOR had to release suspects because
there were no prisons. KFOR improvised by detaining suspects in makeshift
prisons, including tents. There were also no secure courthouses.41 Most
importantly, UN prosecutors and judges arrived late. To empower local
actors, the UN allowed domestic judges and prosecutors to deal with specific
types of cases. These legal professionals, however, were almost exclusively
Kosovars since many Serbian prosecutors and judges had left the province
and those who stayed in their jobs faced threats. Sentencing practices
therefore discriminated against minorities.42 The UN recruited an emergency
panel of 28 judges to hear the most serious cases.43 But this was only a stopgap measure. It took until late 1999 for the UN to replace Kosovar
prosecutors and judges with panels made up exclusively of international
prosecutors and judges.
The absence of well-functioning police and criminal justice agencies
led to human rights violations by KFOR and UNMIK. KFOR, when
arresting suspects, often disregarded standard judicial principles because
regular soldiers had no law enforcement training.44 US KFOR soldiers
arrested numerous individuals suspected of being involved in serious crime.
Some of these individuals were detained for extended periods of time in
Camp Bondsteel, which some critics regarded as a precursor to
Guantanamo.45 During the first year in Kosovo, 1,800 detainees were
reportedly held at Bondsteel.46 Even when courts ordered the release of
suspects, US KFOR tended to ignore the orders and limited access to
detainees by the international Ombudsman, representatives of the Council of
Europe, the OSCE and other officials. US KFOR argued that they had
evidence of wrongdoing, yet refused to share any evidence.47 The fate of a
few persons detained by US troops remains unknown.48 Some individuals
detained by international personnel were imprisoned for up to six months
before facing trial.49 As KFOR personnel had immunity, suspects did not
have access to judicial redress. French troops were accused of violating
human rights too. For instance, following violence in Mitrovica in 2000, the
French allegedly held detainees under harsh conditions for up to five days.50
UNMIK, too, broke democratic rules, especially when ordering ‘executive
detentions’, which the OSCE heavily criticised.51
From the perspective of KFOR, the absence of a functioning policing
and criminal justice system required the use of extraordinary measures.52 In
several cases, KFOR saw that arrested suspects were subsequently acquitted
by local courts, which added to KFOR’s recalcitrance to cooperate with
civilian institutions. One well-known case is the release of a Kosovar
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accused of murdering three Serbs, including a four-year old child, in front of
a small store. However, ethnic bias is only one explanation for the way
Kosovo institutions handled the case. Another is “the segmenting and
compartmentalization of inculpatory evidence, some of which was classified
as military intelligence.”53 Since KFOR classified original alibi claims that
contradicted later alibi claims as military intelligence, an international
prosecutor was unable to have the acquittal overturned.
The inclusion of non-conventional troops into KFOR only alleviated
law enforcement problems, it did not solve them.54 MNB North included
Gendarmes; in the Centre, the British relied on Royal Military Police and
military investigators from the Special Investigation Branch; in the East, US
Army Military Police operated as a constabulary force; and MNB West
included Italian Carabinieri and Spanish Guardia Civil.55 KFOR also had at
its disposal a Multinational Specialised Unit (MSU). The over 300 members
of this unit were Italian Carabinieri, French Gendarmes and Estonian
ESTPATROL military police,56 with Italy as the lead nation. As in Bosnia,
the unit was allowed to operate theatre-wide. MSU tasks included CRC and
the collection of information and intelligence on organised crime.
MSU output in the first years after the war was impressive, with
regard to weapons, ammunition, explosives, and contraband goods seized;
victims of trafficking liberated; and crime groups identified. However other
‘internationals’ thought the MSU was a cumbersome partner. UNMIK Police
complained that the MSU carried out operations with minimal prior
notification of UNMIK and that they did not share criminal intelligence on
organised crime investigations.57 Another problem was the absence of an
executive mandate. This meant for instance that MSU intelligence on
organised crime could not be submitted directly to court. Furthermore,
regular KFOR units were unfamiliar with constabulary forces and therefore
underutilised the MSU.
Also, there were turf battles between the MSU and UNMIK’s Special
Police Units (SPUs) that additionally hampered the effectiveness of the
MSU. The SPU included formed police units from constabulary forces.
Their task was to support regular UNMIK Police and also KFOR through
activities ensuring public security. Their mandate and structure made the
SPU similar to the MSU, which created much friction. Sometimes, writes
Robert Perito, the MSU
would turn over suspects and contraband to the UNMIK police but not detain
the individuals or collect evidence in a manner that could be admitted in
court to obtain convictions. For their part, the UNMIK police, particularly the
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Special Police Units, had little incentive to cooperate with the MSU,
considering their redundant capability and the difficulty of communicating
via KFOR’s chain of command.58

KFOR’s crime-fighting role after the war is ambiguous. On the one
hand, KFOR became deeper involved than had been the case with IFOR and
the first SFOR rotations in Bosnia. However, this was not so much a result
of institutional learning from Bosnia. Rather, the near-complete absence of
international and domestic policing and criminal justice structures compelled
the military to do something. Also, many interventions violated human
rights. Moreover, KFOR involvement varied across sectors. Unsystematic or
no law enforcement – by KFOR and other international actors – led to many
crimes being committed with impunity. Numerous people died in ethnically
motivated revenge attacks; houses were destroyed or emptied of their
inhabitants; the smuggling and trafficking of people and goods was
conducted without much interference; and many suspected war criminals
were not apprehended.
NATO in an International Protectorate
After 1999 there were signs that Kosovo was becoming more stable. In 2001
the murder rate was down by 50 percent, arson by 58 percent, and looting by
73 percent.59 However, a decrease in serious crime reflected the fact that
Kosovo was no longer as multi-ethnic as it used to be. The United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) reported that by February 2000
around 820,000 persons, almost all of them Kosovars, had been officially
repatriated. 230,000 Serbs, Gypsies and others, by contrast, had left the
province.60 Also, while the number of attacks on minorities (as well as
internecine violence among Kosovar factions) declined, minorities were far
from safe.61 Province-wide riots in March 2004 revealed the inability of
international actors to control violent crowds. Less visible forms of serious
crime, especially organised crime, were present, too, or even increased.
Crime-fighting was difficult for several reasons. International actors
faced the continuing dilemma of how to cope with former combatants. The
DDR of KLA fighters proceeded slowly. Many rank-and-file members
handed in their weapons and some found jobs. However, many former
combatants kept their weapons and some became involved in crime or,
having profited during wartime, continued to conduct illicit business. At the
same time, many former KLA commanders secured their formal and
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informal domestic power base by morphing into politicians and
businessmen.
International actors tried to channel non-statutory security forces into
new institutions. One was the Kosovo Protection Corps (KPC), the de-facto
successor of the KLA. Some members of this incipient army were allowed to
keep small arms for specific purposes, such as protecting compounds.
Moreover, in 1999 the Kosovo Police Service (KPS) was created (it was
later renamed Kosovo Police). Its members were trained at the police
academy in Vushtrri, which was run by the OSCE and which initially used a
curriculum developed by ICITAP.62 The international police commissioner
(head of UNMIK Police) had authority over both the international police as
well as the KPS. A quota system applied, ensuring the representation of
Serbs and other minorities. By 2004, the KPS had reached its full strength,
employing around 7,000 officers. In addition to normal police patrol units,
the KPS included units focusing on organised crime, forensics, close
protection, CRC and other sensitive areas.
The ability of the KPS to fight serious crime was curtailed by the fact
that crucial areas of crime-fighting remained the domaine reservé of
internationals. Also, many officers feared going after criminals and the force
suffered from corruption and criminal collusion.63 Moreover, despite the
quota system, the KPS found it difficult to operate in minority areas. With
around 85 percent of its members being Kosovars, Serbs and other
minorities perceived the KPS as biased, an impression reinforced by the
UN’s allowing former KLA members to constitute half of the original KPS
cadre (in total, this cadre was 4,000 strong).64 Last, the KPS did not possess
the manpower, equipment nor intelligence capabilities it would have needed
to challenge the often well-equipped, fast-moving and well-connected
criminals.
UNMIK suffered from shortcomings, too. The UN managed to
increase the number of international police officers as well as prosecutors
and judges. But these were still thinly spread over the province. Moreover,
UNMIK tended to use the SPU for tasks other than CRC.65 Maintaining
public order remained difficult, not least because in 2002 UNMIK began to
clamp down more systematically on major offenders, a move that was
facilitated by the creation of the Kosovo Organised Crime Bureau
(KOCB).66 The main criminal suspects were former KLA members who
later joined the KPC.67 Some of these were also members of the Democratic
Party of Kosovo led by Hashim Thaçi, a former KLA leader. Accusations
included war crimes, organised crime and attacks on members of Ibrahim
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Rugova’s Democratic League of Kosovo. Arrest operations always carried
the risk of triggering violent demonstrations.
Coordination between UNMIK and KFOR remained difficult, and
depended on personal relationships.68 UNMIK established regional
coordination offices headed by administrators, trying to ensure that these
quasi-governors came from the same country as the respective MNB/MTF
commander in order to minimise cultural friction and language problems.69
In Pristina, decision-makers’ ability to empathise mattered, too. COM KFOR
Mike Jackson and SRSG Sergio Vieira de Mello, as well as COM KFOR
Klaus Reinhardt and SRSG Bernard Kouchner, got along well. But
sometimes, KFOR and UNMIK personnel would not trust one another. In
one case involving a high-level criminal in 2002, KFOR did not contact
UNMIK Police because it feared its intelligence-gathering methods and
sources would be revealed.70 KFOR generally mistrusted the heterogeneous
UN mission, and all non-military actors in general, due to concerns of
corruption and collusion with criminals.71 A lack of cooperation sometimes
would lead to situations whereby KFOR raided brothels without informing
UNMIK Police, who were investigating the same brothels.72
Weak policing implied continuing KFOR involvement in law
enforcement, including the arrest of individuals indicted by the ICTY for
war crimes.73 But military crime-fighting reflected national priorities and the
role of individuals. General Reinhardt, despite his close relations with
Kouchner, was adamant that the German contingent, one of the largest in
Kosovo, would not become mired in policing tasks. This stance reflected the
historically motivated German uneasiness with the blurring of civilian and
military functions. By contrast, COM KFOR Marcel Valentin underlined in
spring 2002 that KFOR’s main task would be to fight organised crime.74
Another active crime-fighter was the Italian COM KFOR Fabio Mini. He
was particularly concerned about criminals within the KPC. Moreover, in a
2003 report he underlined that he wanted KFOR to lead the fight against
organised crime, arguing that the smuggling of weapons, drugs and human
beings, as well as extremism, terrorism and money laundering, constituted a
threat to a safe and secure environment. He acknowledged difficulties of
using military intelligence for criminal prosecution purposes, but said that he
and the head of the UNMIK Justice Department had tried to make the best
use of military intelligence.75 These views reflected experiences with efforts
against organised crime in Italy.
To cite another example of divergent approaches, US forces relied on
heavy equipment and weaponry against violence that might endanger troops
and threaten a safe and secure environment. This stance was
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counterproductive when it came to stopping the smuggling of weapons into
and through Kosovo (stopping weapons smuggling gained new urgency by
the outbreak of near-civil war in Macedonia in 2001, as well as an ethnic
Albanian insurgency in the Southern Serbian Preševo area).76 According to a
British military officer, the US would dispatch heavily armed and very
visible patrols to border zones, but fail to arrest any weapons smugglers. The
US commander then accepted a British offer of support. British Special
Forces would hide in difficult terrain. After a few days, the soldiers observed
a smuggling operation, the members of which were subsequently arrested.77
In cities and villages, in order to reassure ethnic minorities, British forces
applied lessons from Northern Ireland, carrying out, for instance, foot patrols
whenever possible.78
KFOR not only struggled to detect illicit activities, but also had
difficulties in ensuring the prosecution of offenders. According to a former
senior UNMIK official, cases were lost whenever the military stepped in.79
Up until 2002-2003, KFOR would still find large weapons caches. Soldiers
would arrest those presumed responsible and put the weapons on a truck. But
they often failed to preserve the crime scene and to secure evidence.
Evidence-gathering was insufficient with regard to inter-ethnic crime, too.
One of the most spectacular attacks in post-war Kosovo was the bombing of
a KFOR-escorted bus carrying Serbs on 16 February 2001 from Niš to
Gračanica, resulting in the death of 11 passengers and the injury of 40
others. KFOR intelligence led to the arrest of three suspects. However, the
intelligence could not be used in court.80
KFOR’s relations with civilian actors thus remained problematic even
after the immediate post-conflict phase. One former UNMIK Police officer
recounts giving five radios to KFOR because KFOR was not listening to
police communication and therefore was unaware about crime problems.81 A
UN official working on minority returns after the war said that KFOR failed
to inform his agency of the locations of Blue Zones and Red Zones. In Blue
Zones, KFOR would evacuate the population in case of an emergency. In
Red Zones, KFOR would hold the ground. The failure to share this
information made it more difficult to plan for contingencies, according to the
official.82 The OSCE found KFOR reluctant to evict individuals who were
illegally occupying property, presumably because KFOR feared instability.83
Flawed cooperation between KFOR and UNMIK was particularly
visible in Mitrovica. In February 2000, for instance, French KFOR troops
repeatedly failed to relieve overwhelmed UNMIK police contingents. The
first UNMIK SPU did not arrive in Mitrovica before April 2000. But even
after they arrived, the French generally did not draw on the SPU in their
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violent encounters with radical Serbs and Kosovars, and even prevented the
unit from crossing the bridge over the river Ibar that divided the two
communities.84
The civil-military gap was only partly filled by the MSU. Carabinieri
gathered information on human traffickers, raided sites where victims and
traffickers worked and turned suspects over to UNMIK.85 The constabularies
also contributed to CRC. Typically, riot police of the KPS would constitute
the first line in case of violent public disorder. UNMIK Police would be in
the second line. In case this second line would not hold, the MSU would step
in. In case of full-scale escalation, regular KFOR units, holding the fourth
line of defence, would intervene.86 However, commanders of regular KFOR
forces often failed to leverage the advantages of the MSU. Moreover, the
MSU were not embedded in a Kosovo-wide strategy against large-scale
emergencies or organised crime and therefore did not receive proper
guidance. Cooperation was an issue, too, with even the Guardia di Finanza
experiencing difficulties. One of their officers recalls that the Guardia di
Finanza was keen to obtain access to the database of the Carabinieri which,
however, proved uncooperative.87
The problems to cope with violence dramatically came to the fore
from 17-19 March 2004.88 Following allegations that Serbs had caused the
drowning of Kosovar children in the river Ibar, over 50,000 people
participated in 33 major riots taking place across Kosovo for three days. The
violence led to the death of 19 people and injuries to over 1,000 others, to
the displacement of around 4,500 people and to the destruction of hundreds
of houses as well as dozens of Orthodox churches, some from the Middle
Ages. The failure of UNMIK and KFOR to protect people and property has
tainted international legitimacy and credibility ever since.89 Despite
indications that violence would flare up, all international actors were taken
by surprise. Once the violence had erupted, it was unclear who was
responsible and who would give and enforce orders, as responsibility was
divided between KFOR, UNMIK Police and the KPS.90
The violence was partly orchestrated.91 But instead of facing a military
adversary – the task NATO was prepared for – KFOR troops faced crowds
composed partly of women, adolescents and even young children. While
some demonstrators carried military weapons, most used sticks, stones,
Molotov cocktails, or their bare hands to attack members of ‘the other’
ethnic communities as well as domestic and international security forces.
The absence of a KFOR contingency plan for large-scale riots and
disparate responses proved disastrous. Outnumbered German troops made
room for rioters who subsequently destroyed Serb houses and churches in
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Prizren. The French evacuated Serb inhabitants of the village of Svinjare, yet
did not stop the destruction of their village. In Mitrovica, French KFOR
worked against, not with, UNMIK Police and the KPS.92 Yet there are also
positive examples of KFOR responses. 700 troops from Sweden and other
countries prevented a mob several thousand strong from getting to Gračanica
and its medieval church, one of the most important Orthodox monuments in
the Balkans. The soldiers, assaulted with sticks and stones, held the line,
fighting “a medieval battle”, while at the same time trying to respect the
principle of proportionality, avoiding civilian casualties.93
There are various reasons for KFOR failures during the March 2004
riots. National caveats and RoE prevented a harmonised approach.
According to one journalistic account, only 17 out of 55 units were allowed
to engage in CRC and no KFOR officer kept track of other activity bans
imposed by capitals of troop-contributing countries. A Swedish officer said
that some units “were probably not allowed to stay out after five, P.M.”94
The RoE governing German troops barred the Germans from using their
weapons against civilians, except in extreme circumstances. Troops did not
have proper equipment to disperse crowds without causing massive
casualties – as in Bosnia, assault rifles proved of little value against stonethrowing teenagers. Also, there was little mobility between the sectors,
preventing the reinforcement of troops across MNB boundaries. COM
KFOR did not have sufficient ‘battle space’ information and was hampered
by the autonomy of the MNB. The fact that KFOR was taken by surprise
also indicates a lack of prior intelligence gathering, analysis and early
warning mechanisms.
NATO was reluctant to publicly admit that it had failed to contain the
95
riots. Still, NATO members tried to rectify shortcomings. For instance,
German troops were now allowed to use tear gas in order to disperse crowds.
Also, troops received more training in CRC. Moreover, KFOR worked
towards better information and intelligence gathering and exchange, and the
position of COM KFOR was bolstered. Furthermore, mobility of the
MNBs/MTFs across sectors was enhanced, allowing troops in one sector to
aid troops in another one. The creation of a Tactical Reserve Manoeuvre
Battalion, placed under the direct command of COM KFOR, was a major
element of the new force structure. Another was the better use of KFOR
assets such as helicopters and bulldozers that had partly been idle during the
riots.96
Another consequence of March 2004 was that KFOR, as well as other
international actors, became more circumspect when cooperating with
domestic institutions. Kosovar politicians as well as the KPS were seen as
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having failed to stop the riots. While many KPS officers performed bravely,
others allegedly went so far as participating in the riots by throwing petrol
bombs.97 The riots thus exposed the risks of domestic ownership.98 In the
months and years prior to March 2004, KFOR had cooperated closely with
the KPS. Following the riots, it scaled down such cooperation, no longer
seeing the KPS as a reliable partner.99 (By 2007, this stance had again been
reversed, as shown further below.)
KFOR responded to another type of criticism as well. After the war,
KFOR and other international missions contributed to a boom in human
trafficking in Kosovo because of increasing demand for commercial sexual
services, which often were not offered voluntary. There were brothels in
Kosovo and Macedonia, serving international personnel on leave from duty
in Kosovo and also ‘internationals’ stationed in Macedonia. First,
international organisations turned a blind eye to the problem100 – human
trafficking was not even mentioned in military intelligence reports.101 A
zero-tolerance policy on trafficking, institutionalised at NATO’s Istanbul
Summit in 2004, led troop commanders to control their troops more tightly
and to designate notorious bars and hotels off-limit.102 As law enforcement
pressure grew, the industry went underground and also declined. Moreover,
traffickers reduced risks through lower levels of violence and exploitation
and by using more domestic victims.103 Such changes were only partly due
to international zero tolerance policies – the scaling-down of the
international presence contributed more to reducing the demand for
commercial sex.
NATO and Serious Crime in Kosovo Before and After Independence
International actors interpreted the March 2004 riots as a sign that the
‘standards before status’ policy had failed. In late 2005, therefore, major
powers decided to resolve the status question. Negotiations were held in
2006 and 2007, yet failed to reach consensus between Serbia and the
Kosovar leadership in Pristina. The limbo ended on 17 February 2008, when
the Kosovo Assembly declared independence.104 Ever since, the Serbian
government and Kosovo Serbs have tried to ensure that the North of Kosovo
(dominated by Serbs) and Serbian enclaves in other parts of Kosovo (where
most Kosovo Serbs live) retain their links to Belgrade. Much has been
written about Kosovo’s road to independence and the role of major
powers.105 This section focuses on the under-researched fight against serious
crime during this period.
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Types of Serious Crime
Assessing serious crime in Kosovo is difficult because of a lack of reliable
primary data,106 the difficulty to obtain confidential reports outlining crime
problems and the tendency of interlocutors to overstate or understate serious
crime in order to promote institutional or personal interests. The following
overview is therefore sketchy.107
One of the main problems affecting Kosovo has been organised crime.
One scholar writes that Kosovo’s crime scene has been dominated by around
a dozen clans headed by either former KLA members or persons close to the
KLA.108 The German Federal Intelligence Service (Bundesnachrichtendienst,
BND), in a report from 2005, states that Kosovo was divided into three
organised crime zones controlled by former KLA leaders with close ties to
ethnic Albanian leaders in Kosovo and also Albanians whose influence
stretched into Southern Serbia and Macedonia. Around 20 criminal groups
supposedly worked for the masterminds of organised crime.109
According to one estimate from 2007, organised crime revenues equal
more than one quarter of the GDP of Kosovo.110 Proceeds from drug
trafficking probably have exceeded the value of revenues from all other
crimes. Kosovo has been a crucial transit zone for heroin shipped from
Afghanistan and Turkey via the Balkans to Western Europe, and served as a
main hub for organising the drug trade.111 According to an UNMIK Police
officer interviewed in 2008, each week 200-300 kg of heroin are smuggled
through Kosovo destined for Switzerland alone (a country where around
every tenth Kosovar resides).112 Kosovo has also become a transit point for
cocaine and other illicit drugs. There are even reports of opium cultivation
and heroin laboratories in Kosovo,113 as well as cannabis fields possibly
protected by landmines.114 According to the UN, the drug trade in Kosovo
“appears to be well organised, with perhaps five regional strongmen
controlling corners of the territory and distributing to diaspora clan members
in specific destination countries.”115
While authorities have seized only relatively small amounts of drugs
in Kosovo, the iceberg has been believed to be very big. The main indicators
for this are large seizures of drugs in Western Europe coming from Kosovo
and numerous intelligence reports on drugs. One could ask why drug
traffickers would use Kosovo as a transit country if bringing drugs, e.g., via
the highway linking Sofia and Belgrade, would be faster. Yet some of the
actors that had established networks in the 1990s were still based in Kosovo
or maintained close links to Kosovo. Weak policing especially in the North
and also along the border with Macedonia is conducive to trafficking as well.
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From the rugged territory of northwestern Macedonia, smugglers and
traffickers have conducted lucrative cross-border trade into Kosovo.116
Insignificant seizures therefore point at weak intelligence-led policing (and
also, possibly, the quick transshipment of drugs instead of long storage,
making detection more tricky), rather than an insignificant drug trafficking
industry.
Human trafficking continued as well. Several years into the ‘peace’,
human trafficking had declined and also been pushed underground. Yet the
industry had not altogether disappeared. Women, including some from
countries such as Moldova, were reportedly exploited in Prizren in brothels
along the Pristina-Skopje highway, and elsewhere in Kosovo.117 By late
2008, an estimated 200 brothels were still operating in Kosovo.118 Another
criminal branch has been human smuggling, with Kosovo serving as a transit
zone for people smuggled further West. By late 2008 Kosovo still had no
visa regime, leading migrants to come to Kosovo from Turkey, African
countries and elsewhere, many of whom arrived without valid papers.119
Another lucrative criminal activity in Kosovo has been the trafficking
of weapons. The combined trafficking of various goods in Kosovo is a
legacy of the war and has survived the war. After the war, arms smuggling
networks diversified, selling weapons to countries in the region and beyond
(as the Kosovo market was saturated).
In addition, criminals used Kosovo to smuggle timber, cigarettes, cars
and fuel. The fuel price differential between Serbia and Kosovo, for
instance, led to the smuggling of fuel from Serbia. Only when Serbia, in
2008, imposed VAT at the fuel pumps, did this price differential diminish
and smuggling decline. But even then, in the North of Kosovo smugglers
and traffickers have had relatively free reign due to a lack of international
and domestic law enforcement. Following the declaration of independence, a
Serbian mob destroyed two border posts in the North, leading to a temporary
increase in smuggling.120 There were also allegations of illicit fuel pipelines
linking Kosovo and Montenegro.121
Inter-ethnic crime also continued to preoccupy international actors,
although incidents were sporadic and relatively small-scale. By 2008, it was
possible again to wander the streets of Pristina and speak Serbian. But
elsewhere, it was still not perfectly safe for a person from one ethnic group
to wander into an area dominated by ‘the other’ group. For instance, Serbian
shepherds crossing the boundaries of Serbian enclaves ran high risks.122
Moreover, individuals returning to their houses were not safe. And in
Mitrovica, numerous incidents, some of them costing lives, underscored that
Kosovo was still a place where sparks could cause big fires.
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Other forms of political violence also preoccupied security forces,
including war crimes cases. By early 2009, UNMIK had handed over to the
European Union Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo (EULEX) all files on
investigations. Of the 250 files on criminal cases, some 50 concerned war
crimes.123 Another objective of ‘internationals’ was counter-terrorism.
Kosovo has been one of the sites of the US ‘war on terror’. Washington was
worried, for instance, about Kosovars studying at religious schools abroad.124
Some of the violent groups based in Kosovo or having links to Kosovo were
presumed to be well-armed. At least one of what a confidential intelligence
report produced by UNMIK called “Kosovo Albanian terrorist groups” was
believed to possess anti-aircraft missiles.125 Illicit non-state armed groups
that were partly politically motivated were cause of much international
worry, not least due to their capacity to attack international personnel.
It is important to note that no neat distinctions between different types
of serious crime in Kosovo can be drawn, as the same actors could commit
several crimes. According to a UN intelligence report, there are ties between
drug traffickers, weapons dealers and terrorist groups operating in
Kosovo.126 Some weapons and drugs traffickers, for instance, were believed
to share their smuggling routes and couriers to import and export weapons
and drugs to and from Western Europe. Moreover, economic and political
crime overlapped. Many acts of inter-ethnic violence, including the March
2004 riots, may have been instigated by criminals.127 Criminals can benefit
from peace operations since intervention forces stem the escalation of
hostilities to a point where trade becomes impossible.128 Yet smugglers and
traffickers equally have an interest in flaming up tension. Inter-ethnic
violence, especially in Mitrovica, obscured inter-ethnic criminal cooperation
behind the scenes,129 focused the attention of security forces on peacekeeping
instead of policing and allowed criminals to make money. According to
(unconfirmed information), during the March 2004 riots trucks carrying
heroin and cocaine crossed the Kosovo border/boundary line.130
Serious crime in Kosovo has undergone transformation. After the
brutal post-war period when former fighters and criminal groups staked their
claims, subsequent years saw relatively few reported incidents of violence
related to organised crime. Even when taking into account underreporting
(which may be higher in Kosovo than elsewhere), the murder rate has
dropped significantly in Kosovo, by 75 percent in five years, according to
the UN.131 This can be read as a sign of criminals’ delineating territorial and
functional divisions of labour.132 Moreover, ethnic Albanian trafficking
groups used to be notorious for their use of violence against criminal rivals,
trafficked women and children and anyone standing in their way. More law
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enforcement pressure, inside and outside of Kosovo, has led traffickers to
diversify into other activities and to reduce levels of violence, thus reducing
the risk of exposure.
The transformation of crime is most obvious when looking at the
increase in business crime. This increase, in turn, indicates criminal state
capture. International institutions and observers argue that criminal networks
in Kosovo “extend to various socio-economic sectors and into politics”.133
An UNMIK official working in the Criminal Intelligence Unit (CIU) was
surprised to see, when taking up the new position, that many individuals in
senior political positions were accused of having committed crimes.134 One
journalist argues that political parties in Kosovo resembled organised crime
networks, as shown by the fact that politicians were living in multi-million
dollar houses.135 One UNMIK official said: “When we talk of organised
crime in Kosovo, we are very much dealing with politicians, [and]
ministers.”136
An important role in Kosovo has been played by what the German
Federal Intelligence Service calls “multifunctional persons”.137 Such
individuals are entrenched in politics, business and the security forces in
Kosovo. They have occupied senior official positions themselves or have
been close to powerful officeholders, and have enabled organised crime
groups to operate. Investigations have generally failed to disclose links
between organised crime and politics,138 and to produce incriminating
evidence against ‘multifunctional persons’ that courts need to prosecute
crimes such as the hiring of hit men, the corruption of public officials and
money laundering.139 Besides shortcomings of international crime-fighting,
prosecution lagged behind because, paradoxically, prosecution depended on
support from the same people in positions of power who might be the target
of prosecution. Moreover, few witnesses dared to speak out and many of
those who testified were threatened or killed.
At the time of independence, Kosovo thus resembled Bosnia at the
turn of the millennium: While more traditional forms of organised crime
continued, these were complemented and partially substituted by business
crimes. While harder to detect than the former, their societal impact is
significant. Privatisation fraud, tax fraud and money laundering have
deprived Kosovo institutions of much-needed capital.140 Such crimes have
been complemented by credit card fraud, Bingo fraud, cyber crimes and
other illegal activities. Numerous signs pointed at the dodgy nature of
capitalism in Kosovo. For example, the large amounts of money deposited in
banks, the impressive building activity and the large number of big banking
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institutions can be explained neither by remittances from abroad nor legal
economic activities in Kosovo.141
An increase in business crime has gone hand in hand with starker
social stratification. As reckless and fraudulent capitalism took hold,
personal greed undermined traditional redistribution mechanisms that had
allowed even weak members of ethnic Albanian society to survive the
discrimination practiced during Milošević’s Yugoslavia. Organised crime
thus partly reflects a change in values.142 This transformation has been of
little benefit to most Kosovo citizens.
Five Problems of Crime-Fighting in Kosovo
The following sections examine crime-fighting in Kosovo. Since KFOR
activities in the law enforcement realm cannot be isolated from the activities
of civilian actors, the latter are discussed as well. The analysis reveals five
features, all of which are problematic.
First, Kosovo has seen paramilitarisation across the board. The
military has been policised, while police forces have been militarised.
Second, KFOR involvement has often been direct. As in Bosnia, this defies
the official mantra that the military merely supports the police. Third,
international actors have failed to coordinate crime-fighting activities,
duplicated one another, engaged in turf battles, blamed each other for
failures and claimed success for their own respective institution. Fourth,
crime-fighting by ‘internationals’ has not been effective. Fifth, countercrime activities have been conducted in a largely unaccountable manner.
There is much empirical and analytical overlap between these problems. But
for the sake of clarity, they are discussed separately.
1) Policisation and militarisation. One of the major lessons learned from the
March 2004 riots is the need for CRC capabilities. Subsequently, regular
KFOR units, who at home had been trained to fight wars, received CRC
training within their respective MTF. As independence drew closer, all
MTFs had CRC capabilities. Troops received much of their CRC training in
Kosovo, although some troops had also received CRC training before their
deployment. Some troop-contributing nations had advantages in this field.
As Kosovo became more stable, the US deployed mainly the National
Guard. Officers of the National Guard emphasised that the National Guard is
a good fit for Kosovo since troops are used to interacting with the local
population and with civilian institutions.143
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Some of the ‘regular’ peacekeeping activities are indistinguishable
from crime-fighting. By deterring violence through patrols and through the
display of force, KFOR prevented inter-ethnic crime. One of the most
important services provided by KFOR to minorities was to accompany
travellers. In 2007, for example, US troops escorted Serbian secondary
school children who were travelling from the enclave where they lived to a
monastery.144 Such activities ran counter to the professed view that soldiers
should not “escort kids to kindergarten” (Condoleezza Rice). KFOR also
participated in go-and-see visits, protecting persons who were considering a
return but first wanted to inspect their houses.
KFOR support of crime-fighting was partly inadvertent. Ever since
moving into the province, KFOR established checkpoints where vehicles and
their drivers and passengers were searched. The primary aim was to detect
weapons and weapons smugglers, as well as wanted persons. Weapons
clearly were a threat to a safe and secure environment. KFOR variably
characterised weapons smuggling as organised crime or as a military
activity.145 Yet no matter how the problem was constructed, KFOR accepted
that checking the weapons trade was clearly within its mandate. Yet often,
soldiers would not find weapons but drugs and other contraband. The
likelihood of coming into contact with smugglers was particularly high in
border zones. KFOR patrolled Kosovo’s borders, especially the one with
Macedonia, but also the boundary line/border between Kosovo and Serbia.
In one incident in January 2008, KFOR, using aerial surveillance, observed
people with mules in a border zone. After apprehending the men, KFOR
found that they had been trying to smuggle coffee, not weapons (the
smugglers were then handed over to the KPS).146 Activities clearly within
the military mandate thus spilled over into the policing realm.
KFOR also had special teams used for operations requiring particular
skills and technology. The most secretive of these was an Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) unit, which included British Special
Forces. The unit was based at Film City, KFOR’s headquarters near Pristina.
It was intelligence-led, operating assets such as drones and observing
suspects. ISR members would often wear civilian cloths and would conduct
highly clandestine surveillance operations.147 ISR members would limit
themselves to observation, leaving actual arrests to SWAT teams of KFOR
or UNMIK Police.
ISR focused on persons accused of serious crime. These persons were
put on a targeting list, also called flip book. ISR members, G2/J2 personnel,
the MSU, UNMIK Police and other intelligence-led military and civilian
institutions had access to the list (except for the KPS, which revealed a lack
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of trust in the integrity of domestic security forces). When KFOR saw
wanted persons it was obliged to arrest them. Most of the individuals listed
presumably were suspected war criminals and persons suspected of having
committed murder and other grave crimes after the war.
KFOR commanders understood that any threat to a safe and secure
environment was best countered through intelligence-led work. As a
consequence, military intelligence personnel assumed a crucial role within
KFOR. J2/G2 officers would write reports for COM KFOR and MTF
commanders. Intelligence officers also exchanged information and
intelligence with Liaison and Monitoring Teams (LMT, see below).
Moreover, they closely liaised with UNMIK Police and the KPS. Crimefighting is not the prerogative of military intelligence. But in Kosovo, risks
emanating from criminals were inseparable from risks to military security.
Military intelligence officers therefore could not afford to ignore drug
traffickers and others the military professed it was not particularly interested
in.
At KFOR headquarters, the main institution responsible for collecting
and analyzing information and intelligence was the Joint Intelligence
Operations Center (JIOC). The JIOC brought together the various
intelligence-led actors within KFOR, including the MSU (see below).
Representatives of UNMIK participated in meetings, too. ISR, although not
formally part of the JIOC, would conduct operations to support the JIOC.
While most internationals working in the field of intelligence saw the JIOC
as valuable, intelligence was exchanged mainly informally, outside of
institutions (see further below).
A crucial role was played by the National Intelligence Cell (NIC).
Each of the so-called Quint nations (the US, UK, France, Italy and
Germany), the most influential countries in Kosovo, had a NIC, as did
around a dozen other countries. The NICs were not official KFOR assets.
Much of the intelligence gathered by the NIC was collected at the MTF
level, by troops from the country of the respective NIC. The NICs reportedly
were at the centre of many intelligence-led activities and – as shown below –
were much criticised for not sharing intelligence.
Military police were also important in post-war Kosovo. A few troopcontributing nations, especially Italy and France, had constabulary forces
that complemented their regular military forces. Other countries had to
improvise. In their home countries, the military police would enforce
discipline among troops and also conduct initial investigations into accidents
and crimes involving military forces, before handing over cases to civil
police forces. In Kosovo, the absence of a functioning civil police and
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criminal justice system pushed the military police much deeper onto civilian
turf than would have been possible at home.
KFOR elements focusing on CIMIC inadvertently contributed to
crime-fighting, too. Across Kosovo, as one of the responses to the March
2004 riots, KFOR established LMTs. Similar to the LOT houses in Bosnia,
the task of the LMT was to find out about the needs of the local population.
By late 2008, LMTs staged around 600 patrols a day.148 Consisting of small
groups of soldiers, the LMTs were to win ‘hearts and minds’. LMT
personnel would help improve living conditions through quick-impact
projects and support for larger construction and sustainable livelihood
projects. In contrast to Bosnia, LMTs were based in military camps instead
of rented houses, mainly due to concerns for force protection. By late 2008,
there was only one team, in Orahovac, that lived permanently within a
community.149
Crime-fighting was not an official task of the LMT. However, the
LMTs were to collect information, serving as the ‘eyes and ears’ of MTF
commanders.150 Frequently, LMTs came across allegations and evidence of
crime.151 LMT reports were therefore of interest to intelligence-led actors. In
at least two MTFs, KFOR officers confirmed that LMTs gathered
information about possible illegal activities while conducting CIMIC
projects.152 The LMT thus de facto, although not officially, contributed to
intelligence-led operations against serious crime;153 the LMT is one more
example of the blurred line between CIMIC and crime-fighting. To be sure,
LMTs, trained in CIMIC rather than crime-fighting, were not necessarily
well-informed about crime. In one case, an UNMIK official asked a LMT
for information about crime in an area that everybody – except the LMT –
knew was badly affected by crime.154
One of the most important KFOR assets in the fight against serious
crime was the MSU. As shown above, the deployment of the MSU to postwar Kosovo had been fraught with problems. Around the time of
independence, the MSU had improved its performance in filling the gap
between regular military forces and civilian actors. In Pristina, MSU
members were directly responsible for security. Moreover, COM KFOR
apparently relied a lot on the intelligence-collection capabilities of the MSU.
The MSU served as the expert consultancy authority for COM KFOR on
crime and counter-terrorism.155 ISR members relied on the MSU as well,
occasionally asking the constabularies for human intelligence (HUMINT)
material.156
For collecting information and intelligence, the MSU used several
methods. Covert observations were one method, quick-impact CIMIC
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projects were another. Concerns about the instrumentalisation of
development projects for security purposes notwithstanding, the MSU
exchanged material aid for information and intelligence.157 Yet most
commonly, the MSU would collect open-source information while on patrol.
According to the MSU, it was able to present itself as a reliable partner of
the local population and understand the public mood because it talked to
citizens on the street and had a posture less martial than the one of regular
KFOR units.158
A major task of the MSU was to support CRC. MSU members were to
be deployed in situations where the KPS and SPU could no longer control
the situation. Moreover, the MSU trained riot police of the KPS and
UNMIK, and also sent CRC instructors to the MTF to improve the
capabilities of regular KFOR troops in this area.159
The policisation of KFOR occurred simultaneously with the
militarisation of police forces. UNMIK Police had units that were trained
and equipped for tasks beyond the remit of normal police forces. For CRC,
UNMIK Police deployed the SPU. On several occasions these units
intervened in riots (their legitimacy was much undermined when, in
February 2007, UNMIK riot police from Romania unintentionally shot dead
two demonstrators with rubber bullets at a rally in Pristina160). UNMIK also
drew on SWAT teams for high-risk operations. Team Six, with elite police
forces from different countries, stood permanently ready for high-risk arrest
operations. One UNMIK Police officer said that special teams were mainly
preoccupied with arresting ‘ordinary’ criminals such as murderers, not so
much members of organised crime groups.161 This indicates that
KFOR/MSU was deeply involved in the arrest of the latter. Some UNMIK
Police officers were from constabulary forces. In at least one case, UNMIK
designated a constabulary officer to be the liaison officer with KFOR.162
Military-police relations were thus, in some cases, ‘militarised’ on both
sides.
The trend toward paramilitarisation was not limited to international
forces. A major objective of international security assistance was to improve
the CRC capabilities of the KPS. KPS riot units received training from
UNMIK Police as well as from units within KFOR, particularly from the
MSU but also from Military Police. Preparations for CRC inevitably forged
close, direct links between KFOR and the KPS. Since the KPS constituted
the first line of defence and KFOR the third, KFOR needed to know what the
first line was doing.163
To build domestic capacity for high-risk operations and intelligenceled work, the KPS received surveillance equipment as well as information
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and intelligence from UNMIK and KFOR. Moreover, international actors
sponsored the creation of domestic SWAT teams (such as the First
Intervention Team) tasked with arresting dangerous suspects and liberating
hostages. On the regional level, platoon-sized Regional Operational Support
Units stood ready for CRC as well as high-risk arrest operations.
Capacity-building forged particularly close relations between the KPS
and the MSU: The latter taught the former skills in CRC, shooting, forensics,
close protection and other areas. To facilitate cooperation, the MSU had a
permanent liaison officer within the KPS. Unlike the constabularies in
Bosnia, the MSU in Kosovo did not train the domestic police in
wiretapping.164 This is because the fight against organised crime was not
explicitly within the remit of the MSU and UNMIK Police had executive
powers in this area. However, COM KFOR could call on the MSU to
support efforts against organised crime.
KPS officers saw the MSU as a crucial partner and mentor. One
officer said that the MSU was always willing to help. When the KPS needed
information and intelligence, the MSU would collect and share it.165 The
MSU supported the KPS also by organising helicopter rides for aerial
surveillance and by installing MSU equipment (including surveillance
equipment) at the KPS Headquarters. Moreover, the MSU was often present
when the KPS arrested local strongmen. It must be noted that although the
MSU cooperated closely with the KPS, it often did not inform the KPS
beforehand about operations, due to fear of leaks.166
International
capacity-building
not
only
facilitated
the
paramilitarisation of the KPS, but also of the incipient Kosovo army.
International actors, after the war, had seen the creation of the KPC as a way
of providing jobs to former KLA combatants and also as a force for stability.
In 2008, the KPC was replaced by the Kosovo Stability Force (KSF). Since
NATO was to deter any external military threat, the 2,500 strong KSF was
limited to disposing of explosives and responding to civil emergencies.
Pending potential contributions to peacekeeping operations elsewhere, the
KSF’s remit was thus domestic. According to a leading Kosovo politician,
the KSF was to protect “the internal safety of people and property in
Kosovo.”167 This job description again illustrates the blurred distinction
between internal and external security and between policing and military
work.

2) Direct involvement of KFOR in crime-fighting. After the stormy
immediate post-conflict phase, international actors agreed that KFOR should
scale down its law enforcement activities. However, dynamics on the ground
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around the time of independence reveal the travails of the military’s handing
over responsibility to the police. Even though KFOR was no longer as
deeply and directly involved in crime-fighting as had been the case right
after war, involvement continued to be substantial.
For some high-risk arrest operations, regular KFOR units created an
outer security cordon, leaving the actual arrest to UNMIK, KPS SWAT
teams, or the MSU. This was the role that KFOR preferred, in order to
minimise risks for troops and to underline police prerogatives. But in some
cases KFOR teams would make the arrests themselves and then turn over the
suspects to the police. Autonomous KFOR arrest operations were directed at
those suspected of keeping or selling explosives, weapons, or drugs, as well
as at suspected war criminals.168
At borders, regular troops made direct contact with suspected
criminals, too. On the MTF level, KFOR tried to ensure that the KPS or the
Border and Boundary Police would accompany troops on patrol.169 Yet due
to the weakness of these forces, many patrols consisted of soldiers only. In at
least one MTF, KFOR, in late 2008, remained highly active in securing the
border against smuggling not only of weapons, but also of drugs and human
beings.170
KFOR also had a policy of putting up checkpoints jointly with the
police. But many checkpoints were manned by KFOR alone because
UNMIK Police and the KPS did not have enough officers. At checkpoints,
KFOR would try to seize guns, drugs and other contraband.171 In late 2008,
KFOR continued to patrol towns and rural areas. In case the patrols came
across anyone suspicious, they would control documents and call the
police.172
At the centre of KFOR’s crime-fighting efforts were the MSU. By late
2008, the MSU, still around 300 strong, were composed of Italian
Carabinieri and French Gendarmes, at a ratio of roughly three to one. One
MSU activity was to operate checkpoints. The main purpose was to
confiscate weapons. But personnel would also come across drugs and other
smuggled goods, as well as minor offences, and then inform the KPS. At one
checkpoint in late 2008, the MSU stopped around a dozen cars within 1.5
hours.173 Moreover, the MSU searched specific sites in various parts of
Kosovo. Troops would often arrive early in the morning, enter a house and
seize weapons, ammunition and any contraband they would find.
The MSU would also conduct arrests. Targets could be Kosovo
officials, including police officers. The MSU would take strict force
protection measures especially in cases where suspects might be armed. As
in Bosnia, domestic police appreciated MSU involvement in arrests, since it
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allowed the KPS to say that ‘internationals’ had ordered the arrest.174 This
trick was used especially by KPS officers who knew the target of an arrest
operation and consequently had to fear retaliation. Suspected war criminals
were among the persons arrested by the MSU.175
KFOR continued to be directly involved in crime-fighting for several
reasons. One was the nature of serious crime in Kosovo. As mentioned
above, sometimes the same person was suspected of having committed interethnic crime and organised crime, of threatening a safe and secure
environment and of posing threats to KFOR. This created much overlap
between military and civilian institutions.176
One example was overlap between the work of the SPU and the MSU
in CRC. Another example are the JIOC and the CIU. The first has been
dominated by the military and has had more material resources. The CIU, in
contrast, has been dominated by civilian law enforcement experts, such as
police officers seconded by the German Federal Criminal Office and others
with much law enforcement experience. It was created in 2000 and
comprised officers from the Quint countries.177 The CIU “was meant to pool
police information on organised crime with relevant KFOR intelligence,
perform analysis, spot trends and recommend targeting strategies that would
make best use of scarce police resources.”178 One of its outputs has been the
bi-annual, confidential Strategic Threat Assessment. For logistical reasons,
the CIU was housed within KFOR Headquarters; it had regional offices as
well. The two institutions were tasked with analyzing and sharing
information and intelligence about risks and threats. Whether these were of a
military, criminal, or terrorist nature was often impossible to say.
The expression ‘safe and secure environment’ offered poor guidance
for delineating military from policing work, since it could be interpreted
narrowly or broadly. For one EULEX official, the expression meant
everything and nothing.179 Whether the military interpreted its mandate
narrowly or broadly hinged not least on military perceptions of the scale of
serious crime. Some KFOR officers agreed that Kosovo was a haven of
crime, whereas others disputed this assessment. One MTF officer, for
instance, complained about what he regarded as an exaggeration of crime
problems in Kosovo and resulting information overload: If a minor crime
occurred in a far-away part of Kosovo, he would have a file on his desk the
next day. The same officer also described smuggling and trafficking as
small-scale rather than industrial.180 Critics of KFOR argued, of course, that
the military was downplaying crime to justify what critics saw as military
complacency.
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Shortcomings of police forces, discussed further below, equally
pushed KFOR into the law enforcement realm. KFOR had more manpower
and equipment than international and domestic police. By early 2008, around
16,000 troops remained (from 24 NATO and 10 non-NATO nations).
UNMIK police, in contrast, had around 2,000 officers, most of them SPU
standing ready for CRC, and around 400 officers monitoring and advising
the KPS.181 After the proclamation of independence, UNMIK downsized and
largely confined itself to a monitoring role, thus further reducing its ability to
effectively coordinate KFOR-KPS relations on the operational level.182 For
example, while there was much functional overlap between the MSU of
KFOR and the SPU of UNMIK, the former was better able to quickly deploy
troops, e.g., by using helicopters.183
KFOR therefore had no choice but act alone, or jointly with the KPS.
UNMIK Police was supposed to coordinate KFOR support to law
enforcement. This arrangement resembled the one in Bosnia, where the
EUPM had placed itself between EUFOR and Bosnian police forces.
However, UNMIK Police was stretched too thin to always be between
KFOR and the KPS. For instance, in early 2008 no UNMIK Police officer
was permanently based in Camp Bondsteel, the largest military base in
Kosovo.184 Moreover, the KPS did not need permission from UNMIK to
draw on KFOR support for high-risk operations.185 Hence, UNMIK tended
to be sidelined, watching the forging of close relations between an
international military mission and a domestic police force. On many
occasions, KFOR would lend support to the KPS without UNMIK Police
being present.186 Neither KFOR nor the KPS saw the relatively marginal role
of UNMIK Police as a problem. The KPS underlined that UNMIK was well
informed about its activities.187 For KFOR, the frequent absence of UNMIK
police was not a problem either. One officer argued that KFOR did not need
another level of bureaucracy.188
In addition to the weaknesses of UNMIK, close military-police
relations also resulted from KPS dependence on KFOR. In at least one MTF,
the KPS asked for support in almost all cases.189 KFOR complied with many
demands for help. At the same time, however, it treated carefully when
cooperating with the KPS, due to the military’s reluctance to share
information and intelligence about targets and operations. KFOR feared
compromising force protection and operational success because of police
corruption and mismanagement, therefore confining cooperation with the
KPS to non-sensitive topics. Also, KFOR, before and after independence,
had to be status-neutral. Overly close relations with the KPS could have been
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construed as a de-facto recognition of Kosovo by all NATO member
states.190
Another explanation for KFOR’s continuing direct involvement in law
enforcement is military activism. As argued in the first part of this
publication, this explanation underestimates fear of military mission creep.
In Kosovo, there is little evidence of the military trying to do too much;
instead, it was often accused of doing too little. The MSU are an exception,
however. The force proactively placed itself within civil-military grey zones
and eagerly produced output such as checkpoints, patrols, raids and
investigations. As shown below, international civilian representatives
complained about this activism. Moreover, there is not much evidence that
constabulary output has led to impressive outcome, or that it has had any
strategic impact.
KFOR’s direct involvement in crime-fighting thus resulted from
several factors. Functional needs to draw on military assets (including
surveillance technology such as drones and helicopters with thermal vision
and Signal Intelligence [SigInt] capabilities) played a role. The relative
weakness of international and domestic civilian institutions was important,
too. Moreover, while many KFOR officers were reluctant recruits, the MSU
were rather proactive. Hence, law enforcement in Kosovo did not so much
reflect a strategic plan attributing clear roles to particular actors. Rather, it
resulted from a mix of functional requirements and institutional preferences.
3) Cooperation problems, turf battles and blame-games. Another
problem of crime-fighting in Kosovo pertains to cooperation and
coordination. Kosovo perfectly illustrates the difficulty of creating sound
security governance and SSG systems. Both KFOR and civilian institutions
have tended to protect their turf vis-à-vis other institutions, blame each other
for failures and claim success for themselves.
International actors usually explain the lack of systematic crimefighting by pointing at domestic actors.191 Problems pertained to a lack of
personnel, material, logistical and financial capacity, as well as insufficient
laws and regulations, witness protection and accountability. Many have
hailed the KPS as an example of successful institution-building. Indeed, the
creation of a new police force from scratch was impressive. By 2008, the
KPS employed around 6,000 officers and was responsible for around 80
percent of law enforcement in Kosovo.192 However, the KPS was still unable
to run sophisticated counter-crime operations.193 It also often mishandled
human trafficking and other cases.194 Furthermore, allegations abound of
KPS corruption and criminal collusion. According to one KFOR officer, the
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KPS often did not follow up when informed about possible smuggling
operations in border areas because of close links between local smugglers
and some KPS officers.195 In fall 2008, around 1,400 Kosovo Police officers
were under investigation, some for corruption.196
Adding to these problems were KPS operations in Serb-dominated
areas. In one enclave, Serbs complained that an all-Kosovar SWAT team
raided a house, using excessive force in order to frighten Serbs.197 One of the
minority concerns about the KPS was that many officers were former
members of the KLA. After independence, many Serb officers left the KPS,
making the force even more vulnerable to charges of ethnically biased
policing. Serbs complained about harassment by the border police as well.198
While domestic actors accepted some of the blame, they also pointed
at problems affecting international missions. Indeed, the ‘international
community’ was all but unified. Many international and domestic political
actors, as well as most Kosovo citizens, had a negative view of UNMIK.
One Kosovo journalist says that the UN administration in general has been a
failure, but particularly so with regard to the rule of law.199 The presence of
organised crime, the risk of inter-ethnic violence, the failure to arrest and
prosecute wanted war criminals and the merger of crime and politics were
cited as clear evidence that UNMIK had failed to establish rule of law.
Since the beginning of the mission, UNMIK had suffered from a lack
of pre-deployment planning; heterogeneous personnel, with some staff
coming from countries in which human rights violations and corruption were
the norm;200 underinvestment in the domestic criminal justice sector;201 quick
rotations of international personnel;202 inflated international salaries;
arrogance and aloofness of some UNMIK staff;203 collusion and
corruption;204 the failure to document lessons learned; insufficient
information and intelligence sharing; the export of a confusing mix of
common and civil law; and the inability to ensure a stable supply of
electricity, an affordable telephone system and other services. In Kosovo, the
UN and its member states repeated many of the mistakes made in Bosnia.
Critics have charged UNMIK with sacrificing justice and the rule of
law to superficial stability. According to this view, UNMIK officials, during
their short rotations, did not crack down on serious crime for fear of causing
instability and tainting their careers.205 Since many suspects held official
posts and were regarded by citizens as war heroes, there was a risk that
arrests would cause domestic upheaval as well as casualties among
international personnel. International decision-makers were therefore reticent
to take any chances. Some ‘internationals’ went even further than avoiding
conflict by going so far as forging dubious friendships. Former COM KFOR
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Fabio Mini criticised this penchant as follows: “It is extremely frustrating for
law enforcement personnel to spend their working day collecting evidence
against leading criminals and then to find themselves invited together with
them to a social event in the evening – something that happened to me on
several occasions.”206 Some Kosovo strongmen skilfully played the social
card, presenting themselves as mediators between the international
community and Kosovo institutions and citizens.207 Carla del Ponto, the
ICTY Chief Prosecutor, complained about a lack of support from
international officials in Kosovo in investigating former KLA fighters.208
Many international officials argued that the arrest of high-level targets was
not a technical problem, but one of political will (see also below).209
In response to its critics, UNMIK argued that this was the first time
the UN had to govern an entire territory, and one in which institutions had to
be created from scratch, and that member states were divided over the status
of Kosovo. To salvage its reputation, UNMIK officials engaged in much
spin-doctoring but failed to conceal crime-fighting failures.210 One indicator
of failure was the relatively low number of cases successfully prosecuted by
UNMIK.211 Among the main beneficiaries of the failure to indict and convict
were the instigators and perpetrators of the March 2004 riots.212
The weakness of UNMIK pushed KFOR into a precarious law
enforcement role. More specifically, KFOR charged UNMIK for insufficient
exchange of information and intelligence. For instance, shortly before
independence, some KFOR officers felt that UNMIK police did not properly
share information with KFOR about contingency plans in case the
declaration of independence spilled into violence.213
However, KFOR was on thin ice when criticising other international
missions, being the object of much criticism itself. Critics pointed to the
ineffectiveness of military crime-fighting and to accountability problems
(see below), and also complained about military failures to share information
and intelligence. Critics cited, for example, the alleged practice of KFOR
commanders to first refer back to their national capitals after being asked for
intelligence or support, and governments denying some such requests. More
generally, one UNMIK official said KFOR suffered from a culture of
secrecy that impeded sharing information with civilian institutions.214 One
EULEX official, despite having the highest security clearance from NATO,
often did not receive material that was crucial for the official’s work.215
Law enforcement continued to suffer due to these civil-military
coordination problems. In early 2008 Serbian protesters occupied a court
house building in northern Mitrovica as part of their refusal to submit to
Kosovo institutions. UNMIK Police went into the building to evict the
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protesters. In the ensuing violence, one Ukrainian UNMIK Police officer
was killed and several others wounded. KFOR soldiers, supporting and
partly substituting CIVPOL officers in the melée, were wounded as well.
The events once again revealed how quickly protests could turn into violent
mob action and escalate even further, posing a military threat with the
potential for ‘protesters’ to use hand grenades and automatic rifles. Given
this escalation potential, smooth cooperation was essential. However,
according to one UNMIK Police officer, UNMIK’s pre-intervention
intelligence-gathering was inadequate. Moreover, the decision to raid the
court house was made in Pristina without even consulting the UNMIK police
commissioner in Mitrovica or properly integrating KFOR into the planning
process. The officer, who was present when his police colleague was killed,
described UNMIK as incompetent.216 One KFOR officer corroborates this
impression, saying that KFOR had overestimated the capacity of UNMIK
Police to control riots.217 However, CIVPOL officers criticised KFOR for
not sharing their Operational Plans with UNMIK.218 No matter who carries
the most responsibility: The events in March 2008 undermine claims that
international actors had learned much from the riots that occurred in March
2004.
The troubled relationship between UNMIK and KFOR cast a shadow
over the relationship between KFOR and EULEX, after the latter deployed
to Kosovo in late 2008.219 EULEX resented the deep involvement of KFOR
in law enforcement. It tried to curtail the military’s role in this field and
place itself in between KFOR and Kosovo institutions.220 Using CIVPOL to
coordinate military support to domestic law enforcement institutions was the
model developed in Bosnia. But it had taken time in Bosnia for this model to
evolve, and in Kosovo conditions after independence were not conducive to
a proper delineation of responsibilities. In fact, KFOR and EULEX, in early
2009, trained intensively for CRC scenarios, revealing the continuing
dependency of civilians on the military.221
Cooperation problems, turf battles and blame games affected relations
not just between international military and civilian missions. Around the
time of independence, all international institutions jockeyed for influence,
money and reputation. While everybody professed to be cooperating with
others, behind the scenes competition and charges of wrong-doing reigned.
One example is the relationship between UNMIK and EULEX during the
transition phase (or, to use the official term, the ‘reconfiguration’ phase).222
In late 2008, as EULEX began to replace UNMIK, EULEX officials were
frustrated by UNMIK. According to one EULEX police officer, UNMIK
was doing everything it could to make life difficult for EULEX.223 From the
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perspective of UNMIK, the situation was different. For instance, one UN
official said that EULEX wanted to take over UNMIK cars while at the same
time asking UNMIK to remain fully deployed during the transition phase.224
In some ways, the transition from UNMIK to EULEX resembled the chaotic
transition from IPTF to EUPM in Bosnia.
EULEX was adamant that it would enforce the law irrespective of
political considerations. Representatives also underlined that the mission
better integrated police and criminal justice components and that more staff
would work on investigations into serious crime than had been the case
under UNMIK.225 However, EULEX, too, had to balance a forceful approach
with the politically imposed requirement to maintain stability in Kosovo.
When EULEX officials explained to decision-makers in Brussels and in
national capitals that going after criminals might cause international
casualties, the decision-makers shifted into lower gear.226
There were also concerns that information and intelligence collection
and sharing would not improve much under EULEX, or that problems might
increase. After all, under UNMIK, a few countries had dominated
institutions such as the CIU (renamed under EULEX to EU Office for
Criminal Intelligence). This practice was maintained to some extent –
selection for sensitive posts was based on merit. Still, EU practices made it
difficult to marginalise intelligence institutions from countries such as
Bulgaria that elicited little trust among officials from old EU member
states.227 Another concern was that EU member states had more direct stakes
in Kosovo than UNMIK contributors such as Nigeria or India, leading to
even more politicised law enforcement as European capitals would try to
exert direct influence.228 Also, balancing the different elements of EULEX
was not easy. For example, EULEX prosecutors and judges were unhappy
about what they regarded as a mission dominated by police.229
One type of actor around whom criticism converged were
intelligence-led institutions. Many KFOR, UNMIK and EULEX officials
complained that the NIC served primarily perceived national needs.
Information and intelligence allegedly were not properly shared with other
nations, COM KFOR, the JIOC and UNMIK, especially the CIU. This was
problematic especially for UNMIK since the CIU was only an analysis unit,
lacking the capacity to collect information and intelligence.230 National
intelligence officials operating the NICs allegedly fed material to their
respective capitals first.231 Often, intelligence reports would never make their
way back to Kosovo. One intelligence official said that he used to work five
metres away from a NIC representing the official’s country and that he had
the same security clearance as the officers who worked in that NIC, but did
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not know what they were doing because of what the official regarded as
“paranoia” on the part of the NIC officials. Reports given to the NIC by the
official would sometimes not be given back because the NIC had increased
security levels for the reports; as a consequence, the official always made a
copy.232
Officials from foreign intelligence services seemed to play the most
problematic role. A scandal in November 2008, when agents of the BND
(Bundesnachrichtendienst [German Federal Intelligence Service]) were
arrested,233 indicated the scale of involvement of foreign services, and the
lack of caution by these agents showed the leeway services felt they had in
Kosovo. According to one press report, in late 2008 the BND alone had
eleven agents rotating in and out of Kosovo. Some missions were so secret
that neither the official BND representative nor the German ambassador was
informed.234 Some critics also alleged that governments and their secret
services protected from arrest, or even paid, suspected criminals who were
providing information about crime abroad. According to one official with
many years of experience in Kosovo, much was known about major criminal
suspects, but the Embassies of powerful countries and foreign services
interfered with the work of international and domestic police. Asked whether
it would be possible to arrest major criminal suspects without military
support and what the official saw as political interference, the official
estimated it would take around two months, if the police were only allowed
to do their job.235 One study singles out the US as the country hampering
European law enforcement efforts.236 Alleged interference in law
enforcement by any foreign government or service, if true, would not only
be legally problematic, but – short-term information advantages
notwithstanding – in the long run would also undermine crime-fighting in
Kosovo and abroad, by allowing criminals to use Kosovo as a safe haven.
Another institution that drew criticism was the MSU. One KFOR
officer complained about Carabinieri weapons-harvesting operations,237
saying that raids turned the local population against KFOR. Moreover, from
his point of view, MSU operations were not effective, since “searching for
weapons in Kosovo is like digging sand on a beach with a tea spoon.” His
main concern was that he was not informed well in advance about MSU
operations. Therefore, in one recent case, when he learned that an MSU
operation was about to take place, he vetoed it. He also said that if the MSU
staged an operation without his approval and things turned violent, if asked
for support he would be reluctant to send reinforcements. Communication
was difficult, he said, as regular KFOR units and the Carabinieri would often
talk past each other. Such tension mirrors disputes that occurred in Bosnia.
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As shown in the previous chapter, LOT house personnel resented raids by
the IPU. In both Bosnia and Kosovo, contingents have been weary about
encroachments on their Area of Responsibility.
Many civilians were similarly unhappy about the MSU. One EULEX
official said that MSU operations would have to be curtailed, stating that it
was not normal that MSU members were raiding houses at dawn, only to
then hand over an AK-47 to the KPS; this had to stop. The official argued
that operations were motivated by personal interests: Incoming commanders
felt obliged to seize at least as many weapons as their predecessors in order
to further their careers.238 A Guardia di Finanza official working for UNMIK
complained that the Carabinieri did not properly support efforts to
investigate irregularities.239 Several security observers and practitioners
argued that information gathered by the MSU was not shared with other
international actors in Kosovo, but instead went straight to Rome. The MSU
was thus seen as an Italian instrument against ethnic Albanian organised
crime in Italy.
It must be noted, though, that many KFOR officers appreciated the
work of the MSU. One senior officer described the force as fundamental for
security in Kosovo.240 Also, MSU officers defended their activities as
necessary.241 They argued that since 1999 they had seized significant
amounts of weapons and other contraband and arrested many criminal
suspects. Moreover, MSU officers argued that disputes between the MTF
and the MSU were an old story, resulting mainly from the fear that
constabulary operations would endanger regular troops. It was inevitable to
break doors if residents did not open after two requests and absurd that LMT
would then offer to repair the damage. MSU officers also dismissed the
accusation that the MTFs were not properly informed before operations,
arguing that the MSU G3 (Operations) officer liaised with the MTF before
an operation.
Blame-games spared nobody in Kosovo. Some observers argued that
business fraud was not least a consequence of international pressure for the
rapid privatisation of state assets. According to one Guardia di Finanza
official, Italy tried to institutionalise proper mechanisms against fraudulent
privatisation practices such as the use of front companies that ‘outbid’ one
another. But one agency of a major donor government, according to an
official, obstructed such attempts, fearing that it would slow down
privatisation.242 Efforts against human trafficking similarly exemplify that
international intervention is incoherent and marked by institutional
competition, duplication and moral hazards. As in Bosnia, countertrafficking efforts did not so much reflect the interests of trafficked persons
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and other vulnerable groups, but rather the priorities and biases of the most
powerful donors and implementing agencies.243
By winter 2008/2009, many practitioners and observers in Kosovo
were frustrated about the slow political, security and economic progress in
Kosovo. Few people approved of the performance of their own institution
and, even more so, the performance of other institutions. Indeed,
shortcomings are discernible everywhere. All critics were therefore sitting in
a glass house.

4) Problems of effectiveness. International counter-crime efforts often
boiled down to issues of effectiveness. By mid 2009, Kosovo had not yet
reached the stage of Bosnia. In Kosovo, smuggling and trafficking were still
pervasive, many suspects (including suspected war criminals) were at large
244
and inter-ethnic crime continued.
The continuing presence of serious
crime in Kosovo indicates that success has been tactical, not strategic. While
military and civilian actors have produced much output and some outcome,
245
there are few signs of policy impact.
KFOR carries some responsibility for law enforcement failures.
Kosovo citizens would be better off if KFOR had been a better crime fighter.
Many civilians were weary about military encroachment on law enforcement
turf and said that the military was not good at police-type tasks. However,
the need for military support was acknowledged. One UNMIK Police officer
said: “As a police officer, I do not like military involvement in policing. But
here in Kosovo, only the military has the means required for some
operations. Yet they are the wrong branch since they do not have the
training.”246
In a way, KFOR was ‘damned if it did and damned if it did not’.
Often, the mission was criticised for interpreting its mandate too narrowly.
As shown above, KFOR tended to ignore the smuggling and trafficking of
goods other than weapons, saying that crime-fighting was not within its
mandate. The ICG writes: “KFOR’s approach to providing a secure
environment for UNMIK’s work is minimalist. It has mostly not helped to
get convictions against extremist and organised crime groups.”247 One
EULEX official said that the JIOC had contributed little to prosecuting those
committing serious crime.248 There were even doubts about KFOR’s
readiness in case of renewed large-scale inter-ethnic violence. KFOR was
adamant that it had learned the lessons of March 2004. However, continuing
problems with intelligence exchange and national caveats raise the question
of whether KFOR would be able to cope better with large-scale riots.249
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Whether civilian actors would be able to do so was even less certain, to be
sure. Plans to scale down NATO’s presence in Kosovo to a minimum, as
discussed in summer 2009,250 therefore caused much anxiety, not least
among those Kosovo citizens fearing a renewed outbreak of violence.
When KFOR did get involved, problems arose. For instance, in 2007,
according to one UNMIK official, KFOR destroyed a crime scene in
northern Kosovo after a shooting incident.251 Often, KFOR failed to collect
evidence that could be used in court. As shown above, one rather unpopular
actor among ‘internationals’ was the MSU. Critics argued that the MSU had
not been very successful in arresting major criminals and in dismantling
organised crime networks. One EULEX official emphasised that MSU
operations had not greatly contributed to prosecutions.252 Another EULEX
official stated that he could not think of any major case that had been solved
thanks to the MSU.253 Also, critics argued that assets seized by the MSU had
become less impressive over time. Indeed, when asked about major weapons
seizures in 2008, the MSU mentioned the confiscation of six new pistols.254
Some activities of regular military forces similarly smacked of military
activism. In 2005, KFOR tried to stop illegal wood-cutting,255 mirroring
simultaneous efforts by EUFOR in Bosnia. As in Bosnia, many loggers were
local residents who had no other means of income. KFOR efforts to protect
trees were not sustainable; the efforts were largely symbolical.
When discussing shortcomings of KFOR, several caveats are in order.
First, failures resulted partly from the cooperation problems discussed above.
An UNMIK Police officer stresses that Kosovo has received much funding,
but that the money was not spent systematically because too many actors
were involved.256 Many vulnerable people have fallen through the cracks of
the international security architecture. Around the time of independence,
returning refugees could count on no one institution to protect them from
potential attack. KFOR would at times see protection as being underneath
the threshold of military responsibility. The police would intervene only
after a crime occurred. And other agencies did not have the means and
mandates to deter any attacks. One Serbian refugee who contemplated a
return to Kosovo asked an UNMIK official who would ensure his security.
The official had to respond: “Nobody”.257
In another example, fuel smuggling was thriving in northern Kosovo,
until Serbia began to levy taxes at the gas pump. Smugglers could easily
walk around KFOR roadblocks, or even pass through them. After all,
soldiers were not trained in detecting false documents,258 and KFOR did not
feel that acting against smugglers was within its mandate. While KFOR
checked the papers of trucks passing through the North, it did not carry out
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regular customs controls.259 By late 2008, KFOR officers spoke of numerous
illegal fuel stations in the North. But one senior officer said that KFOR
would not interfere with smuggling. Sometimes KFOR would provide
information to the police, but not always since KFOR assumed the police
had their own informants.260 Yet, in 2009, policing was fraught with
problems in the North.261 UNMIK police was waiting to be replaced by
EULEX. As UNMIK was downsizing it did not have the capacities to stop
smuggling so it delegated responsibility to the municipalities in the North
and to the KPS. One UNMIK Police officer said that no proper investments
had been made for two years to ensure an effective UNMIK Police.262
EULEX, up until early 2009, was unable to operate in the North since Serbs
did not endorse the mission. The Kosovo police did not stop the smuggling
either since it was split along ethnic lines. Smugglers were thus able to
exploit the absence of institutional leadership on the part of security
actors.263 By summer 2009, the situation had somewhat improved, as
EULEX increased its presence.264
Such examples underline that if police had been stronger, KFOR
would have needed to become involved less often and not as directly as it
did. KFOR would also have needed to be less concerned about intelligence
leaks or prosecution failures. The fight against some types of serious crime,
especially organised crime, requires intelligence-led policing techniques.
One UNMIK Police officer underlines that discovering evidence of crime
has become more difficult: “The times when road blocks were effective are
over. The criminals are not stupid. Now we need more sophisticated
methods, such as surveillance and wiretappings.”265 In Kosovo, the military
had trouble shifting from disruption strategies to the dismantling of illicit
networks through intelligence-led policing.266 But the same holds true for
UNMIK. Not until 2005 did UNMIK reach a conviction (in a drugs case)
that depended heavily on the tapping of telephones.267 The shift to business
crimes in Kosovo makes intelligence-led policing even more urgent. Yet
intelligence-led policing in protectorates faces the problems of the large
number of actors involved, short rotation periods and other challenges. One
UNMIK Police officer emphasised that fighting white-collar crime is
difficult enough in stable countries, but is even more difficult in Kosovo and
other war-torn countries.268
From a broader perspective, any security force, including the military,
can only do so much against crime – local law enforcement is not sufficient
for crime reduction. Organised crime has thrived in Kosovo not least
because of domestic crime-fighting failures by states deploying personnel to
international missions in Kosovo. These states have done little to allow
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witnesses from Kosovo testifying in criminal cases to permanently settle
abroad,269 or to reduce demand for illicit goods supplied by Kosovo
criminals. Kosovo has received much more international economic
assistance than any other war-torn country.270 It also probably has had the
highest per capita number of security personnel in the world.271
Unimpressive policy impact is only partly a result of unsystematic law
enforcement in Kosovo; it also reflects regional and global conditions
conducive to crime in Kosovo.
Last, it is important to note that KFOR has saved many lives in
Kosovo and suffering casualties in the process. Moreover, intelligencegathering, raids and the creation of security perimeters, although not
effective in all cases, did lead to the arrest of suspects. Yet gauging military
effectiveness is difficult because of the lack of primary data on serious
crime; the fact that KFOR and police forces undertook many operations
jointly; and the secrecy provisions prohibiting the military to publicise
success based on the fear of revealing operational methods and sources.
More is known about failure than success since failure attracts public
scrutiny. Yet even though evidence for military success is hard to come by, it
seems fair to say that Kosovo would be worse off if KFOR had not
contributed to the fight against serious crime.

5) Problems of accountability. One of the main problems of international
involvement in Kosovo and of crime-fighting in particular has been a lack of
accountability. All international actors in Kosovo, not only KFOR, have at
times operated in ways that were problematic from a democratic
accountability point of view. Accountability deficits have manifested
themselves in various ways.
One accountability deficit was the operational leverage given to
international security forces. The commander of the MSU, for instance,
needed permission only from COM KFOR to raid a house in Kosovo. In
Italy, in contrast, the Carabinieri need a court order for such an operation.
One critic consequently accused the MSU of operating under their own law
in Kosovo.272 An academic observer wrote in 2002 that in Kosovo, the
Carabinieri tended “to act independently and have been reluctant to submit
to the law as it is enforced by the UN.”273
Also, the sudden influx of a large number of wealthy foreigners has
been problematic for accountability. The large international presence has
distorted the economy (driving up prices, for instance) and sustained smallscale fraud (for example, by creating demand for grey and black market
goods such as pirated CDs and DVDs). Worse, ‘internationals’ allegedly
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engaged in large-scale fraud and human rights violations.274 With regard to
(forced) prostitution, an industry fuelled mainly by domestic clients,
NATO’s 2004 zero tolerance policy was a major step forward. However, the
policy did not completely sever the link between foreign deployment and
prostitution (which in unstable environments is often equivalent with
trafficking). Well into 2008, some contingent commanders had not been
informed about the problem of trafficking, indicating gaps in predeployment training. Moreover, while troops were under much tighter
control than ever before in Kosovo, some allegedly continued to visit
prostitutes while on leave in neighbouring countries.275
Prosecuting ‘internationals’ has been difficult. KFOR soldiers and
other international personnel generally had immunity from domestic
prosecution. The main responsibility in case of wrong-doing was with the
home country government. Governments often simply withdrew
international personnel accused of breaching laws and norms from Kosovo,
without prosecuting the individuals involved.276 According to one UNMIK
Police official, every time UNMIK Police found out that an international
was implicated in an offence, the UN either simply terminated the contract,
or the person was withdrawn by his or her government.277
Moreover, there has been little oversight of foreign intelligence
services operating in Kosovo. Control was merely indirect, by government
branches at home. But parliamentary committees and other oversight actors
generally did not have the means or mandates to scrutinise the activities of
intelligence services abroad. By 2008, international actors pushed for the
creation of a Kosovo intelligence agency. The lack of accountability of
foreign intelligence services undermined the call for the integration of the
various quasi-intelligence services linked to political parties into one single,
democratically accountable Kosovo intelligence agency.278
The lack of accountability further manifested itself in informalisation.
The formal SSG architecture in Kosovo has been highly complex. Yet for
pragmatic or parochial reasons, security actors often cooperated informally,
bypassing official channels. Informalisation has forged close links between
nominally separate institutions. For instance, in some MTFs there was close
cooperation between the LMT and J2 intelligence officers, even though these
two KFOR elements were formally separate. In one case, a MTF J2 officer
and the head of the LMT in this particular MTF were close friends and
exchanged information and intelligence.279 CIMIC operations were thus
imbued with the spirit of intelligence.
According to one KFOR officer, “what is important is who is meeting
who at a barbeque.”280 A EULEX intelligence official stresses that “sharing
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only happens through personal contacts.” The JIOC, for instance, would
share information and intelligence with the CIU, but only through one
person, a military officer reporting only to the SRSG. The official
interviewed was on good terms with this officer and could go to his office
when he needed any material.281 Individuals constantly feared being left out
of the loop, leading them to develop personal networks of acquaintances.
These networks complemented the official channels, such as JIOC meetings.
Often, these networks were composed of officials from the same country.
One German KFOR officer said that he regularly met with German UNMIK
officials.282
Informalisation thus much accelerated the blurring of functional
distinctions between the military and police. By late 2008, the KFOR
database included around 65,000 reports on various issues, including serious
crime. Many of these reports were of interest to the police. Yet formal
sharing was bureaucratically cumbersome. As a consequence, KFOR and the
police (mainly UNMIK and EULEX) established informal relations that
allowed the police to draw on the knowledge of the military.283 One EULEX
official underlined that EULEX, KFOR and the MSU exchanged a lot of
information and intelligence informally.284
Institutions help to build trust.285 But in the murky world of
intelligence and law enforcement, trust is built largely outside of formal
institutions. A former US intelligence officer underlines that their culture
forces intelligence agents to be suspicious towards one another.286 This is
especially the case when many countries with divergent interests, as well as
divergent police, military and intelligence cultures, govern post-war
territories. While partly necessary for pragmatic reasons, informal
cooperation exacerbates problems of accountability. For instance, very little
is known about US counter-terror operations in Kosovo, which are
conducted secretly and partly informally. Similarly, the process whereby
suspects were included on crime target lists is unclear to outsiders. Both
KFOR and UNMIK added information to the list, but apparently in a rather
informal manner.287
Besides the issue of trust, the informal sharing of information and
intelligence by international actors was also a consequence of the fact that
national laws of foreign countries prohibited the sharing of sensitive material
(gathered, for instance, through SigInt). Such prohibitions affected sharing
among institutions of the same donor state as well as among institutions of
several donor states. The separation of responsibilities among police
intelligence cells, military intelligence cells, national intelligence services
and foreign intelligence services reflects norms of democracy and is also
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warranted for reasons of effectiveness (the availability of separate channels
of information enables better verification of incoming information).
However, these separations of powers have made intelligence cooperation in
Kosovo (and in other places where international intervention has occurred)
cumbersome. Restrictions also led to situations where intelligence-led
institutions cooperated on shaky legal ground, or possibly outright
illegally.288
The lack of accountability and oversight of the international security
sector in Kosovo says much about the nature of modern protectorates.
Domestic actors are not able and/or permitted to exercise oversight
functions. At the same time, the large number of international actors makes
it difficult to attribute responsibility for wrong-doing and failure; instead,
there are blame-games. For instance, the international intelligence
architecture in Kosovo is composed of JIOC, MSU, G2/J2, NIC, ISR, CIU,
UNMIK Police, foreign intelligence services, foreign law enforcement
liaison officers and many others. If saying who is doing what is difficult,
saying who failed exactly where, when, why and how is impossible. Blurred
divisions of labor, whether necessary and deliberate or a result of
uncontrolled growth and competition, undermine accountability and
oversight. Furthermore, international actors have not been willing to submit
to greater scrutiny. Fostering accountability does not require radical
measures such as abolishing the convention of immunity of international
personnel from domestic prosecution. And secrecy will always be needed, to
deprive criminals of information advantages. However, the ‘international
community’ in Kosovo has generally failed to adhere to the same standards
and norms that domestic actors are expected to comply with.
Conclusion
To what extent has NATO met criteria of effectiveness, efficiency and
legitimacy in post-war Kosovo? The previous chapter showed that
‘internationals’ partly failed in fighting serious crime in post-Dayton Bosnia.
The same can be said about post-war Kosovo. There have been problems on
the security governance and SSG levels, and this has had repercussions for
internationally-sponsored SSR efforts. The next, final chapter, summarises
the empirical findings of this chapter and compares NATO activities to an
ideal-type strategy for military support of law enforcement in war-torn
countries.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion: Improving Military
Support to Law Enforcement

The end of the Cold War has transformed international politics and the
nature of warfare. Since the 1990s, criminalised warfare has been on the
ascendance, with civilians being the main victims of this trend. In response,
peacekeeping has changed, to the effect that international intervention in
war-torn countries increasingly resembles policing. Peacekeeping has, in the
words of Mary Kaldor, become “cosmopolitan law-enforcement. Since the
new wars are, in a sense, a mixture of war, crime and human rights
violations, so the agents of cosmopolitan law-enforcement have to be a
mixture of soldiers and policemen.”1
If law enforcement is important during wars, it is even more so after
war. Post-war security gaps should not open up because they undermine
international stabilisation and peace-building efforts and lead to people being
driven from their homes or being killed. Much has been written about how to
fight serious crime after war. Recommendations include a more systematic
deployment of CIVPOL, pre-deployment training for international security
actors and the creation of coordination structures enabling systematic and
legitimate SSG in war-torn countries.
The peculiar nature of serious crime after war, where the same person
may commit different types of crime, can lead to functional overlaps
between international and domestic crime-fighting actors. The militarisation
of the police, the policisation of the military and covert operations by
intelligence services can thus be seen as inevitable, even though these trends
clash with the SSR principle of delineating functional responsibilities among
security actors. The trafficking of weapons, for instance, clearly threatens a
safe and secure environment, and even a recalcitrant military would have
difficulties arguing that stopping this type of crime was not within its
mandate. Yet the trafficking of weapons is often intertwined with other
criminal activities. Counter-efforts are thus likely to push the military onto
the turf occupied by the police in stable, democratic countries. Also, the
arrest of dangerous criminals, including war criminals, may require military
assets.
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In Bosnia, Kosovo and elsewhere, military and police duties have
become partly indistinguishable,2 and divisions of labour among
intelligence-led institutions have partly disappeared What Fred Schreier
writes about intelligence work more generally applies to intervention in wartorn countries as well: “[E]ver more intelligence is collected by the different
services on the same subjects. The traditional divisions between external,
internal and also criminal intelligence are becoming increasingly blurred.
Missions and objectives overlap, enhancing the opportunities for
misunderstandings and rivalries.”3
This book does not challenge these views: it confirms that
international intervention in war-torn countries defies traditional distinctions
between internal and external security as well as those among military,
police and intelligence work. But this study takes the discussion a step
further. Through an in-depth look at two empirical cases it gauges the extent
to which crime-fighting in international protectorates is fraught with
problems of effectiveness, efficiency and accountability. Focusing not only
on the strategic level but also on the operational and tactical levels, the book
reveals how difficult it is to gear the military towards a crime-fighting role.
Many observers nowadays agree that the military may have to substitute for
police forces up until the point when international or domestic police can
take over. But in Bosnia and Kosovo, developments have not been linear.
Often, the military was doing too little when it was most needed, and, from
the perspective of the police and other civilian actors, was doing too much
many years after the war. Observers also argue in favour of a ‘surgical’
approach by which the military eliminates critical nodes in illicit networks.
Drawing on the lessons of Bosnia, a US report states that the objective of
military operations is
not to rid the country of crime and corruption. This would […] be an endless
task worthy of being labeled ‘mission creep’. The objective […] is finite,
since power is concentrated in only a few hands. The aim is to marginalise
and neutralise a relatively small number of hard-line leaders in order to open
the political space for moderate political leaders and empower those aspiring
to the openness and accountability of the rule of law. Once this is
accomplished, the environment should be propitious for local public security
officials to take responsibility for developing the rule of law.4

However, the cases of Bosnia and Kosovo show that the military may
need to do things more mundane than staging operations against top targets.
And even ‘surgical’ operations do not guarantee success. Moreover,
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domestic ownership, due to institutional corruption and the entrenched
position of criminals in positions of power after war, is a principle that can
easily hurt vulnerable individuals and groups whom SSR efforts are
supposed to protect.
This concluding chapter first summarises the main findings of the two
case studies. It then outlines an ideal-type strategy for military support of
law enforcement in war-torn countries. Lastly, the discussion is extended to
cases beyond the Balkans.
Case Study Findings
Bosnia
The case of Bosnia illustrates the travails of post-conflict stabilisation
efforts. On the security governance level numerous obstacles have hindered
effective, efficient and legitimate military support of the fight against serious
crime. IFOR and, until the later 1990s, SFOR did not regard law
enforcement support as part of their mandate and did not devise appropriate
RoE. Military support of crime-fighting varied across sectors, reflecting
divergences in political will as well as national caveats. Troops generally
lacked the skills and equipment needed to fight serious crime. Worse, the
military exacerbated crime problems, as was the case with human
trafficking. Further, both NATO and EU military missions were ill-prepared
and reluctant to interact closely with other international actors, especially
CIVPOL (this lack of interaction reflects weakness on the part of the police
as well). Last, the military gathered vast amounts of intelligence. But
national contingents often failed to share intelligence and also made too few
efforts to use military intelligence for supporting criminal justice efforts.
Obstacles to fighting serious crime are apparent with regard to SSG as
well. NATO provided relatively little support to Bosnian police and
prosecutors. The creation of the MSU and the Blue Box/Green Box concept
were innovative, but in practice, SFOR largely eschewed activities that
smacked of policing. When troops became involved, they did so
unsystematically. Also, military involvement in crime-fighting has not
decreased over time, on the contrary. The military was largely unwilling and
unable to fight crime at a time when suspected war criminals had not yet
built up sophisticated support networks, inter-ethnic crime was rampant and
organised crime was pervasive. EUFOR tried to make a difference, yet at a
time when opportunities for the military to make a difference were
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diminished. As Bosnian observers did not fail to observe, international actors
tackled crime too late.5
SSR principles should also inform military involvement in crime
fighting. NATO’s lack of activism largely prevented the creation of grey
areas between military and policing work and thus sent confusing signals to
domestic actors – yet at the cost of impunity for serious crime. As the
military, especially the MSU and IPU, became more active, grey zones
became larger. Also, SSR principles were not properly respected. With
regard to proportionality, it is questionable, for instance, whether the military
should use aerial surveillance to search for marihuana plantations. With
regard to subsidiarity, EUFOR counter-crime operations during the
mission’s first term may have signalled that the rule of law was an EU
priority; but those operations may equally have undermined public faith in
the ability of Bosnian institutions to guarantee the rule of law.
With regard to military involvement in police reform, the military has
mainly confined itself to providing training and equipment. Close contact
between the military and Bosnian police has, to some extent, (re-)militarised
the latter. Most international actors in Bosnia emphasise that military
training did not reach the doctrinal level; they argue that EUFOR and the US
military merely used their superior capabilities to support the police
technically and tactically.6 This view underestimates socialisation effects:
Simply by being around soldiers, police officers, especially those working
for ‘militarised’ units such as SWAT teams, will think more like soldiers.
However, it is unlikely that military support has changed police strategies
and doctrines. In fact, by 2006, all security actors in Bosnia agreed that
military involvement in law enforcement should be limited as much as
possible. For instance, the EUPM official who proposed using EUFOR
helicopters for border control also emphasised the need for ensuring
operational dominance by the police. The more-than-residual law
enforcement role of EUFOR after its activist first term was due to the
weakness of the police.
Shortcomings of military involvement resulted from the partial
absence of conditions influencing the prospects of fighting serious crime
after war (see Table 1 in chapter 2). IFOR and, in the early stage, SFOR felt
they were in a war-like environment. Yet even in the later 1990s, this
cautious stance lingered on – at a time when security conditions were more
conducive to law enforcement and when basic infrastructure was better and
the legal framework tighter.
A major problem was that Bosnian security forces were too weak or
unreliable to fight serious crime. Although the numbers of police were
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stunning, there was much corruption and criminal collusion. Moreover,
security forces were divided along ethnic lines, and their dubious war-time
record neither inspired the confidence of local citizens nor international
actors.
This case study has shown that ‘internationals’, too, were often unable
to enforce laws. There were not enough strong, international police officers,
prosecutors and judges. All international institutions in Bosnia showed a lack
of political will, inability to adapt to criminal challenges and a lack of
institutional learning. A security gap opened up due to overly cautious
military and weak civilian law enforcement institutions. Constabulary forces
were deployed but not properly used. The importance of interpersonal
relationships underlined the lack of institutional frameworks for, and the adhoc manner of, crime fighting. When proactive military officers were sent to
Bosnia, when they received proper guidance from their superiors and when
military and civilian representatives shared the same views, crime would be
fought; if not, not.
The picture is not entirely bleak. Both SFOR and EUFOR improved
their counter-crime performance over time, indicating individual and
institutional learning. NATO and the EU came to perceive public security as
a vital element of post-conflict stabilisation. Decision-makers understood
that the military would not be able to withdraw as long as serious crime
posed a significant risk and that without military support, the police would
not be able to assume primacy over law enforcement. Military crime-fighting
thus improved on the strategic, operational and tactical levels.7
One should not overstate the progress made, however. As security
conditions improved and as criminals turned away from violence towards
more sophisticated ways of making money or gaining power, fighting the
types of serious crime discussed in this book became easier. Moreover,
progress has not been linear – there have been many ups and downs in
Bosnia.
Kosovo
The Kosovo case reveals the difficulties of transferring lessons from one
peace operation to the next. In this war-torn province (and later country),
NATO has contributed abundantly to crime-fighting efforts. Military
involvement came earlier than in Bosnia, due to the late deployment and
weaknesses of UNMIK, as well as the absence of statutory domestic security
actors. However, KFOR involvement was haphazard. Even though NATO
had a more precise mandate in Kosovo than it did in Bosnia, national caveats
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and diverging RoE prevented KFOR from systematically putting pressure on
those committing serious crime. Moreover, troop-contributing nations sent
primarily combat forces to Kosovo.
Yet the expectation of conventional warfare gave way to the reality of
small-scale attacks on vulnerable groups and of organised crime. National
prerogatives and interference undermined the ability of COM KFOR to
ensure a harmonised approach across Kosovo. Also, troops lacked language
and policing skills, as well as equipment such as CRC gear. Moreover, many
soldiers had not been properly informed about typical post-war problems and
thus exacerbated crimes such as human trafficking. Furthermore, military
cultures and secrecy provisions impinged on civil-military interaction and
information sharing.
With regard to SSG, KFOR supported civilian institutions by
establishing security perimeters, dismantling illegal checkpoints, and tipping
off police about crime. Yet there were also many instances in which KFOR
failed to support police, prosecutors and judges. Often, the military dealt
with dilemmas in problematic ways. The absence of a reliable international
or domestic criminal justice system forced KFOR to improvise, leading to
the neglect of basic judicial principles. Another dilemma relates to
cooperation with the KPS. The riots of March 2004 revealed the danger of
transferring responsibilities to domestic police forces at too early a stage
(KFOR had transferred many responsibilities to the KPS around 2003). After
the riots, KFOR scaled down its engagement with the KPS.8
Yet as independence neared, and after independence, relations
between KFOR and domestic police forces were close again. Officially,
UNMIK was supposed to coordinate military support provided to domestic
police forces. But on the ground, KFOR forged close, direct links with
domestic actors. For instance, better controls of main arteries into and out of
Kosovo led smugglers to use horse and donkey caravans to cross deserted
mountains. By early 2007, KFOR was therefore beginning to work more
closely with Customs for off-road patrols.9 Such involvement many years
after the war reveals that military involvement in crime-fighting does not
necessarily linearly diminish over time.
The ‘international community’ wanted to build sustainable domestic
institutions in Kosovo as a precondition for withdrawing from the
province/country. But the empirical analysis revealed five problems. These
have undermined international SSR efforts by sending the wrong signals to
the political institutions and citizens of Kosovo.
First, the military has been policised and the police have been
militarised. For instance, ten years after the war, KFOR was still embroiled
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in CRC in Northern Kosovo.10 Paramilitarisation has been partly necessary.
However, this trend has created a large grey area not compatible with the
SSR objectives of preventing the military from encroaching on internal
security matters and demilitarising domestic police forces.
Second, direct KFOR involvement in law enforcement has
undermined SSR norms, too. As discussed below, the military should respect
principles of proportionality and subsidiarity when operating in civil-military
grey zones. KFOR often improvised admirably to protect vulnerable
populations and to put pressure on criminals. However, some interventions
were disproportional. Moreover, KFOR’s partial substitution of the police
can, again, partly be justified in terms of necessity. But there are also
examples of KFOR activism, such as some MSU operations. Close
cooperation between KFOR and the KPS violated the norm of subsidiarity as
well, which stresses police dominance over law enforcement. UNMIK Police
did not create a buffer between KFOR and the KPS because UNMIK Police
was stretched too thin. In Kosovo, an international military force had close,
direct links with a domestic police force many years after the war. This
risked installing military thinking in police work.
Third, the empirical analysis reveals cooperation problems, turf battles
and blame-games. International actors have pushed Kosovo institutions to
better cooperate with one another. The failure of international actors to do so
themselves has harmed the credibility and legitimacy of the ‘international
community’. Kosovo officials and citizens, over time, have become tired of
‘internationals’ telling them what to do, seeing that the latter did not play by
the rules that they themselves had defined.
Fourth, crime-fighting by ‘internationals’ in general, and KFOR in
particular, lacked effectiveness. The difficulty of international missions to
fight crime has damaged their credibility in the eyes of Kosovo institutions
and citizens. It also allowed domestic spoilers of counter-crime efforts to
point at international failures, thus obscuring their own obstructionism.
Fifth, the ‘international community’ has not been a very accountable
community. Allegations and evidence of wrong-doing have made Kosovo
institutions and citizens doubt that international rule of law efforts are more
than cheap talk. In addition to a lack of political will to institutionalise better
democratic checks and balances, accountability problems in Kosovo are a
result of the complex security architecture. Numerous international and
domestic actors have worked in what one EULEX intelligence official
described as a “massive grey area” in which the military, police and
intelligence agencies intermingle.11
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KFOR’s crime-fighting has been hampered by numerous adverse
conditions (see table 1 in chapter 2). On the domestic level, these include a
violent immediate post-war phase, as well as a lack of basic infrastructure
and a sound legal framework. The fact that Kosovo did not have reliable,
unbiased security forces mattered, too, as did corruption and criminal
collusion by many in domestic positions of power.
However, post-war conditions and the lack of domestic capacity are
insufficient for explaining inefficiency, ineffectiveness and weak
accountability of counter-crime efforts. Problems pertaining to international
intervention forces have to be taken into account as well. The ‘international
community’ has not properly fought serious crime in Kosovo because of a
widespread failure to muster sufficient political will, adapt to new
circumstances and learn from the past. Crime-fighting has been undermined
by the late deployment and unsystematic use of CIVPOL, constabulary
forces and international criminal justice personnel; the failure of troopcontributing nations to equip and train KFOR troops for law enforcement
tasks; divergent national practices; the failure of KFOR and other
international actors to gather and share information and intelligence; and
many other shortcomings.
As is the case with Bosnia, counter-crime efforts in Kosovo illustrate
the difficulty of governing international protectorates and ensuring public
order after war. That a security gap opened up in Kosovo, and that it was not
systematically filled later on, is the responsibility of numerous international
actors. These include NATO and the Alliance’s member states.
Improving Military Contributions to Post-Conflict Law Enforcement
The second chapter of this book showed how security governance, SSG and
SSR help to understand military contributions to post-conflict law
enforcement. This section formulates a strategy for improving such
contributions (see Table 2).
Security Governance
On the security governance level, countries involved in stabilising a war-torn
country should make available troops most appropriate for a particular
scenario. If the peace is fragile and if spoilers are well-armed, robust military
capacities are needed. With regard to timing, in the absence of strong
CIVPOL capacities, the military should start fighting crime immediately –
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Table 2: Improving military support of crime-fighting after war

•
•
•
•
•

Security
Governance

•
•
•
•
•

•

Security Sector
Governance

•
•
•

•

Security Sector
Reform

•
•
•

Send troops able to operate in civil-military
grey areas
Fight serious crime immediately after war
Formulate robust military mandates and RoE
Limit national caveats
Ensure good interoperability and command
structures
Train troops in languages and basic policing
skills
Inform troops about typical post-war problems
Provide adequate equipment
Prepare soldiers to cooperate closely with
international civilian actors
Gather and exchange information and
intelligence
Mitigate obstacles preventing close militarypolice cooperation
Support the police (through security
perimeters, heavy weaponry or tip-offs)
Train troops in cooperating with criminal
justice actors
Decrease military involvement over time
Fight crime, but delineate policing from
military functions as much as possible
Limit damage by respecting principles of
proportionality and subsidiarity
Avoid military primacy over SSR activities
Circumscribe the role of PMSC

whether a country can be stabilised depends not least on the conduct of the
military during the first months after the end of major combat operations.12
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Also, proper military mandates, and broad interpretations of mandates,
are needed.13 Military mandates should be robust and, if necessary, include
the fight against serious crime as a military task in order to avoid later
misunderstandings. All governments want to retain maximum leverage over
‘their’ troops. As a consequence, mandates tend to treat tasks on the civilmilitary interface vaguely. Whether or not supporting the fight against
serious crime is part of ensuring a ‘safe and secure environment’ is thus open
to interpretation by military commanders and their civilian superiors. If
including the fight against serious crime in military mandates is politically
not palatable, it is crucial to flexibly interpret military responsibilities.
Robust military mandates and flexible interpretations should be
complemented by robust RoE allowing soldiers to stop rioters, looters,
traffickers and others who benefit from chaos.14 All too often, RoE in
peacekeeping and humanitarian operations do not include public security
functions.15
Governments should not impose caveats significantly curtailing the
power of national commanders and the multinational force commander.
Parallel reporting and command structures, and the ‘call-home syndrome’,
will not simply go away. Nevertheless, governments can reinforce the
position of the multinational force commander by narrowing the gap
between RoE of national contingents and RoE of the military mission as a
whole.16 Governments, especially defence ministries, should avoid
micromanaging ‘their’ troops.
Practically, to fight serious crime, troop-contributing countries and
international organisations must ensure interoperability. Also, in contrast to
conventional warfare, counter-insurgency relies on the ability of noncommissioned officers and junior officers to take quick decisions on their
own – small wars are ‘corporals’ wars’. The same holds true for law
enforcement, where there is often no time to wait for commands from higher
up in the hierarchy. Significant decision-making powers must therefore be
devolved to companies, platoons and squads.
Much depends on training, which ideally should be provided before
deployment. Troops must possess the language skills needed for operating in
a multinational environment and to conduct tasks such as CRC. They also
need to be familiar with basic policing skills such as crime scene
preservation and filing crime reports. Some such skills can be taught in a
day.17 Knowledge about more difficult issues such as interviewing witnesses,
forensics and collecting evidence and criminal intelligence is desirable, too,
yet more time-consuming to acquire. Soldiers also need to know about
typical problems in war-torn countries. Knowledge on human trafficking, for
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example, facilitates the identification of victims at checkpoints and reduces
the number of peacekeepers using the services of trafficked persons.
Adequate equipment is important, too – tanks are less suitable for stopping a
riot than batons, shields and light vehicles.
Training should enable and promote close cooperation between the
military and civilian institutions, especially CIVPOL, international
prosecutors and international judges. Team-building exercises before
deployment may reduce later friction between military and police missions.18
It is also crucial to cooperate with NGOs, private businesses and other actors
who do not share the coercive outlook of the military, yet whose relief and
peacebuilding activities address root causes of crime. For example, close
cooperation between the military and NGOs is required when only the
military has the means to investigate complaints about human rights abuses
reported to NGOs. Coordination is particularly relevant with regard to
intelligence. Military intelligence-gathering can pose risks to civilians
cooperating with the military. Yet CIMIC projects do provide ample insights
into security problems on the local level. While the military should avoid
situations that would taint their civilian collaborators as spies, it should also
not deprive itself of the opportunity to gather intelligence in order to fight
serious crime.
Another challenge is that intelligence collected by the military is often
of little use in court.19 This may be because soldiers are unfamiliar with
police procedures. But more importantly, the military may resort to covert,
and outright illegal, means when collecting intelligence. Military and
policing aims differ. The military needs intelligence to achieve victory,
which does not necessarily require following ‘proper’ procedures. The same
applies to intelligence agencies whose aim is to shape policy by predicting
and forestalling emerging risks and threats.20 The military and intelligence
services are unwilling to disclose their sources and modi operandi and thus
risk becoming part of the chain of evidence. Moreover, the military and
intelligence services may decide not to tip off the police about crime at an
early stage in order to get to the core nodes of criminal, terrorist or insurgent
networks. The police, in contrast, seek tips leading to the apprehension of
criminals. It depends on intelligence to build cases; intelligence must be
collected according to the books to be usable in court.
These problems will continue to hamper cooperation among the
military, the intelligence community and law enforcement agencies. Forcing
the military and intelligence services to disclose sources and means would
reduce incentives to gather intelligence. But the military should shed its
distrust of non-military actors. More trust will lead the military, among other
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advantages, to tip off the police more often. Training the military to collect
information and intelligence in a way that enables successful prosecution is
crucial, too. While the difference between patrols and HUMINT teams
should be maintained, training soldiers about overt information collection
such as questioning techniques and the use of interpreters would support
prosecution.21 Constabulary forces (as well as military police) are good at
collecting criminal intelligence. Their deployment, while posing questions
regarding the delineation of military and policing functions, therefore makes
the fight against serious crime more effective and efficient.
The concept of security governance thus provides a framework for
structuring military support of post-conflict law enforcement on an
international level. The most crucial parameter for whether the military can
systematically address serious crime is the political will of troopcontributing countries, especially powerful ones, to let ‘their’ troops enforce
the law.
Security Sector Governance
SSG guides military support of post-conflict law enforcement, too. As
shown above, SSG pertains to security arrangements on a domestic level, in
this case in post-conflict countries, and linkages between the various security
sector actors. Ideally, a counter-crime SSG system relies on civilian law
enforcement agencies. But when these are not present or too weak, the
military has to step in.
Forging viable police-military networks is not easy. Networking is
facilitated by similar worldviews and institutional cultures. Both the police
and military tend to focus on the perpetrators of violent acts more than on
the victims, and are less prone to taking into account root causes of violence
and crime than human rights and development experts tend to do. However,
the military and police are different enough to ensure disputes over tactics
and strategies. The military has stricter secrecy provisions than the police
and is better at employing overwhelming force than defusing tension.
Moreover, soldiers tend to hold police work in low esteem.22 Such
incongruities can result in red tape, information exchange failures and turf
battles. Mitigating these networking obstacles is a main challenge of SSG.
Relations between the military and police vary considerably. Soldiers
may support CIVPOL and domestic police by creating a security perimeter,
reinforcing police efforts to dismantle illegal checkpoints by sending a tank,
or tipping off police on the whereabouts of a wanted person. The Green
Box/Blue Box concept developed in Bosnia in the late 1990s distinguishes
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between areas where the military (Green Box) and the police (Blue Box)
have primacy. Military involvement may be direct as well, by arresting
suspected war criminals, raiding brothels, detaining arsonists, or seizing
criminal assets.
To ensure that suspects are tried, the military needs to cooperate with
international or, if available, domestic prosecutors and judges. This requires
knowing how to secure a chain of evidence and how the criminal justice
system works. Soldiers may need to be familiar with differences between
common and civil law, the role of investigative judges and local laws for
seizing assets. Pre-deployment training can provide soldiers with some of
these skills.
The structure of an SSG system should evolve parallel to the postconflict security situation. In the immediate post-conflict phase (the
‘garrison phase’), military involvement in law enforcement is particularly
deep and thus joint or streamlined civil-military command structures are
particularly needed. One option is to place civilian agencies under military
command. However, for political and normative reasons, governments are
reluctant to do so. Alternatively, the military can be put under the command
of a civilian administrator. However, troop-contributing nations, especially
the US, have been unwilling to do so.23 In the absence of unified command
(on the strategic, operational and tactical levels), close CIMIC is essential. It
may also be possible to have civilian command on the strategic level and
coordinate joint operational and tactical military-police activities in
advance.24
A second post-conflict stage is reached as the number of CIVPOL
increases, domestic crime fighters get better and conditions become less
dangerous. In this phase, the military should transfer responsibilities to the
police and criminal justice sector in the areas of criminal investigation, CRC
and general public order.25 To promote the transfer of competencies without
sacrificing public order, smooth military-police networks are essential.
These networks should be flexible enough to adapt to changes in the external
environment and the internal composition of the governance system (which
requires decentralisation), and be guided by common objectives and
efficiency (which requires centralisation).
Yet soldiers should not withdraw too quickly, in case peace falters.
Contingency measures can be enshrined in Memoranda of Understanding
signed by the military and civilian decision-makers. International actors
should maintain a balance between ensuring security (through a pro-active
military) and respect for the norm of civilian leadership over law
enforcement (through military restraint). Already in 2000, the UN
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recommended developing “methodologies and standard operating
procedures of the transition from the provision of security by international
military to international police and finally to local police.”26 Since then there
has been no lack of appeals for clear division of labour for actors engaged in
various types of international intervention.27 But in practice, this remains a
challenge.
A third phase is reached when security risks have become minimal.
The military has now transferred law enforcement responsibilities to civilian
institutions. It may still arrest suspected war criminals or collect intelligence.
The military may also hold over-the-horizon forces ready to intervene in
case of emergencies. But now, the military has become a means of last
resort.
Security Sector Reform
International military forces can contribute to stability by engaging in SSRrelated activities such as DDR, the control of SALW and demining. These
activities enable the implementation of SSR initiatives.28 Direct military law
enforcement is problematic. There is friction between the need to fight
serious crime after war and the need to reform the domestic security sector.
As discussed above, SSR envisages a separation of military and policing
functions. ‘Locals’ are told to avoid grey zones. To the extent that
‘internationals’ militarise law enforcement, they clash with their own
principles.29 However, the human and political costs of an inactive military
under the condition of weak civilian law enforcement outweigh the
disadvantage of weakening the norm of civilian primacy over law
enforcement.
Problems of military law enforcement can be limited. When soldiers
arrest people or face rioters, they should avoid excessive use of force.
Proportionality (the use of force commensurate with security needs) should
guide military involvement.30 The military is trained and equipped to use
overwhelming force against organised enemies for reasons of force
protection and to send a signal of determination.31 But such a stance is
counterproductive in law enforcement because it may make the military
appear like an occupation army, capable of violating human rights and
setting in motion a spiral of violence. The military thus needs to know how
to calibrate the use of force and to apply force discriminately. These are
well-know counter-insurgency principles that equally apply to law
enforcement.
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The military must also avoid arbitrary action so as not to lose
legitimacy. Soldiers may need to detain culprits, but should do so in
accordance with basic judicial procedures. As stated in the OSCE Code of
Conduct: “If recourse to force cannot be avoided in performing internal
security missions, each participating State will ensure that its use must be
commensurate with the needs for law enforcement. The armed forces will
take due care to avoid injury to civilians or their property.”32
Whether damage to SSR efforts can be limited hinges on proper
military pre-deployment training and coordination on the security
governance level (see above). Moreover, the military should support the
transfer of law enforcement responsibilities to the police once such transfer
is feasible. Thus, in addition to proportionality, subsidiarity is the second
principle that should guide civil-military relations in post-conflict law
enforcement: armed forces should be confined to supporting civilian
authorities and should be subordinated to civilian authorities.33 If military
support of law enforcement after the immediate post-conflict phase is still
needed, mechanisms should be devised to pitch CIVPOL in between the
military and domestic law enforcement agencies. This would reduce the risk
of militarising domestic police forces.
International military forces may also drive the reform of domestic
security actors. However, this is problematic from an SSR perspective. The
military should not be the lead actor in defence reform, so as not to weaken
democratic control. Military support provided to police reform is equally
problematic; the UN recommends abstention.34 The absence of CIVPOL
may warrant such training. The US military has trained the Afghan National
Police (ANP) primarily because CIVPOL are too thinly spread over this vast
country.35
However, SSR aims at demilitarising domestic police forces.
Providing police forces with military training, equipment and intelligence
may militarise domestic police, send the wrong signal to post-conflict
countries and undermine efforts to create police forces guided by democratic
norms. Citizens in post-conflict countries have usually suffered from
abusive, corrupt and militarised security forces. Fostering public trust in
civilian policing thus depends on limiting the role of the military in internal
security.36
Military training may be justified as long as the military does not
shape police doctrines, but merely provides specialised knowledge and
equipment. Police officers specialised in hostage situations, for example,
may receive sniper training from the military. But direct and deep
relationships between international military forces and the domestic police in
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post-conflict countries are unhealthy. Militarising police forces may
undermine their democratic control, and, by fixating on coercive strategies,
may distort the security priorities of citizens and hold back human
development.37
Similarly controversial, and increasingly common, is the training of
law enforcement institutions, especially police who work in conflict, postconflict and transition states, by PMSCs. Employees of PMSCs are often
former soldiers. This poses the risk of instilling a military spirit into civilian
institutions. Bolstering the credibility and sustainability of SSR requires
circumscribing and regulating the role of PMSCs.
Beyond the Balkans
The cases of Bosnia and Kosovo showed that the ideal-type strategy for
military support of law enforcement could not be entirely implemented.
After all, the conditions facilitating the pursuit of the strategy (see table 1 in
the second chapter) were partially absent. Elsewhere, these conditions were
even more absent. While this study focuses on the Balkans, it is important to
note that military efforts against serious crime pose problems anywhere. In
fact, law enforcement in Balkan peace operations has been relatively
successful in comparison to other parts of the world where international
actors have intervened. This study underscores that crime-fighting should be
one of the objectives of military transformation. The concept of the
Responsibility to Protect has gained much traction among scholars and
policy practitioners.38 Serious crime victimises people in many countries. By
contributing to crime-fighting, international military forces help to protect
vulnerable people. Yet military crime-fighting is unsystematic, reflecting
insufficient preparation for law enforcement, divergent interpretations of
mandates, competition among military actors and between them and civilian
institutions and other vagaries of international intervention.
Iraq is the most notorious recent case in which international actors –
with the US in a hegemonic position – have neglected crime-fighting after
the presumed end of major combat operations. The invasion of Iraq was a
military success, but its aftermath was a policing disaster. Public order broke
down for various reasons, including the US decision to disband Iraqi security
forces and the inability of Coalition forces to expand their activities beyond
a narrowly defined military remit.39 Iraq quickly transformed into a
quagmire marked by fighting between, and alliances of convenience among,
Coalition and government forces, local insurgents, government-sponsored
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militias, foreign terrorists and organised crime groups.40 More attention paid
to law enforcement in the crucial immediate post-war period could have
saved tens of thousands of lives.
Afghanistan provides another example of unsystematic crime-fighting
by ‘internationals’. Following the successful ouster of the Taliban in late
2001, the UN, due to the Bush administration’s abhorrence of nationbuilding, adopted a ‘light footprint’ strategy. The aim was to let Afghan
security forces secure Afghanistan. But creating a well-functioning security
sector representing the various ethnic and political domestic groups proved
difficult, not least because international investment into Afghanistan has
been negligible when compared to the vast financial and personnel resources
invested into Bosnia and Kosovo. As analysts of the RAND Corporation
write, Bosnia, on a per capita basis,
had received 50 times more international military personnel and 16 times
more economic assistance than did Afghanistan over the first couple of years
of reconstruction. In Afghanistan, the [US] administration refused to use U.S.
troops for peacekeeping and opposed the deployment of international forces
outside the capital for the same purpose. Security was to remain a
responsibility of the Afghans, despite the fact that the country had neither
army nor police forces. Nor surprisingly, Afghanistan became more – not less
– dependent on external assistance as the years went by.41

Domestic institutions have been too weak to prevent a motley of
insurgents, terrorists and criminals of various sorts (commonly
oversimplified under the label ‘Taliban’) to control large swaths of
Afghanistan. To make things worse, the government has been part of the
problem, with corruption hampering effective law enforcement. For instance,
the ANP is seen by most Afghans as predatory and unreliable.42 Since the
end of a deceptively calm period lasting until around 2007, NATO’s
International Security Assistance Force and troops operating under the USled Operation Enduring Freedom have been facing a fierce insurgency that
has been thriving on revenues from the heroin trade and that had spilled over
into Pakistan. By summer 2009, the new US administration of Barack
Obama was facing the possibility of having to invest billions of dollars into a
very fragile and very poor country each year over a very long period of
time.43 Rectifying the mistakes made in the years after 9/11 seemed an
insurmountable task.
If international actors had invested more into state and nation-building
in Afghanistan, at a time when most Afghans would have welcomed
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international security forces opposing local strongmen, this catastrophic
situation might have been averted. A major element in such a strategy would
have been to task military forces to ensure public security, as a precondition
for enabling Afghans and international agencies to rebuild the economy.
Moreover, international actors should have put more pressure on suspected
criminals. As in Bosnia and Kosovo, spoilers have largely acted with
impunity. Reasons include the fixation of the Bush administration on hunting
down members of Al-Qaeda, which led the CIA and other agencies to
support warlords, some of whom assumed crucial positions in government.44
More generally, foreign governments and their representatives in
Afghanistan have been concerned about causing instability by uprooting
Afghan power structures. The fact that in early 2009 a heated debate erupted
over whether NATO should target the thriving heroin industry is evidence of
the continuing confusion over how to cope with serious crime after war.45
Instead of better coordinating international assistance to Afghanistan,
sending more CIVPOL and taking other steps against spoilers of security,
international actors have improvised. For instance, in the absence of
sufficient numbers of international police officers (mainly the fault of
European states, especially Germany46), Military Policy officers and
employees of PMSCs such as DynCorp became crucial for training the
ANP.47 Also, the US, eager to put more boots on the ground in the fight
against insurgents, has trained and equipped auxiliary police forces. Such
strategies exacerbate the militia problem in Afghanistan and hamper efforts
by European and other donor countries to delineate military from policing
tasks.
Haiti is another case illustrating the merger between crime and war, as
well as between crime-fighting and war-fighting. International stabilisation
missions deployed to Haiti in the 1990s failed to dismantle rampaging
militias and criminal gangs, which were instruments of political and
economic elites, and to create effective and accountable security forces.
Police forces were overwhelmed by the firepower, ruthlessness and
organisation of the gangs.48 An approach that included the military was
therefore warranted. By 2006, UN forces found themselves fighting wellarmed gangs, the largest of which operated in the slums of Port-au-Prince.
Only combined, intelligence-led operations by UN soldiers, formed police
units and SWAT teams succeeded in defeating the gangs.49
Counter-gang operations in Haiti are a positive example of military
engagement in law enforcement. However, it took foreign actors a long time
to face the reality of gangs governing entire neighbourhoods and to devise
proper police-military coordination mechanisms. Moreover, there are doubts
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as to whether the success of the international war on gangs in Haiti has been
strategic, given that root causes enabling the rise of violent para-state and
non-state actors continue to haunt the country.50
Final Thoughts
International interventions in the Balkans and beyond prove that establishing
public security after war is needed for building states and nations. This study
leans towards a ‘security first’ approach.51 Certainly, security is necessary,
but not sufficient by itself, for stabilising war-torn countries and for
protecting people – a ‘security only’ approach would be self-defeating.
Security comes first because without it development agencies, private
companies, NGOs, the media and other actors promoting human
development and state accountability cannot enter a country, are forced to
leave it, give up, or are eliminated by those pursuing private interests with
violent means.
Internal security should be the prerogative of the police. But due to
conditions in war-torn countries and the absence of domestic or international
policing, foreign military forces should more systematically target those
committing serious crime and protect those vulnerable to attack. While
adapting the military towards crime-fighting is problematic in many ways,
the costs of not doing so are greater.
It is unclear, however, whether governments deploying personnel to
war-torn countries will move in this direction. Not only is there a continuing
lack of political will to send more and better CIVPOL forces to places that
need them. There is also a lack of political will to rethink the role of the
military and translate this rethinking into practice. Better muddling through
therefore seems all one can realistically hope for.
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